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ABSTRACT 

Remote sensing of cooling tower and factory stack plumes may provide unique information on the 

constituents of the plume. Potential information of the power generated by the plant or the chemical 

composition of the factory products may be gathered from thermal emission and absorption in the infrared 

band, or from scattering of light in the visible band. 

A new model for generating synthetic images of plumes has been developed using DIRSIG, a 

radiometrically based ray-tracing code. Existing models that determine the characteristics of the plume 

(constituents, concentration, paniculate sizing, and temperature) are used to construct the plume in DIRSIG. 

The effects of scattered light using Mie theory and radiative transfer, as well as thermal self-emission and 

absorption from within the plume, are modeled for different regions of the plume. Both single and multiple 

scattering methods are available. The ray-tracing accounts for radiance from the plume, atmosphere, and 

background. ä 

Synthetic generated images of a cooling tower plume, composed of water droplets, and a factory 

stack plume, composed of methyl chloride, are produced for visible, MWIR, and LWIR bands. Images of 

the plume from different sensor platforms are also produced. Observations are made on the interaction 

between the plume and its background and possible effects for remote sensing. Images of gas plumes using 

a hyperspectral sensor are illustrated. Several sensitivity studies are done to demonstrate the effects of 

changes in plume characteristics on the resulting image. Inverse algorithms that determine the plume 

effluent concentration are tested on the plume images. 

A validation is done on the gas plume model using experimental data collected on a SF6 plume. 

Results show the integrated plume model to be in good agreement with the actual data from five to one 

hundred meters from the stack exit. The scattering models are tested against MODTRAN. The validity and 

limitations of these models are discussed as a result of these tests. Finally two atmospheric scattering 

phenomena are illustrated to demonstrate qualitatively the scattering models. 
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1. Introduction 

Remote sensing of factory stack and cooling tower plumes has the potential to reveal information 

about the constituents of the plumes. The intelligence community, nuclear proliferation monitors, the 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the Department of Energy (DOE) have looked at gathering 

information from observations of plumes. In the case of factory stacks, determination of the species and 

concentration of the plume can help reveal the chemical components of the factory products. For plumes 

from cooling towers, the temperature and water droplet characteristics may indicate the output power of the 

station. Ideally, observation of the plume should be done by a sensor located next to the factory or power 

station; however, this is not always possible. Airborne and satellite remote sensing would provide coverage 

not only of inaccessible areas, but over wide areas at regular intervals. Both passive and active remote 

sensing of plumes are currently being investigated. While active methods (i.e., laser remote sensing) can 

provide more accurate determination of the concentration of effluents in the plume, they can only provide 

information at certain wavelengths. In addition, active platforms have limited coverage and are expensive to 

produce and maintain. Passive sensors on existing platforms can provide information on plumes over a wide 

spectral band, and multispectral image fusion can be used to yield additional information. Coverage also 

would be more widespread and reliable. 

Synthetic image generation (SIG) will aid in the investigation of plume phenomenology and in the 

understanding of remote sensing of plumes. SIG is the process of using first principles from radiometry to 

simulate an image as seen by a particular sensor. SIG provides the ability to model images under a variety of 

conditions (wavelength, sensor platform, scene conditions, etc.). These synthetic images can then be used to 

predict sensor performance under various conditions, and provide a way to test remote sensing algorithms. 

Synthetic plume imagery can reveal not only how a plume will look to a sensor, but also how it wfll interact 

with the background and surrounding atmosphere. A variety of plume images can be generated using 

different sources, meteorological conditions, viewing conditions, and wavelengths. Algorithms designed to 

determine effluent concentration can be tested on these images to determine their accuracy and robustness. 

The radiance reaching the sensor from the plume originates from several sources. Direct sunlight 

and diffuse skylight are scattered from the plume. The type of scattering (Mie or Rayleigh) depends on the 

spectral band and paniculate size. The intensity of scattering depends on the concentrations and particle size 

distribution. Multiple scattering will occur within the plume if the optical depth is large. Thermal self 

emission and absorption by the plume will be apparent in the MWIR (3-5 urn) and LWIR (8-12 um) 

regions. The amount of self-emission depends on the emissivity and temperature of the plume. The 

transmission of the plume will be dependent on the spectral absorbance of the particulate. 

The generation of synthetic images of plumes must account for all of these factors to produce a 

radiometrically accurate image. The Digital Imaging and Remote Sensing Image Generation code (DIRSIG) 



has this ability (Schott, 1993). It is currently employed by the Center for Imaging Science at the Rochester 

Institute of Technology for simulating images for various remote sensing platforms. DIRSIG is a ray- 

tracing code that incorporates MODTRAN to produce a radiometrically accurate image at the sensor of a 

scene built by the user. 

The objective of this research is to develop a radiometrically accurate method for producing 

synthetic images of plumes. This method needs to account for the main interactions of the plume with its 

environment. Existing models for cooling tower and factory stack plumes are used to provide the plume 

geometry and characteristics (constituents, concentration, particulate sizing, and temperature). The plumes 

are represented either externally by AutoCAD (ACAD) models or internally within DIRSIG. The effects of 

scattering, self-emission, and absorption from the plume are incorporated in DIRSIG on a pixel-by-pixel 

basis. Atmospheric radiative transfer theory is used to account for multiple scattering within the plume. 

Different spectral gas databases are included in order to model a variety of gas plumes. 

A secondary objective of this research is to demonstrate how this methodology can be used to 

understand remote sensing of plumes. SIG scenes of plumes are generated for both ground-based and 

airborne sensors at a variety of wavelengths. Special emphasis is given to the use of hyperspectral sensors in 

the detection of gas plumes. Sensitivity studies are done on the plume-background contrast based on 

changes in the plume characteristics. Finally, a brief demonstration is shown in the appendix of how inverse 

algorithms that determine plume concentrations are used with DIRSIG plumes. 

The final objective is to validate the models developed in this research. This is done with actual 

experimental data where available, or against other validated computer models. A validation of the DIRISG 

gas plume model used experimental data collected of a SF6 plume at the Nevada Test Site. The scattering 

plume model is compared to results obtained from MODTRAN. Two atmospheric scattering effects 

simulated by DIRSIG are also presented as a result of this research. 

This dissertation is divided into six chapters and nine appendices. Chapter 2 covers the theory 

needed for modeling plumes in DIRSIG. This includes the physics and radiometry of plumes and the 

governing equations for remote sensing. Chapter 3 describes the algorithms used to create the plume models 

and how they are implemented in DIRSIG. It is intended to be a user's manual for future users of the 

DIRSIG plume code. Chapter 4 gives various results and examples of plume images. Both gas and 

scattering plumes are shown using different sensor platforms and plume parameters. Chapter 5 presents the 

validation results against the NTS plumes and MODTRAN code. Also the DIRSIG images of atmospheric 

scattering are shown in this chapter as a qualitative validation of the code. Conclusions and 

recommendations of this research are given Chapter 6. The appendices give additional theoretical 

background on Mie scattering, radiative transfer, particle size distribution, and inverse algorithms. Code and 

file descriptions are also covered in the appendices. 



2. Theory 

This chapter discusses the theory behind modeling plumes in DIRSIG. It covers the basic physics 

and radiometry of how the plume interacts with its environment. The interaction of light and matter in the 

form of scattering, absorption, and radiative transfer is emphasized. While there is a brief discussion of 

how plumes are modeled, this chapter does not cover the dynamics of their plumes evolution. Other 

research has been done in this area and references are given to them. The governing equations for remote 

sensing of the plume are covered for both ground-based and airborne sensors. 

2.1  Consideration for Remote Sensing of Plumes 

2.1.1  Factory Stack Plumes 

Release of various chemical effluents by a factory into the atmosphere can reveal materials that 

are being used or produced by the factory. Common emissions from power plants include CO, C02, NO, 

N02, N20, S02, HC1, CH4, NH3, H20, and NCHO. Sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) is commonly used as a plume 

tracer gas due to its large absorbance cross-section. These particulates typically have diameters under 0.1 

um (Blumenthal, 1981). The exception is N02 (White, 1981) which can have diameters around 0.6 urn and 

is the dominant absorber in the visible region. The local humidity level can cause an increase in particulate 

size due to condensation of water vapor onto the nuclei (Hänel, 1972). Normally, there is very little 

scattering unless fiyash and sulfates are present in large amounts (which may occur in modern fossil fuel 

power plants not under emission control). Typical temperatures at the stack exit of an oil burning plant are 

around 495 K° (Selby, 1978). A comprehensive study of factory stack emissions, including computer code 

to simulate them, was done by the EPA between 1979 and 1981 (Seigneur, 1985). The plumes of two coal- 

burning power plants and a copper smelter were measured by four teleradiometers at downwind distances 

from 17 to 34 km. The data was compared to the PLUEVUEII code which used radiative transfer 

equations with angular multi-scattering terms to find the radiance reaching the sensor when looking at a 

plume (Seigneur, 1984). In the visible region (400-650 nm), the program predicted the plume/sky radiance 

ratio over a range of viewing angles. The data collected from these experiments may be useful for 

validation, but most of the measurements are taken too far downwind from the stack exit. 

A series of chemical gases were released under controlled conditions at the Nevada Test Site 

(NTS) in 1994 (Westberg, 1996). These plumes were monitored over the first 500 m by several 

instruments including a multi-spectral sensor. The images produced were calibrated radiometrically using 

objects with known emissivities and temperatures. One of the chemicals released was SF6 which has a very 

visible plume in an image taken in the 10.4-11.0 um region. This data set will be used in validating the 

plume imagery developed by this research. 



The chemistry within the plume can be very complex. Some gases that emerge from the stack are 

converted to particulates as they interact with the atmosphere. For example sulfur dioxide will change into 

sulfate, and nitrogen dioxide to nitrate. The rate of conversion depends strongly on the atmospheric 

conditions. The temperature of the plume also drops as the cooler ambient air is entrained into it. The rate 

of entrainment depends on the turbulence and location of the boundary layer of the lower atmosphere. All 

of these effects increase the difficulty of accurately modeling the mixture of gases and particulates and their 

concentration downstream of the stack. 

From an imaging perspective, the amount of sunlight scattered from a factory plume towards the 

sensor will depend on the type of particulate, its concentration, and its size distribution function. Most gas 

plumes scatter weakly due to the small particulate size. The type of scattering will generally be of the 

Rayleigh type. If a sufficient concentration of water droplets are present in the plume they will be the 

dominant source of scattering. An exception is when sulfates and flyash are present in the plume. These 

particles have diameters of 0.5 um and larger and cause Mie scattering of visible light (White, 1981). 

The detection and quantification of gases in the plume by remote sensing presents some unique 

problems. Many variables are involved in the formation of the plume that make the inverse problem of 

characterization difficult. Both active (LEDAR) and passive techniques have been investigated and 

developed. One of the most successful methods uses Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTTR). 

Much work has been done in this area of detection and quantification of molecules in plumes (Haus, 1994). 

Signal processing techniques are used to match the spectrum with known gas signatures that may exist in 

the plume. A plume analysis code was written for FTTR sensors and used to determine contrast SNR for a 

sensor on a satellite and airborne platform against different temperature plumes (Hilgeman, 1996). The 

types of gases, and their mixing ratios, can then be used to determine the products of the factory. While 

FTTR can provide spectral data, it does not provide any spatial data. However with the new generation of 

hyperspectral imaging sensors, the potential now exists to extract both spectral and spatial information from 

remotely sensed images of the plume. Spatial information would help give the physical dimension of the 

plume as well as provide mixing ratios of the gases as a function of position within the plume. In addition 

simultaneous measurements of background signature can be used to improve the SNR of the plume 

signature. Work is currently being done with the Thermal Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (TIRIS) for 

plume detection (Gat, 1997). This is a pushbroom system which operates from 7.5 - 14.0 um in 64 spectral 

bands. Spectral resolution is 10 cm"' at 10 um. 

The amount of gas released by a factory stack is usually measured as a release rate (lbs/hour or 

gms/sec) for each species. It is fairly straightforward to find the molar density from: 



molar density [moles/m3] = release rate fgms/sec]     (2-1) 

(stack area [m2] • stack velocity [m/s] • molecular weight [gms/mole]) 

The volume mixing ratio (VMR measured in parts per million) of the species is found by dividing 

the molar density by the normal volume of a perfect gas adjusted for the ambient temperature and pressure 

(.00224 m3/mole at STP). Once the molar density for each species is found, the molar ratio of the different 

species is defined as 

molar ratioA/B = molar density of A / molar density of B. (2-2) 

A hyperspectral image has the potential to yield the VMR of each species (and hence the molar mixing 

ratio) on a pixel-by-pixel basis (see Appendix E). 

2.1.2 Cooling Tower Plumes 

There is considerable interest in monitoring the power generated by both nuclear and fossil-fuel 

power plants. In the former case, non-proliferation treaties require detection of the possible production of 

material for nuclear weapons. The power generated is related to the waste heat released as a thermal plume 

from the cooling tower which contains heated ambient air as well as vaporized cooling water. The radiative 

properties of the plume may be detected and measured by remote sensors. The plume temperature and 

water droplet content will determine the amount of emitted thermal radiation. Studies of cooling tower 

plumes have been done by Argonnes National Lab (Carhart, 1981), DOE (O'Steen, 1995), and Los Alamos 

National Lab (Powers, 1995). 

There are two main sources of water droplets in cooling tower plumes (Sauvageot, 1989). The 

circulation water of the condensers is cooled by evaporation and thermic transfer to the air and carried away 

by the natural or mechanical draft of the tower. When this water vapor mixes with the colder ambient air, 

recondensation occurs on small atmospheric nuclei present and water droplets are formed. This first type of 

droplet is called "recondensation" droplets and generally have diameters smaller than 20 urn. The exhaust 

emerging from the tower also contains small amounts of salts used to prevent algae growth on the side of 

the tower. These salts form larger nuclei for condensation and the resulting water droplets have sizes from 

20 to 100 urn. This second type of droplets are called drift droplets. It was found that the number of 

recondensation droplets were ten times greater than the drift droplets. Thus, while the size distribution of 

the cooling tower plume is bimodal, the effects of the larger drift droplets can be ignored due to their 

relatively small number. 

Typical plume temperatures are in the neighborhood of 300 K° (Carhart, 1991). From Planck's 

blackbody radiation model, the wavelength of peak emission is 9.66 um.  Thus in the MWIR and LWIR 



bands, radiance from the plume will be dominated by thermal self emission. However, scattering from 

water droplets will also be considered. At visible wavelengths, scattering from water droplets and other 

plume constituents is the main source of radiance detected at the sensor. The emissivity of the plume 

depends on the liquid water content, which in turn depends on the size distribution of the water droplets. 

Droplet size distribution will also affect the scattering, absorption, and thermal self-emission from the 

plume. 

2.2   Plume Modeling 

Modeling plumes is a very complex process that involves hydrodynamic and turbulence flow 

theory. Since the aim of this research is to model the images of plumes and not the plumes themselves, 

only a brief description of plume modeling will be given. The two plume models described will be those 

used in DIRSIG. 

2.2.1  JPL Plume Model 

The first plume model is designed to model gas plumes released from a factory stack. It was 

originally developed by the EPA (Haugan, 1975), and has been modified by Kaman Corp and the Jet 

Propulsion Lab (henceforth called the JPL model). It is currently being maintained by RSA Systems. The 

JPL model is a Gaussian plume model based on the Brigg's equation for plume dynamics (Bennett, 1992, 

Halitsky, 1989). For a neutral atmosphere, the Brigg equation is commonly used to give the plume 

centerline height. It assumes a buoyant rise of the plume. The plume entrains ambient air at a rate 

proportional to its velocity and cross-sectional area relative to the surrounding area. For a neutrally buoyant 

effluent, the plume height is: 

h = h0 + 3 
V/M + 3. 

.1/3 
(2-3) 

where h0 is the stack height, r0 is the stack radius, x the downwind distance, and m the emission velocity 

ratio, defined as the vertical emission velocity divided by the wind velocity. A Gaussian distribution of the 

concentration of gases or aerosols from the plume centerline is assumed of the form: 

c= 
2xaycrzju 

exp y 
2a: yJ 

exp 
(z-h) 

2cr" 

2\ 

+ exp 
(z + h) 

2^ 

2^ 

(2-4) 

where x is the downwind distance, v is the lateral distance from the centerline, z is the vertical distance from 

the ground, Q is the source intensity (mass released per unit time), \i is the mean wind speed, h the plume 

centerline (from the Briggs equation), and ay (or CTZ) is the lateral (or vertical) coefficient of dispersion. 

The values for ay or az must often be derived by fitting curves to empirical to measurements. 



The dilution factor at a particular position within the plume can found by dividing the original 

stack concentration C0=Q/nr0
2w by C: 

D = Q 2ava. 

Cm0 w      r0m 
-exp y 

id 
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2\ 

(2-5) 

where w is the vertical emission velocity and m = w/u. It should be noted that the Gaussian model in the 

lateral direction holds for all stability conditions, while the vertical distribution only holds for stable and 

neutral atmospheric conditions. 

The JPL model calculates the initial conditions at the stack exit for several parameters including 

plume temperature and VMR. The dilution factor is then calculated downwind at any point within the 

plume using eqn. 2-5. The parameters of the plume at that point are then determined by multiplying the 

dilution factors with the initial parameters at the stack exit. The JPL model is designed for factory stack 

plumes containing multiple species. Inputs to the code include gas type and release rate, stack geometry, 

and meteorological conditions (including time-varying conditions). The outputs are downwind location, 

plume centerline height, and plume characteristics (dilution, temperature, and volume mixing ratio (VMR)). 

Chapter 3 gives a detailed description of the JPL code and its outputs. 

2.2.2 LANL Plume Model 

The second plume model used in DIRSIG was originally developed by Argonnes National Lab and 

University of Illinois (ANL/UI) and modified by Los Alamos National Labs (henceforth to be referred to as 

the LANL model). It is designed to simulate cooling tower plumes and uses an integral approach in which 

dispersion and plume rise take place simultaneously. A set of coupled ordinary non linear differential 

equations are solved to yield plume trajectory and properties. The model conserves fluxes of? physical 

plume properties, while representing the dilution of the plume by entrainment of the surrounding ambient 

air. The differential equations are represented by the conservation of mass, horizontal and vertical 

momentum, enthalpy, and total water. This model treats the cross section of the plume as a whole and 

solves the governing equations using the local values for the wind speed, direction, and temperature 

gradient. Thus the plume is cylindrical in shape and its properties are uniform along a cross-section 

perpendicular to the plume axis. Also the increase in water droplet size due to condensation is tracked 

using classic cloud models (Liou, 1992). The initial plume temperature and droplet number density is 

specified by the user. The initial number density is determined as 

.     PaWl N =  ra  ' o        A 3 (2-6) 



where pa is the density of water in ambient air, W/is the mass liquid water mixing ratio, pi is the density of 

liquid water, and r is the initial droplet radius. W/ describes the amount of initial liquid water in the plume. 

The droplet radius will have a size distribution as described in appendix C. The outputs of the code are 

plume radius, temperature, water droplet size, and number density as a function of distance downwind 

from the tower. The number density downwind is determined as: 

N = N0 
UT^ 

.MoJ 
(2-7) 

where N0 and AT0 are the initial (stack) number density and temperature contrast, and AT is the temperature 

contrast at the downwind point. This determination of the number density is a change added by the author 

based on the dilution factor used in the JPL plume model. It was not part of the original code which did not 

expressly account for dilution effects. A detailed description of the LANL model is found in Carhart (1991) 

and Powers (1995). 

2.3 Interaction of Light with the Plume 

This section describes aspects of scattering, absorption, and emission theory as they pertain to 

modeling synthetic imagery of plumes. Multiple libraries have been written on these subjects. For the area 

of scattering theory, the classic is by Van de Hülst (1959). However, a more readable and updated form can 

be found in Bohren (1980). The same holds true for radiative transfer, where Chandrasekhar (1960) is the 

classic, but Liou (1980) and Goody (1989) present an updated version. Detailed derivations for Mie 

scattering and radiative transfer are included in Appendices A and D. 

2.3.1  Gas Absorption ■ 

The different species in a gas plume absorb light at various wavelengths, depending on the 

electronic, vibrational, and rotational bands. The field of spectroscopy specifically considers how gases can 

be identified by their absorption "fingerprints." Since modeling of gas plumes requires knowledge of the 

absorption spectrum, this section will briefly touch on this process. For a more complete coverage of this 

topic and how it relates to remote sensing the reader is referred to texts by Stephens (1994), Goody (1989) 

and the Handbook of Geophysics and the Space Environment (1985). 

There are three main properties that describe absorption by gas molecules: the central position of 

the line in the spectrum, the strength of the line, and the shape or profile of the line. In the visible region 

electronic transitions in individual atoms and molecules absorb the impinging electromagnetic wave. These 

electronic transitions are relatively quick (10'15 seconds). At longer infrared wavelengths, absorption is due 

mainly to transitions in the vibrational states of the molecules.   These transitions have longer lifetimes 



(10"12 seconds) and thus smaller transition energies. In the far infrared (>20 um) and microwave region, 

rotational transitions are the dominant absorption processes. Vibrational transitions occur in polar 

molecules and the transition states are governed by quantum mechanics. Rotational transitions depend on 

the geometrical configuration of the molecules and orientation of the moment of inertia. Gases found in 

plumes can be characterized as linear (such as C02, N20), symmetric top (NH3, CH3C1), spherical 

symmetric top (CH4), and asymmetric top (water vapor). The type of configuration determines the location 

of the absorption spectra. 

The actual absorption line shape is determined by several factors. The first is natural broadening 

which results in a band of transition levels due to quantum mechanical effects. This is a minor factor in gas 

plumes since frequent collisions between molecules shorten the natural lifetime in the excited state. These 

collision contribute to pressure broadening of the line shape. The resulting shape is described by a 

Lorentzian function and the half-width is determined by the atmospheric pressure and temperature. The 

Doppler effect also broadens the absorption line. This profile is described by a Maxwellian distribution and 

again depends on atmospheric pressure and temperature. The importance of pressure vs. Doppler 

broadening is expressed as a ratio, 

-^«lO-12-^ (2-8) 
«i P 

where aD and aL are the half-widths of the Doppler and Lorentzian profiles, v0 is the center frequency (in 

Hz), and p is the pressure in mbars. In the LWIR at 10 urn at a pressure of 1000 mbars, this ratio is 0.03 

indicating that pressure broadening is the main factor in determining line shape. 

The absorption coefficient kabs(v) is defined as, 

kabs(y) = S-f(v-v0)[mA] p-9) 

where S is the strength factor of the absorbing line (based on the transition probability) and/is the line 

shape function centered on v0. The transmission through a gas plume is found using the Beer-Lambert law 

(also known as the Bouguer law) 

dE = kenEdz       [W/m2], (2-10) 

where E is the irradiance, kex, is the extinction coefficient, and dz a unit path length (the implicit 

dependence on wavelength has been omitted). When scattering is negligible (as in the case of gas plumes), 

then the extinction and scattering coefficient are the same . The exponential form for a homogeneous 

medium is 

E'=E0e-KaZ      [W/m2]. (2-11) 



The term kg* z is referred to as the optical thickness or optical depth, x'. The transmission is the ratio of 

irradiance out to irradiance in: 

E T = -— = exp(-kextz) = exp(-r'). (2-12) 

Databases for gases often measure transmittance in terms of absorbance 

^ = -log,0r. (2-13) 

The absorbance is measured for a gas at a particular temperature and column density. The column density 

is the VMR of the gas multiplied by the path length of the gas and is expressed as ppm-m. 

For a plume with a known VMR and temperature, kabs is derived from the absorbance of a given 

database through 

_    ADB-VMRP-TP 
Kabs - , ,  s   „„~      ' U-14) 

logI0(e)-CDDB-TDB 

where ADB, CDDB, and TDB are the absorbance, column density, and temperature from the gas database. 

VMRp and 7> are the volume mixing ratio and temperature of the particular gas species in the plume. If 

there are multiple gas species, then the total absorption coefficient of the plume is the sum of the individual 

coefficients. If the column density of the plume is given, then the optical depth of the plume can be found 

from: 

r, _      CDP-TP-ADB (2_i5) 

log10(<?) -CDDB-TDB 

where CDP is the column density of the plume. j 

2.3.2 Scattering 

A plume scatters both sunlight and skylight. The amount and direction of scattering depends on 

the type of particle, its number density, and the size distribution. Since no active sources are considered, 

the incoming light is assumed to be broad band and unpolarized. Mie theory rigorously describes scattering 

of electromagnetic radiation from spherical particles (and several other shapes). Rayleigh scattering can be 

treated as an approximation of Mie scattering for particles that are small compared to the wavelength of 

light. Implicit in the scattering considered here is the assumption that the wavelength is not changed by the 

scattering: no Raman or non linear effects are considered. Also, the scattered light is incoherent, that is, 

there are no phase effects between the light scattered from multiple particles. Multiple scattering can have 

an important effect and approaches to its computation are addressed in section 2.3.5. Only particles that are 

homogenous and spherical are modeled in this research. It may be desirable in the future to model a coated 

10 



sphere, which may be the case if large aerosol nuclei undergo condensation and has an outer shell 

composed of water. Also, scattering from ice crystals in cirrus clouds can be modeled using cylindrical 

particles. Algorithms for Mie scattering from coated spheres and cylinders are found in Appendix B and C 

in Bohren (1983). 

The general formulation is to start from Maxwell's equations with a spherical scatterer that has a 

different index of refraction from the surrounding medium. An electromagnetic field is generated inside the 

sphere and a scattered field will be induced outside the sphere. Boundary conditions are imposed so that 

the tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields are continuous across the interface between 

media. A scattering matrix in terms of the Stokes parameters for the incident and scattered light is 

expressed as: 

ro 
Qs 1 

us ~*v 
w 

'21 

-"31 

vo41 

'12 

'22 

'32 

'42 

SuVO 
'23 

'33 

'43 

"24 Q, 
(2-16) 

where I, Q, U, and V are the Stokes parameters, k the wavevector, and r the distance to the detector. The 

elements of the amplitude scattering (Sn, S12, ...) depend on the scattering angle. This scattering matrix is 

also known as a Mueller matrix. For a spherical particle, only the diagonal terms and Sn, S2i, S34, and S43 

are not zero due to the symmetry. Since the Stokes parameters of light scattered by a collection of 

randomly separated particles is the sum of the Stokes parameters of the individual particles, the scattering 

matrix for a collection of these particles is the sum of the individual scattering matrices. This assumes that 

the scattering is independent among the particles with no phase relationship between them. For unpolarized 

sunlight, the relationships for the Stokes parameters reduce to 

1     k2r2 ■S„E, Qs = 
l 

klr 
S„E, 22  U12-«-«; u=v=o (2-17) 

Note the notation for irradiance has been changed from I to E [w/m2]   for consistency with the DIRSIG 

notation. 

Several terms encountered in scattering theory are relevant to scattering in a plume. The first is 

the particle size parameter: 

x = ka = 
2mt0a 

(2-18) 
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where a is the radius of the particle and n0 is the medium index of refraction. For small values of X, the 

Rayleigh scattering approximation can be used. For larger values of x, geometrical optics approximations 

can be used (such as the case of the rainbow, see Chapter 5). 

The scattering cross section Cc is defined as the amount of energy scattered across the surface 

area of the particle by the incident irradiance. For a sphere, this is expressed as 

= Tr2.(2" + 1)(K| + P»I ) fr»]' (2-19) 

where a„ and bn are scattering coefficients that depend on the relative index of refraction ratio of the sphere 

to the surrounding medium expressed through the Riccati-Bessel and Hankel functions. The convergence 

of the series is roughly proportional to the size parameter. Thus for larger particles, lengthy computation 

(and longer computer run-times) will be needed to find the cross-section. The extinction cross-section is 

similarly determined as: 

C« = % I (2w +1) Re{a„ + b„} [m2], (2-20) 
k    n=l 

The differential scattering cross section dC^ /dW is the energy scattered per unit time into a unit solid 

angle about the scattering angle 0 and azimuthal angle <j). The irradiance of the scattered light is related to 

the incident irradiance through the differential scattering cross section: 

Es=~dQrrEi [W/m2]' (2"21) 

where r is the distance to the detector. For unpolarized light, the differential scattering cross section is 

expressed as: ■ 

-^■-JT     [m2/sr], (2-22) 

The angular scattering coefficient ß(9) is the amount of light scattered into the direction G per unit solid 

angle per unit length of the scattering medium. It is defined as 

/?(#) = N^   [m-V], (2-23) 
ail 

where N is the number density of the medium. 

The phase function is often used to describe the angular distribution of the scattered energy: 
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1    dCsca p=~^~^r- (2-24) 
sea     »»■"■ 

The asymmetry parameter g is the average cosine of the scattering angle and is defined as 

g = (cos<9)= jpcosßdn. (2-25) 
in 

When the scattering is isotropic, g is zero. If scattering is in the forward direction g is positive (with g 

equal to one for total forward scattering). Backscatter causes g to be negative, with g = -1 for total back 

scattering. 

The scattering efficiency is the scattering cross section divided by the particle cross-sectional area. 

For a sphere this is 

c     c sea si 

G 7Z& 
Qsca=-ßr = ^jr (2-26) 

The scattering diagrams for a spherical water droplet as a function of the incident wavelength are shown in 

Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2. The plot was generated by a Mie scattering code described in Appendix A. 

Notice that when the size of the particle and wavelength of incident light are approximately equal, almost 

all of the scattering is in the forward direction, which is considered Mie scattering. 

Particle Type: Water Droplet 

Index of refraction: 1.33 

Incident wavelength: .6328 microns «CT^ J) 

Droplet radius: .525 microns 

Asymmetry parameter (g) = 0.828 

Figure 2-1. Angular Scattering Distribution for a Water droplet in the Visible Wavelength 

Particle Type: Water Droplet 

Incident wavelength: 5.0 microns 

Index of refraction: 1.321 + .0126i 

Droplet radius: .525 microns 

Asymmetry parameter (g) = 0.0789 

Figure 2-2. Angular Scattering Distribution for a Water Droplet in the MWIR 
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Scattered light can be highly polarized, especially at a scattering angle of 90°. However, current 

sensors modeled in DIRSIG are not differentially sensitive to polarized light, thus the polarization state of 

scattered light is not recorded (even though Mie scattering calculates the degree of polarization, see 

Appendix A). In addition, multiple scattering is dominant in plumes, in which case any effects due to 

polarization are averaged out. 

2.3.3 Extinction 

Closely related to the scattering parameters are the extinction parameters. Extinction is the rate of 

removal of electromagnetic energy along a path within the medium. Extinction is accounted by absorption 

(which transforms the electromagnetic energy into other forms) and scattering. In the case for gas plumes 

where scattering is negligible, then the extinction coefficient is equal to the absorption coefficient. When 

scattering is present, the extinction cross-section is defined as 

Ce*t=Cabs+Csca    [m
2], (2-27) 

where the absorption cross section is defined as the rate of energy absorbed by the particle divided by the 

incident irradiance. The absorption and extinction efficiencies are defined similarly to the scattering 

efficiency 

where G = rca2 for a sphere. For a small particle size parameter (Rayleigh conditions)^ 

U2-i] 
Qa*=4x]m\—r—\, .(2-29) 

where m is the ratio of the index of refraction of particle to the surrounding medium. 

The extinction, absorption, and scattering coefficients can be defined as the respective cross 

section multiplied by the particle density in the medium 

k = N • C [m"1] (2-30) 

Kext — Kabs "*" ^sca- 

For a distribution of particle size, k must be derived through 

k = NJC(a>j(a)äfa (2-31) 
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where n(a) is the normalized size distribution function. The water droplets in cooling tower plumes are 

found to follow a modified Gamma distribution (Sauvageot, 1989). Appendix C gives a detailed 

description on the particle size distributions used for this research. 

The Beer-Lambert law (eqn. 2-12) is then used to determine the transmission. For a plume with 

multiple constituents, the transmission is expressed as 

r = exp 
f \ 

(2-32) -Ik     z 
v   /   ext<, 

where the individual extinction coefficients for each constituents are now summed together. 

2.3.4 Thermal Self-Emission 

For a perfect Lambertian blackbody, the spectral radiance is described by Planck's equation 

2hc2 

LwiT)= Ä\e-^T-\) [Wm"W] (2"33) 

where h, c, K, and T are Planck's constant, the speed of light, Boltzmann's constant, and the temperature in 

degrees Kelvin, respectively. The emissivity of an object is a measure of how well it radiates compared to a 

perfect blackbody: 

e(X) = _MZL (2.34) 

Following Kirchoffs law (that a perfect particle emits all it absorbs), the emissivity can be defined as 

s = a = 1 - e~Kala2 (2-35) 

where a is the absorption of the medium. The assumption here is that the particle is in local 

thermodynamic equilibrium. The model for plume self-emission is based on Kirchoffs law and thus the 

self-emitted radiance depends on the absorption coefficient. This means that the plume strongly absorbs 

(low transmission) at the same wavelengths where it strongly emits. If all transmission losses are due to 

scattering, then there is no self-emission. 

2.3.5 Radiative Transfer 

Radiative transfer theory is often used to calculate the transport of solar flux and self-emission 

through the atmosphere. It is the basis for atmospheric transport codes such as MODTRAN. While it is out 

of the scope of this chapter to cover radiative transfer theory in detail, the applications for plume modeling 

will be touched upon briefly.  Radiative transfer is applied to cloud models in calculating reflectance and 
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transmission values based on several cloud parameters. The main drawback in using radiative transfer is 

that it becomes mathematically difficult to solve unless simple geometries are assumed. That is why the 

plane-parallel atmosphere is often used. Unfortunately plume geometries do not readily lend themselves to 

this assumption. However radiative transfer can be used as an approximation at the expense of accuracy 

(and added complexity) if certain assumptions are made. This will be the case in DIRSIG when multiple 

scattering is present in the plume. 

The single scattering albedo is defined as 

m0=^-. (2-36) 

For cooling tower plumes in visible wavelengths, the single scattering albedo is unity, which indicates that 

extinction through the plume is due solely to scattering. When the droplet number density, and hence the 

optical depth, is high, then significant multiple scattering will occur. This means that the Beer-Lambert law 

may not be applicable for large optical depths if significant scattering is present. The suggested condition 

(Van de Hülst, 1957) for multiple scattering to occur is T' > 0.3. For T' < 0.1, single scattering prevails, 

while for 0.1 < x' < 0.3 double scattering must be considered. Another estimate to see if multiple scattering 

is the dominant effect is to approximate the number of scatterings undergone by a photon in the plume 

before exiting. This is estimated using 

A = 

nn+l 
OT0(l-r)]

n 

1—i Ü— (2.37) 
l-i*0(l-r)]' 

where A is the difference between the scattered radiance calculated with n-orders of scattering and all orders 

of scattering. For A = 1%, OT0= 1, and T = 0.05 (typical values for a cooling tower plume in visible light), n 

= 130. Thus the average photon will scatter 130 times in a dense cooling tower plume. 

A study by the author was done to determine the importance of multiple scattering in the radiance 

reaching the sensor from a plume (see Appendix C for details). This was done by simulating a plume 

(using multiple layers) in MODTRAN and comparing the radiance reaching the sensor for single scattering 

and multiple scattering models. The results indicate that for an optical depth of three (T = 0.05), multiple 

scattered radiance is twenty times greater than single scattered radiance. The study also showed that for 

A>2.5 urn, scattered radiance becomes negligible compared to self-emissive radiance. This is due to the 

drop in solar irradiance in the IR bands. Thus multiple scattering needs to be considered for cooling tower 

plumes in the visible wavelengths. 

There are several approaches to modeling multiple scattering. The first uses 3-D Monte Carlo 

methods. Here a large number of photons are followed through a cubic cloud as they undergo scattering 

from multiple particles (McKee, 1974).   A more recent and realistic technique is the independent pixel 
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approximation (IPA). Fractal models are used to represent clouds. The radiation properties of each pixel is 

approximated by plane-parallel radiative transfer. The albedo of each pixel is based only on that particular 

pixel's optical depth, and is independent of the neighboring pixel. This way a full 3-D radiation calculation 

is replaced by an ensemble of plane-parallel calculations. 

Another method developed from a computer graphics standpoint (Nishita, 1995) is to subdivide a 

fractal cloud into volume elements (voxels). An average scattering pattern based on the phase function is 

calculated (in matrix form) for the cloud. A viewing ray is then traced through the cloud. At each voxel the 

ray passes through, the scattering pattern is applied from all the neighboring voxels to obtain the intensity at 

that voxel. To simulate multiple scattering, this process is repeated for each neighboring voxel. Third- 

order scattering has been considered using this method. 

The two preceding methods for multiple scattering are more advanced than using the plane parallel 

radiative transfer method. However, excessive complexity causes difficulty when integrating the routines 

into DIRSIG, not to mention the added computer run-times. As a result, the initial modeling of multiple 

scattering will use the plane parallel radiative transfer approach in the form of a parameterized two-stream 

model. Future advances in DIRSIG and plume and cloud modeling may wish to use these more advanced 

techniques (see Chapter 6). 

The basic radiative transfer equation in a scattering atmosphere for diffuse radiance (I) is 

ß -TZ>  = -L(T',H, t) + J(v, n, «S) 
aT (2-38) 

where \i is the cosine of zenith solar angle, T' the optical depth of the layer, and <f> the azimuthal angle. Note 

that without the last term, the equation is similar to the Beer-Lambert law (exponential decrease in radiance 

through the layer based on optical depth). J is source term from within the layer: 

~ AK «o   J-i 
J = 4^ J,   li P(P,M,f)L{T,4J>,f)dfi' d<f>' 

1 
+ jm0 P(p, <t>- M', f) exp(-T/^)Es 

+ [l-m0]B(T) (239) 

where P(n,(j);u',<)>') is the scattering phase function for light incident at (u',<)>') and scattered in the direction 

(|i',<)>'), Es is the solar irradiance at the top of the layer, B(T) the Planck blackbody function at temperature T 

of the layer. Figure 2-3 shows these terms. 
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Figure 2-3.   Source Terms for Radiative Transfer 

The first term on the right hand side of eqn. (2-39) is the radiance contribution from multiple scattering, the 

second term is the contribution from single scattering, and the last term is the thermal self-emission from 

within the layer. For cooling tower plumes in visible wavelengths, the last term is negligible since w0 = 1. 

The formal solution to eqn. (2-38) with multiple scattering is iterative since J is defined in terms of L. 

There are several techniques including the Gauss-Seidel iterative method, the layer-adding method, and the 

discrete ordinates method. If the primary interest is solving for the solar irradiance (calculating the 

reflectance and transmittance through the layers), then the two-stream approximation is used for solving the 

transfer equations. Since the sun will be the primary source of visible irradiance for plumes (remembering 

that solar irradiance, and hence multiple scattering, is negligible past the MWIR), a modified two-stream 

approximation will used to account for multiple scattering in plumes. 

A detail mathematical description of the parameterized two-stream approximation used in this 

research is shown in Appendix D. Only a brief qualitative description will be given here. Consider a flux 

stream (F0) incident on a plane parallel uniform slab of cloud or plume (see Figure 2-4). 

F+(0) 

I 
I 

F(T') 

Figure 2-4. Flux Streams for Two-Stream Approximation 
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The flux stream emerges from the bottom of the layer after attenuation from absorption and scattering and 

is denoted by F (x') where the - indicates a downward traveling flux.   There will also be an upward 

traveling flux stream F (0) from the light scattered off the layer. These two streams describe the energy 

balance of the layer. One basic assumption made is that the flux distribution of the multiple scattering 

integral is fixed with increasing depth into the layer. Studies show (Twomey, 1980) that for large optical 

depths and single scattering albedos (as found in cooling tower plumes) the fine angular details in the 

scattering phase function (eqn. 2-24) are lost and the properties of the layer are controlled by several 

parameters. These parameters are the optical depth, single scattering albedo, and asymmetry parameter (x', 

tjj0, and g). This allows for simplifications in the solution of the resulting fluxes. Once solutions are 

obtained (see Appendix D), then the reflectance and transmission of the plume are defined as 

o o 

There are several types of two-stream approximations. The main difference is how strong forward 

scattering is handled. The model used in this research uses the Delta-Eddington approximation designed 

for water clouds (Joseph, 1976 and Slingo, 1989). A Dirac delta function is used to approximate the strong 

forward scattering as often found in water droplet clouds ( g « 0.85). The input parameters for the model 

are single scattering albedo, asymmetry parameter (both of which are derived from the Mie theory), and the 

optical depth and solar incident angle. The resulting diffuse reflectivity for direct incident (solar) radiation 

and diffuse incident radiation are calculated. The latter value can be used to determine the scattering of 

downwelled thermal and solar scattered radiance (skylight) as well as background thermal and reflected 

radiance. The diffuse transmission through the plume is also calculated for direct and diffuse incident 

radiation. These values will all be spectrally dependent since the scattering input parameters are spectrally 

dependent. As mentioned previously, the transmission for direct incident radiation with multiple scattering 

will not follow the Beer-Lambert law. Instead the transmission is calculated through 

r = exp[-(l-Gr0/)r'], (2-41) 

where/is the fraction of the scattered direct flux which emerges at angles close to the incident beam. This 

scattered light can be added back to the original unscattered light. In the two-stream Delta-Eddington 

approximation,/is expressed as 

f = g2- (2-42) 
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If no scattering is present (TO0 = 0) or the scattering is isotropic (f = 0), then eqn. 2-41 is identical to the 

Beer-Lambert law. If the scattering is purely in the forward direction (and tn0 = 0), then there is no 

attenuation of the beam. This equation only holds for isotropic or forward scattering (g > 0). 

One of the main drawbacks with this approach for multiple scattering is the assumption of infinite 

homogenous layers in the two-stream approximation, which obviously does not apply to plumes. The result 

will be extra scattering from the sides beyond the plume boundary, and thus the reflectivity will be 

overestimated. However, since forward scattering is dominant in water clouds, the leakage from the sides 

should be minimized. The Delta-Eddington model is most accurate for conservative scattering (tn0 = 1), 

large optical depths (x' > 5), and at small solar zenith angles (u > 0.5) (King, 1985). Again, cooling tower 

plumes generally satisfy the first two conditions, and the last one is satisfied by observing in the middle of 

the day. The model has been tested on marine stratocumulus and arctic clouds with the observed 

reflectivities differing less than 10% with the model predictions (Slingo, 1989). The comparisons were done 

only from 0.4 um out to 4 um, and thus represents another drawback to the model. However scattered 

radiance past this wavelength is negligible since the single scattering albedo for water droplets and the solar 

irradiance decreases in the IR. 

2.4 Governing Equations for Remote Sensing of Plumes 

As noted earlier, only passive sources will be considered when generating synthetic images of 

plumes. While the most dominant source is sunlight, other sources will have to be considered, particularly 

in the LWIR. These other sources include downwelled solar radiance (skylight), reflected radiance from the 

earth (earthshine) and other background objects, atmospheric thermal self-emission, and thermal self- 

emission from the earth. Other sources affect the radiance reaching the sensor that do not interact directly 

with the plume. The main component is upwelled atmospheric path radiance and sunlight scattered from 

the atmosphere towards the sensor. While these last two sources will not be covered here, they are 

considered in DIRSIG through MODTRAN calculations. The strength of each of these sources is very 

wavelength dependent, and this will have an important impact on the plume interactions. Figure 2-5 shows 

the comparison of the atmospheric transmission, solar irradiance, and thermal self emission from the earth. 
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Figure 2-5.   Atmospheric Transmission, Solar Irradiance, and Thermal Self Emission 

In the visible and near-IR (NIR) regions, sunlight is the dominant source of photons. In the MWIR, both 

sunlight and self-emission are of the same order of magnitude, while in the LWIR the impact of solar 

irradiance is negligible. 

2.4.1  Solar and Self-emissive Radiation Incident on the Plume 

The solar spectral irradiance onto the plume can be expressed as 

[W/m2], (2-43) P      - P'   „-r'Wseco- 

where E's\ is the exo-atmospheric irradiance, x' is the optical depth of the intervening atmosphere,, and a is 

the solar declination (zenith) angle. This will be the only source of direct incident radiation. 

The atmosphere also scatters sunlight onto the plume. This is referred to as downwelled solar 

scattered radiance (Los), or skylight. It is a function of both the azimuthal (<j>) and zenith (CT) directions. 

MODTRAN is used to calculate the downwelled radiance at preset angular increments for <|> (from 0° to 

360°) and for CT (from 0° to 90°). Integration over the hemisphere will give the total downwelled radiance 

onto the plume. This will be considered a diffuse source of radiation. At low solar elevation angles, 

upwelled scattered sunlight from below the plume is possible. Since the atmosphere below the plume is 

assumed negligible, this contribution is ignored. There is also upwelled solar scattered radiance, Lus. This 

will not interact with the plume, but it will contribute to the final radiance at the sensor (usually as noise). 

Direct sunlight is also diffusely reflected from the ground (earthshine): 
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UEr ~ 
Tt 

2„--h [W rn V (2-44) 

where r& is the diffuse Lambertian reflectance of the ground. Note the wavelength dependent subscripts 

have been dropped for clarity. This will be another source of diffuse radiance onto the plume. While there 

are other solar sources such as reflected skylight from the ground, these will be ignored due to their 

insignificant contributions. These terms may be added in the future if there is the desire to account for all 

possible sources. 

Thermal self-emission becomes a significant source of radiation in the MWIR and LWIR. All 

self-emissive sources are considered diffuse incident radiation. One such source is downwelled thermal 

self-emission from the atmosphere (LDB)- Like solar downwelled radiance, it is directional in nature. 

MODTRAN also calculates downwelled emission at angular increments and upon integrating over the 

hemisphere the total atmospheric emission onto the plume is found. Upwelled emission from below the 

plume will be considered negligible. Upwelled self-emission from the intervening atmosphere between the 

plume and sensor (Li/e) will contribute to radiance reaching the sensor. 

There is also thermal emission from the earth and background L^. The radiance is modeled using 

Planck's formula (eqn. 2-33). It is then multiplied by the emissivity of the object, usually defined as one 

minus the reflectivity. These values all are spectral in nature. Other minor sources such as atmospheric 

self-emission reflected from the earth onto the plume are considered negligible. Figure 2-6 shows the main 

sources of radiation onto the plume. 

Figure 2-6. Sources of Radiation onto the Plume 

2.4.2 Radiation from the Plume 

There are two main sources of radiation from the plume reaching a sensor.  The first is scattered 

radiance, which may be either single or multiple scattering.   Single scattering occurs when the number 
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density is low, and thus there are only a few independent scattering centers (see section 2.3.5 for criteria of 

when single or multiple scattering occurs). Only direct solar irradiance is considered for single scattering. 

One reason for this is that scattering is only significant in the visible and NIR spectra where the 

predominant source is direct solar irradiance (see Appendix B). The other reason is that if enough 

scattering occurs for these other sources to make a significant contribution, then multiple scattering needs 

to be considered. 

Each region of the plume has an associated angular scattering coefficient ß(X,0) (eqn. 2-23). The 

element of scattered radiance to the sensor along the traversing sensor ray in that region is: 

dL = Esß(0)rpl(l)Tp2 (l)dl     [W mV], (2-45) 

where 0 is the scattering angle, Tpl is the transmission along the path where the solar ray enters the plume to 

the point dl along the sensor ray, and tp2 is the transmission along the path from dl to where the sensor ray 

exits the plume. Assuming that 0, xpli tp2 remain constant along the ray, the integral of eqn. 2-45 along the 

sensor path through the region becomes 

LPs = Esß(6)TpfP2l    [W rnV1], (2-46) 

where vpx is the transmission from the entrance of the solar ray to the mid-point of the sensor ray in that 

region and fP2 is the transmission from the mid-point to the point where the ray enters that region (see 

Figure 2-7). 

Figure 2-7. Scattering within the Plume 

The assumption that the scattering angle remain constant over / can be made since the extent of the plume 

is small compared to the angular distance to the sensor and sun.  The assumption that   T 2,   and T t 

remains constant over / can be made since for single scattering the optical depth must be small (< 0.3). 

Almost all cases of single scattering will occur only in single region plumes. 
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For multiple scattering, the two-stream approximation for radiative transfer will be used. As 

mentioned in section 2.3.5 there are several limitations to this approach, but it is a suitable first cut at 

modeling multiple scattering in plumes. The scattered radiance from direct solar irradiance is 

LPs = EsV~X   [WmV], (2-47) 

where Tdir is the diffuse reflectivity for direct incident radiation as calculated from the two-stream 

approximation (see Appendix D). For diffuse incident radiation, such as the integrated downwelled solar 

scattered or self-emission, the scattered radiance is 

L?s=
Laird,f      [WmV], (2-48) 

where raif is the diffuse reflectivity for diffuse incident radiation. Note that both reflectivities are dependent 

on the sun-plume-sensor geometry, in addition to the plume characteristics. The set-up of this geometry is 

described in detail in Chapter 3. 

For gas absorption and single scattering plumes, the transmission is calculated using the Beer- 

Lambert law (eqn. 2-12). With a multiple scattering plume, the transmission from the two-stream 

approximation is used (eqn. 2-41). This accounts for forward scattered radiation that emerges in the same 

direction as the original radiation, and thus is added back in. There are three types of transmission values: 

the first is analogous to the Beer-Lambert law except for the forward scattering being considered. This is 

for direct transmission (TDB) of the direct incident solar radiation. The second is diffuse transmission (Tdir) 

for direct incident radiation. This represents multiply scattered light emerging from the plume diffusely 

(i.e., not in the original direction of the incident radiation). The third is diffuse transmission (Tdif) for 

diffuse incident radiation. This is similar to Tdir except the incident radiation is diffuse. Tin? type of 

transmission would be used to determine the amount of light scattered from downwelled skylight when 

looking up at the plume. 

The plume will also radiate from thermal self-emission. The temperature of the plume determines 

the amount of blackbody radiation (LPBB) from Planck's equation (2-33). The emissivity is determined 

from Kirchoffs equation (2-35). The product of the blackbody radiation and emissivity gives the amount 

of thermal self-emission. Note that the emissivity depends only on the absorption coefficient. If the 

plume's single scattering albedo is close to one, then there will be very little if any self-emission. 

A term used to determine how visible the plume is against the background is the contrast ratio. 

This is defined as: 

r\ _      Plume —     Background 
l- - - , (2-49) 

Background 
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where is Lp^ is the radiance reaching the sensor from a plume pixel, and Lp^ is the radiance from a 

background pixel. The contrast ratio is used later on as a figure of merit when presenting the results in 

Chap. 4. Notice this is spatial in nature and all values are at the same wavelength. A spectral contrast ratio 

can be similarly defined where the background radiance is from the same pixel, but at a different 

wavelength. 

2.4.3 Upward Looking Sensor 

Consider a ground-based sensor looking up through a plume (Figure 2-8). In visible wavelengths, 

where scattering is the dominant process and thermal self-emission is negligible the following equation 

determines the radiance reaching the sensor (assuming multiple scattering and the sun in not in the field-of- 

view): 

1 = Es?PdirX~ + LDStPdif + LDS(0,0)TPDB   [WmV1]. (2-50) 

The first term is the multiply scattered light from direct solar illumination, the second is the multiply 

scattered light from the integrated skylight, and the final term is the angular downwelled skylight behind the 

plume at the azimuth and elevation at which the sensor is looking at (this may be direct sunlight if the 

sensor is looking up at the sun). Any effects from the atmosphere under the plume is ignored. Thus no 

transmission losses, scattered light, or self-emission is accounted for from this region. The second term 

will be omitted in DIRSIG, since it causes an overestimation of the radiance. This is because Tdif becomes 

unity for smaller optical depths. Thus if there is no plume, all integrated downwelled radiance would be 

transmitted for that ray, which is not realistic. Further studies will have to be done on how to model 

diffusely scattered skylight through the plume. This is important since plumes are still visible on a cloudy 

day. 

Figure 2-8. Upward Looking Sensor 
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In the LWIR where self-emission is dominant and scattering is negligible, the radiance reaching the sensor 

is: 

L = sPLPBB + LD£{<p,d)tP [WmV] (2-51) 

The first term is the plume self-emission and the second term in angular downwelled atmospheric self- 

emission. The plume transmission is based on the Beer-Lambert Law where attenuation is due solely to 

absorption and s = 1 - x. In the MWIR where scattering and self-emission may both be present, the 

governing equation is: 

L = Es'VPdir7t'X + LDSTPdif + LDS (</>>0)TpDB + £PLPBB + LDS (W)*PBB + LDETPdif   [W mV], 

(2-52) 

where the last term is the scattered downwelled atmospheric self-emission. 

2.4.4 Downward Looking Sensor 

An airborne or satellite sensor looking down will have additional radiance sources from the 

intervening atmosphere. Figure 2-9 shows the geometry for a downward-looking sensor. 

Figure 2-9. Downward Looking Sensor 

In the visible region the radiance reaching the sensor is: 

L = Esx-lrETPDBTalm + Es7t-lrdirTatm + ^rdifxatm + L^   [W mV], (2-53) 

where the first term is the reflected sunlight off the background pixel, the second is the scattered sunlight 

from the plume, the third is the scattered skylight from the plume, and the final term is the upwelled solar 

scattered radiance. Again the atmosphere under the plume is considered negligible. Also any reflection of 

the plume off the background is also considered negligible. In the LWTR, the radiance is: 

L = (l-rE )L^£TPTam + ePLPBBtam + LDSrdifratm + Lv£ [W m V].       (2-54) 
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The first term is the earth's thermal self emission, the second is the plume's self-emission, the third is the 

scattered downwelled atmospheric self-emission, and the last term is the upwelled radiance from the 

atmosphere. In the MWIR the radiance is: 

L = Esx-lrETPDBTatm + E^-xrdirTatm + L^r^x^ +1^ + 

(1 - rE)L^£vPDBTatm + sPLPBBxalm + LD£rdifratm + Lv£    [W mV],      (2-55) 

The reflected downwelled thermal and solar scattered radiance from the background, as well as diffuse 

scattering from the background, are considered negligible. 
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3.   Modeling and Algorithm Development 

3.1   Introduction 

This chapter describes how the various computer algorithms are used to build the plume models. 

A description is given for each piece of code and how it works. Examples of the input and output files used 

are given in Appendix H. The actual source code listings are not included due to their size (and will most 

likely be modified in the future). 

There are several steps involved in running the plume model in DIRSIG. These vary depending on 

the type of model being run. For the LANL and JPL AC AD model, several pre-processing steps need to be 

done before actually running DIRSIG. Figure 3-1 is a block diagram which shows the procedure involved. 

Run Stand Alone Plume Model 
(LANL or JPL) 

Build ACAD Model 
(Build_LANL or BuildJPL) 

Construct Databases 
(Plume Model Translator) 

Construct Image 
(DIRSIG) 

Figure 3-1. Process Flow in Building Plume Scene 

Each step requires input files and also produces several output files for the next step. In the integrated JPL 

plume model, the first two steps are omitted and DIRSIG directly calls the plume model. Each of the 

following sections will describe these steps in detail and describe how to run the code. This is specifically 

written so a software engineer can understand the code so as to make further improvements and 

modifications. As such this chapter will read very much like documentation for a piece of software (the 

reader is forewarned). 

3.2   LANL Plume Model 

The LANL plume model is designed to model cooling tower plumes.  As mentioned in section 

2.2.2, this is an integral model that solves a set of coupled non-linear differential equations. The output of 
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the code is then converted into an ACAD model for use in DIRSIG. The output is also used by the Plume 

Model Translator to create the necessary databases. The only constituent in these plumes is water droplets. 

The effects of water vapor are not accounted for, although DIRSIG has the capability to handle both water 

droplets and water vapor in plumes. The LANL code has been modified by the author from the original 

code developed at LANL, which in turn is a modified version of a program written by ANL/UI. As such 

this is a third-generation piece of software, and it is still undergoing development. The LANL plume code 

is written in IDL. To build the ACAD model, a separate program called BuildLANL is run. This 

produces a output file for ACAD as well as the files necessary to generate the databases. This code was 

written by the author in the C/C"' language. 

3 2.1   Running the LANL Plume Model 

The LANL Plume model is an interactive code. It is run in IDL by typing "anl" at the prompt. It is 

composed of several different routines, with the bulk of the code contained in anl.pro. The listing of the 

code has been omitted due to its size and in keeping with the policy of only listing code directly written by 

the author. There are numerous input parameters to the code that are intended to be entered interactively, 

but they can be hardcoded into anl.pro if desired. The parameters can be grouped into four categories: 1) 

plume adjustment parameters, 2) plume characteristic parameters, 3) meteorological conditions, and 4) 

tower geometry.   Table 3-1 shows what falls under each of these categories. 

Plume adjustment Plume characteristics Meteorological Tower geometry 

stop time (s) plume release temp. (K°) wind speed (m/s) tower height (m) 

time step (s) release velocity (m/s) ambient temperature (K°) tower radius(m) 

data dump interval (s) mass liquid H20 mixing ratio ambient pressure (mbar) 

size distribution (u and a) relative humidity (%) ■' 

Table 3-1. Input Parameters for LANL Plume Model 

The "stop time" parameter determines how far out to model the plume. The number of seconds 

entered multiplied by the wind speed will give the distance of the plume. The "time step" determines the 

accuracy of the model, with the tradeoff that a smaller time step leads to improved accuracy but longer run 

times. The "data dump interval" gives the time interval for the data output. This interval, when multiplied 

by the wind speed, will give the length of each plume region. This parameter also determines the total 

number of plume regions. 

The "plume characteristics" describe the cooling tower plume itself. The "mass liquid H20 

mixing ratio" describes the initial amount of liquid water in the plume. The ratio is usually given in grams 

of liquid water per gram of moist air. This factor will determine the initial water droplet number density in 

the plume according to eqn. 2-6.  The size distribution of the water droplets follows a modified Gamma 
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distribution (see Appendix C). The mean droplet radius size (u.) and halfwidth (a) determine the shape of 

the distribution. The shape of the plume in terms of its radius and height are determined by the 

meteorological conditions. These conditions will also determine the rate of droplet growth due to 

condensation. Only the recondensation droplets are tracked in the current model. The tower height and 

radius are self-explanatory. The tower height can be set to zero and later adjusted in ACAD. Note that no 

wind direction is specified. The plume is always extending in the positive x direction (north). The plume 

can be rotated when inserted into the ACAD scene. 

The code will calculate the plume parameters at every time step. At the specified data dump 

intervals, the following information is output to the file "anLout": 

horizontal plume position (m) 

vertical plume position (m) 

temperature (K) 

plume radius (m) 

mean droplet radius (pm) 

droplet number density (cm'3) 

This information is repeated at every dump interval until the stop time is reached. Each region is evenly 

spaced along the plume axis with the length determined by the dump interval times the wind velocity. The 

number of regions is determined by the stop time divided by the dump interval time. This number is 

printed out at the beginning of "anl.out." The spatial resolution of the plume can be increased by reducing 

the data dump interval (at the usual expense of computation time). Since the plume is assumed to have a 

uniform cross-sectional distribution, the plume properties are constant out to the specified plume radius. 

The droplet radius will increase due to condensation of water vapor onto the aerosol nuclei. The LANL 

model not only tracks the change in the droplet size, but also the half-width of the distribution (a). 

However a currently is assumed to be constant throughout the plume. 

3.2.2   Building the LANL ACAD Model 

Once the "anl.out" file is produced, the next step is to build the ACAD model and the plume 

description file. This is done through the Build_LANL program which creates two files. An ACAD dxf 

file geometrically describes the plume and is inserted into an ACAD scene. Build_LANL also creates the 

plume description file that give the temperature, droplet size, and number density of each region. 

BuildJLANL is a single program written by the author and the code listing is included in Appendix J. It is 

run by typing "buildjanl." The only additional prompt will be to indicate what the material number will 

for the first region (with following regions having sequential material numbers). The "anl.out" file is read 

in automatically. Figure 3-2 shows the input and output files for Build_JPL. 
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anLout 
(from LANL model) 

Build LANL 

7      T 
lanl.dxf 

(to ACAD) 
lanl.pdt 

(toPMT) 

Figure 3-2.   I/O Flow for BuildJLANL 

Once the characteristics for each plume region is read, the ACAD file is built. A plume centerline 

is formed by connecting the x-z points for each region in "anl.out". The plume is composed of cylindrical 

regions with endpoints at each region coordinate. The radius of the cylinder is the average of the plume 

radius at each endpoint. The cylinders will usually be tilted at an angle since the plume centerline is 

generally rising. 16 evenly spaced facets form the cylindrical region. The radius of each region, along 

with the plume centerline, is used to determine the actual x, y, z, points for these facets. A coordinate 

transform is done from plume space into ACAD space. Between each region are 16 triangular facets that 

resembles a pizza. This is done so the DIRSIG ray tracer can recognize when it enters a different region. 

Once the points for all the regions are connected together the "lanl.dxf file is written out. When imported 

into ACAD, a facetized model of the plume results. This is shown in Figure 3-3. 

Cooling tower exit 

regions 

Figure 3-3. ACAD LANL Plume Model 

N 
Pizza face 

separating regions 

The pizza facets between each region have been omitted for clarity. The total number of facets can be 

roughly determined by the number of regions multiplied by 48. The temperature of each region is 

automatically assigned to the facet when it is written out to the dxf file.   The plume description file, 
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"lanl.pdt," is also written which contains the region number, temperature, droplet size, and number density. 

The current limits for BuiId_LANL are: 

Maximum number of regions: 30 

Number of facets on a circle: 16 

These numbers are arbitrary and can be increased if necessary. 

3.3   JPL Plume Model 

The JPL plume model is designed to model gas plumes released from factory stacks. The effluents 

contained in the plume are determined by the user, and multiple effluents are possible. While not designed 

to model cooling tower plumes, water droplets can be specified as a plume constituent. There are several 

versions of the model. The first version is the stand alone model as delivered in the original form. The 

second version is specially modified to produce output for the "BuildJPL" program described below. The 

final version is designed to be directly called as a function in DIRSIG. The first two versions will be 

described in this section and the last will be described in the DIRSIG section below. Both the JPL plume 

model and BuildJPL programs are written in the C/C^ language. 

3.3.1   Running the JPL Plume Model 

The version received from JPL, and now being maintained by RSA Systems, originally had several 

bugs and produced no output It was modified by the author and updated by RSA Systems to produce the 

current version. Thus like the LANL code, the JPL code is also third-generation. It is likely to be further 

refined in the future. It should not be difficult to modify for use with DIRSIG since most of the changes 

made were in the input and output functions. 

The JPL plume model is run from the command prompt. It is not interactive, but rather reads in 

input files. The first (stand-alone) version is run by typing "jpl_model" while the second (ACAD) version 

is run by typing "jplacadmodel." The integrated version is called directly by DIRSIG. All three versions 

use the same input file "Plumelnput"; a listing of this file is given in Appendix H. Numerous parameters 

can be adjusted in this file. They can also be grouped into four categories: 1) plume adjustment parameters, 

2) plume characteristic parameters, 3) scene meteorological parameters, and 4) scene geometry parameters. 

Table 3-2 shows the parameters in each categories. 
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Plume adjustment Plume initial conditions Scene meteorological Scene geometry 

dilution minimum species type wind direction (deg) stack height (m) 

dilution change release rate (lbs/hr) wind speed (knots) stack diameter (m) 

sampling step size plume release temp. (F°) atm. Stability number stack location x,y,z(m) 

contrast contribution release velocity (m/s) target point x,y,z (m) 

number planes modeled sensor point x,y,z (m) 

sampling time interval 

Table 3-2. Input Parameters for JPL Plume Model 

The "plume adjustment" parameters govern the shape and characteristics of the plume. For 

example, decreasing the "dilution change" parameter will increase the dilution factor. Increasing the 

number of plume planes will increase the length of the plume downwind. The sampling step size is given 

as a fraction of the stack diameter. These parameters can be adjusted so as to match the plume model with 

any available experimental data. 

The "plume initial conditions" parameters determine the initial conditions of the plumes. Multiple 

species type and their individual release rate can be specified. The molecular weight of each species is also 

needed. The release rate, release velocity, and stack diameter will impact the downwind VMR and column 

density. 

The "scene meteorological" parameters determine the meteorological conditions at the stack. This 

can be described either through time-varying conditions or as a time-averaged condition. If the time- 

averaged parameters are used, a plume with constant shape results. If time-varying conditions are used by 

specifying a meteorological file, then the user must supply the parameters as they vary over time. The 

format for the meteorological file is given in Appendix H. This filename is specified in the "Plumejnput" 

file. By using time-varying parameters, the plume can be given some texture and made to "puff." The 

wind speed controls how much the plume is bent over. The atmospheric stability number determines how 

quickly the plume disperses; the lower the number the lower the dilution downwind. The ambient 

temperature is not specified in the input file, but in the file "KamanStub.C." 

The scene geometry parameters determine how the plume is to be sampled. The orientation of the 

scene is shown in Figure 3-4. 
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,N, +x, 0° 

 ►   E,+y,90° 

Figure 3-4. Scene Coordinates for JPL Plume Model 

If the wind direction is specified as out of the north (0°), then the plume will blow in the negative-x 

direction. Note that the y axis is inverted with respect to the DIRSIG/ACAD orientation. In that case, east 

(90°) is the negative-y direction. The units can be specified as either meters or feet, but should match the 

DIRSIG scene units. 

In the "jplmodel," a series of sensor and target (x,y,z) points are specified. A ray is traced 

between these two positions and the average plume temperature and column density for each species are 

reported. Any position can be specified, but if the ray does not intersect the plume nothing will be returned. 

This is essentially the same routine used when integrated into DIRSIG. In "jpl_acad_model" a preset 

number of points are run. Instead of specifying the sensor and target points, the user inputs the number of 

points to be sampled along the plume centerline and the interval of the points. At the appropriate 

downwind intervals, the target point is located directly beneath the centerline of the plume and the sensor 

point over it. Along the ray going through the plume the dilution factor, temperature contrast, and VMR at 

each point are recorded. The number of points determined is based on several plume adjustment 

parameters. Thus the plume is "sliced open" at certain downwind intervals and its characteristics recorded 

along the vertical axis through its center. These values are recorded in the "jpl.dat" file to build the ACAD 

model. The code is written so that the plume moves in the positive y-axis (i.e., the wind must blow from 

the west at 270°). 

3.3.2   Building the JPL ACAD Model 

The next step is to create the ACAD model and the plume description file. Once the "jpl.dat" file 

is created from the JPL plume model, the BuildJPL program is run using this file. This program creates 

two files: The first is an ACAD dxf file which describes the multiple plume regions and which is ready to 

be inserted into an ACAD scene. BuildJPL also creates the plume description file ("jpl.pdt") that gives 

the temperature, species type, and VMR of each region. An input file is needed to describe how each 

region is to be built. Build_JPL is a single program written by the author and the code listing is included in 

Appendix J. The command to run it is "build jpl". All files are read and no interaction with the user is 

necessary. Figure 3-5 shows the I/O flow for Build_JPL. 
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input.dat 

(from user file) 
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(to PMT) 

Figure 3-5. I/O Flow for Bnild_JPL 

The first file read is called "inputdat" and describes the number of regions to be created, the 

maximum dilution factor to be used, the fraction of the maximum dilution each region will contain, and the 

material number for each region. This is created by the user and the format for this file is given in 

Appendix H. The number of regions is up to the user, with the tradeoff that more regions results in greater 

resolution in dilution steps, temperature, and VMR, and thus a more realistic plume model. However, 

increasing the number of regions increases the number of facets to be modeled and results in a slower run- 

time. Three to four regions is usually a good choice. The maximum dilution is specified by the user based 

on examination of the "jpl.daf' file. Usually this dilution will be the maximum dilution in the first plume 

slice. However, if the slice is within 5 m of the stack exit, the code may not make an accurate pre diction 

and the dilution may be greater than one (which is physically impossible). In this case the maximum 

dilution of the next slice should be used. For each region, the fraction of the maximum dilution and 

material number must be entered. This fraction determines the maximum size of the region. Thus if the 

maximum dilution is unity, and the step size is 0.25, the radius of the specified region will extend to the 

location where the dilution is 0.25. The first region specified is the outermost region, and thus will have the 

lowest fraction. Succeeding regions will have progressively higher fractions with the last innermost region 

having the highest fraction. While the fractions can have identical step increments, this is not 

recommended since the plume is Gaussian and thus the dilution does not drop off linearly. The user will 

have to determine what the appropriate step size is depending on the conditions to be modeled. The 

material number assigned to each region must correspond to what is specified in the material file. 

The "jpl.dat" file is read in to determine the stack radius and temperature, the ambient temperature, 

the number of plume slices, and the interval of the slices.  Then the altitude, dilution factor, temperature 
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contrast, and VMR for each species in each slice is read in. Each slice may contain anywhere from 5 to 30 

of these points, depending on how the JPL model was run. This represents a cross-sectional slice through 

the plume. The centerline of the plume is determined by connecting the location of the maximum dilution 

point for each slice. 

For each slice the radius of each region is determined starting with the outermost. Using the 

fraction of the maximum dilution specified by the input file, the matching dilution along the cross-section is 

found. An interpolation between two points is made if necessary. The corresponding location of this point 

is then determined and subtracted from the centerline position to determine the radius for this slice. In 

addition, the temperature contrast and VMR are recorded at this position. This process is repeated for each 

region until the innermost region ofthat slice is reached. Note that the temperature contrast and VMR will 

be the same for each region in each slice since the same dilution fraction is used to determine the region 

characteristics. Also note that these characteristics are specified at the edge of each region. If the local 

maximum dilution in a particular slice has dropped below that specified for a region, then that region will 

not be created in that slice. That way all the regions will be present in a slice near the stack exit. Further 

downwind of the stack where the plume has been diluted, fewer regions will be needed until only a single 

region is used to represent the last slice of the plume. Figure 3-6 shows the side view of a slice with two 

regions. 

Plume centerline 

region 1 

Figure 3-6. Side View of Single Slice in ACAD Model 

The plume is assumed to be circular and represented by 16 evenly spaced facets. The radius of 

each region for each slice and the plume centerline are used to determine the actual (x, y, z) points for these 

facets. A coordinate transformation is performed from plume space to ACAD space. Each slice is centered 

about the downwind distance specified in the "jpl.dat" file. Thus if the distance is 30 m downwind, and the 

slice interval is 10 m, the slice will extend from 25 to 35 m. The last slice is designed so as to converge to a 

single point so that the plume does not abruptly end. 

Once the points for all the regions and slices are connected together the "jpl_plume.dxf' file is 

written out. When imported into ACAD a facetized model of the plume results. This is shown in Figure 3- 

7. 
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Stack exit 

region 1 

region 2 

region 3 

Figure 3-7. ACAD JPL Plume Model with Three Regions 

The total number of facets can be determined roughly by multiplying the number of regions in each slice by 

16, remembering that not all slices have the same number of regions. The temperature of each region is 

automatically assigned to the facet when it is written to the dxf file. The plume description file "jpl.pdt" is 

also written which contains the region number, temperature, species type, and VMR. If the meterological 

file is used in the "Plume_Input" file, then the resulting plume will wander and have more shape and 

texture. Figure 3-8 shows the "wander" model. 

Figure 3-8. ACAD JPL "Wander" Plume Model 

The current limits for BuildJPL are: 

Maximum number of regions: 10 
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Maximum number of slices: 30 

Maximum number of samples in each slice: 100 

Maximum number of species: 6 

Number of facets on a circle: 16 

These numbers are arbitrary and can be increased if necessary. Also any region that has a radius less than 

0.1 m in a particular slice is omitted. 

3.4   Plume Model Translator 

The plume model translator (PMT) is designed to take the PDT file generated by BuiId_LANL or 

Build_JPL and create the necessary database files needed in DIRSIG. The PMT is interactive (it prompts 

for user inputs) and requires several input files. Examples of all the files are given in Appendix H. Figure 

3-9 on the following page shows the I/O and flow for the PMT. 
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Read scene node file 

User input for ACAD or 
integrated model 

ACAD (0) 

Read in PDT file 

Integrated model (1) 

User input for species 
type 

Read index of refraction 

and/or gas absorbance 

databases 

User input for droplet size 

distribution 

Calculate optical database 

Output .OPT file 

(one for each region) 

Output .ABS file 

(one for each species) 

Figure 3-9. Flowchart for PMT Code 

The scene node file used should be identical to that actually used in DIRSIG. This will determine 

the bandpasses from which the databases will be generated. The type of file produced is then determined 

from the user input. If the ACAD plume model is used, then the PDT file is read in. This gives the number 

of plume regions and the temperature, species type, number density or VMR, and particle radius (if 

applicable) for each region. The current database and assigned species number consists of: 

water droplet = 1 
N02 = 2 
CHt = 3 
CHjCl = 4 
S02=5 
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C2HC13=6 
SF6 = 7 
water vapor = 8 

Additional databases can be easily added using the procedure in Appendix G. If the integrated JPL model 

is used then the user specifies the species. 

The next step is to read the database. The minimum and maximum frequencies of the database are 

checked against the requested bandpasses. If the frequencies are exceeded, the user is notified of the 

frequency limitations and the program terminates. Most of the gas databases have a range from 600 to 4500 

cm"1 (2.2 - 16.6 um). If the species type is water droplets, then the real and imaginary parts of the index of 

refraction are read in for the appropriate frequencies. For gases, the absorbance, column density, and 

temperature are read in from the database. The smeared-line model is used where an interpolation is done 

over the frequency interval specified in the scene node file. This assumption is valid only if the spacing 

between the spectral lines is less than the linewidths themselves (Penner, 1959). While this may not be the 

case for all gases, this assumption is used. This may result in an underestimation of the absorption if the 

spectral lines do not overlap. The smeared line model also holds if the concentration is weak enough so 

that the optical depth is less than one. 

If water droplets are present, the size distribution must be determined. The user is prompted for 

the following choices of size distribution types: 

Lognormal = 1 

Modified Gamma for LANL model = 2 

Modified Gamma for MODTRAN fog model = 3 

None (Dirac delta function) = 4 

The detailed description and illustration of these distributions are given in Appendix C. The user then 

enters the size distribution parameters (a, a, etc.) depending on the distribution chosen. If the LANL plume 

model is used, then the modified gamma distribution should be used with the same alpha (a) as used in the 

plume model. Based on these parameters and the mean radius, 100 radius bin are determined. The bins are 

logarithmically spaced, and the probability density value is calculated for each bin radius from the 

distribution function. The integrated value over the probability density function must be unity. This way 

the size distribution function is normalized to 1 particle/cm3. The minimum and maximum radius bins are 

determined at the point where the probability density value is .001 of the maximum value. 

The PMT then determines the optical coefficients for each region at each bandpass frequency. In 

the case of water droplets, the Mie scattering code is called. The input parameters are the index of 

refraction, incident wavelength, and particle radius. Using the Mie scattering theory described in Appendix 

A the extinction, absorption, scattering, and differential angular scattering cross-sections, and the 

asymmetry parameter are returned. The angular scattering cross-sections are determined at 10° increments. 

If there is a size distribution indicated then the Mie scattering code is called for each radius bin.   The 
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returned values (extinction, absorption, etc.) for each radius are multiplied by the probability density at that 

radius. These weighted values are then integrated over the 100 radius bins to determine the representative 

values for that particular size distribution. If no size distribution is chosen, then the values for the mean 

radius are returned. The cross-sections are then multiplied by the number density for that region to 

determine the corresponding coefficients. The single scattering albedo is calculated by taking the ratio of 

the scattering coefficient to the extinction coefficient. This entire procedure is repeated for each frequency 

in the bandpass. 

If the species type is a gas, then the absorbance tables are used. The particular gas absorbance 

value for the specified frequency is read from the database. The VMR of the region is adjusted by the ratio 

of the region temperature to the database temperature. The absorption coefficient is then calculated based 

on eqn. 2-14. Since scattering is assumed to be negligible in gases, the scattering coefficient is set to zero 

and the extinction coefficient is set equal to the absorption coefficient. If multiple species are present 

(either several gases or water droplets and gases), then the individual coefficients are summed to determine 

the coefficient for the region. 

If the user indicated that the integrated JPL model is used, then gas absorbance database is read for 

the selected species number. Instead of determining the absorption coefficient, the absorbance value, 

column density, and temperature are recorded. This is repeated for each species type. 

The database file is created next. For the ACAD model, a file is created for each region labeled 

"regionl.opt", "region2.opt" etc. These files can be renamed. When the material entry is created in the 

material database for a plume region, the filenames need to be assigned to the extinction file variable. 

There are two database formats: single scattering and multiple scattering/gas absorption. In the first format, 

the optical coefficients (scattering, absorption, and extinction) are given for each frequency specified in the 

scene node file. In addition, the angular scattering coefficients are given for each frequency.in 10° 

increments from 0° to 180° (a total of 19 entries). In the second format, the asymmetry parameter and the 

single scattering albedo are given instead of the angular scattering coefficients. For a gas plume these 

values default to zero. For the integrated JPL model, a file is produced for each species labeled "gasl.abs", 

"gas2.abs", etc. The first file should correspond to the species first listed in the "Plume_Input" file (see 

section 3.3.1), the second file to the second species, etc. This file lists the gas code, the column density and 

temperature from the gas database, and the absorbance values corresponding to the bandpasses listed in the 

scene node file. 

3.5 DIRSIG 

The equations described in section 2.4 are utilized by DIRSIG to construct a plume image for a 

scene as viewed by a particular sensor. A comprehensive discussion of DIRSIG can be found in the 

DIRSIG report (Schott, 1993). Only some highlights of DIRSIG will be covered here. 
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The following is a basic description of how DIRSIG works without plumes in the scene. The 

scene is constructed using ACAD to produce wire-frame objects. Faceted elements are assigned material 

attributes that contain optical and thermal properties. The ACAD scene is used with a ray tracer model. A 

sensor location is defined within the geometry. A ray is traced into the scene from each pixel in the sensor. 

In this way, the sensor-ground instantaneous field-of-view (GIFOV) is overlaid on the scene. When a facet 

is encountered within a pixel GIFOV, several calculations are made. The first determines the thermal self- 

emission from the facet that would be transmitted back to the sensor. Secondly, if the target is diffuse 

(Lambertian assumption), the radiance reflected from that facet due to downwelled skylight and 

atmospheric emission is determined. For specular facets, the ray is reflected to determine whether the sun, 

sky, or another background object is hit. Atmospheric transmission, self-emission, and scattered sunlight 

are determined through MODTRAN. A radiance database is generated before the DIRSIG run. The 

database is then accessed for each ray-trace to determine values like transmission and atmospheric path 

radiance along the sensor to facet path. 

DIRSIG handles plumes in several ways. The first is to determine if the plume is represented in 

the geometric database (GDB) if created through ACAD, or if the integral JPL plume model is used. 

Depending on the plume constituent and model used, either the optical database (.OPT) or gas absorbance 

database (.ABS) is read. If the scattering is present, then either the single or multiple scattering model is 

selected- Currently, multiple plumes can be present only through the GDB file, and not the integrated JPL 

model. The following sections describe how DIRSIG is initialized, how it handles GDB plumes with 

distinct regions and their optical properties (single scattering, absorption, and emission), how it handles 

multiple scattering, the integrated JPL model, and other special cases. 

3.5.1 Initializing DIRSIG 

Before the actual ray tracing, DIRSIG must perform several preparatory actions (it is assumed that 

the user is familiar with running the DIRSIG program). The first is to create the batch file for executing 

DIRSIG. The following changes have been added to the original batch file. The directory of the optical or 

absorbance files must be specified. The environmental variable is called "DIRSIGOPTICAL." Also 

several additional flags have been added. The "-j" flag indicates that the integrated JPL plume model will 

be run. The "-p" flag will disable the plume debug image creation. Once executed, DIRSIG first reads the 

scene node (SND) file. If the sensor location in the z (vertical) axis is zero, then a ground-based upward 

looking sensor is assumed and the appropriate flag is set. The GDB file is read next followed by the 

material file. In the material file a plume region is specified by designating the optical_description variable 

as "NONJJNTFORMJTRANSMISSION." The associated database filename is listed through the 

extinction_file variable. Note that this is done only for plumes specified in the GDB file. 
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Whenever a plume region is encountered in reading the material file, the associated optical 

database file for that region also is read. The type of file (multiple scattering/gas absorption or single 

scattering) is determined by the scattering type number (0 or 1). Each region will have its own scattering 

type, so that multiple plumes can have different scattering types. However, multiple regions within a single 

plume must all have the same scattering type. To determine if the region actually has scattering properties, 

the scattering coefficient is checked for each frequency. If all coefficients are zero, then a gas plume is 

present and no scattering routine is implemented. When reading in the optical database, the bandpasses are 

checked to ensure that they match those listed in the SND file. After all plume optical files are read, the 

number of plume regions is reported. 

If the integrated JPL plume model is used (with the -j flag), then no plume regions are listed in the 

material file. It is assumed that the number and type of gases present in the "Plumelnput" file match the 

number of "gas#.abs" files in the "DIRSIG_OPTICAL" directory. If the first gas listed in "PlumeJnput" 

is SF6, then "gasl.abs" is the SF6 database file created by the PMT. DIRSIG will automatically read in all 

the files with the name "gas#.abs" in the "DIRSIG_OPTICAL" directory. The number of gas files read in 

is then reported. 

The plume values (transmission, radiance, etc.) are recorded for each ray trace. These values form 

a plume debug image (with the same image size as main DIRSIG radiance image). Plume debug images are 

automatically created unless the -p flag is set The type of debug images created are dependent on the type 

of plume modeled. Table 3-3 lists the type of debug images for the ACAD plumes and Table 3-4 lists the 

debug images for the integrated JPL model. 

Single scattering Multiple scattering 

Transmission for each region* Transmission for entire plume* 

Transmission for entire plume* Total radiance from plume*      j 

Path length traversed in each region Emissivity of plume* 

Scattered Radiance from each region* Path length traversed in plume 

Total radiance from plume* Reflectivity of plume* 

Emissivity of plume* 

Scattering angle (* indicates image created for each bandpass) 

Table 3-3. Plume Debug Images for ACAD Models 
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Column density 

Temperature 

Plume transmission' 

Plume radaiance (self-emissive) * 

Table 3-4. Plume Debug Images for Integrated JPL Model 

These images are created in a directory with the DIRSIG base filename for the radiance image plus the 

appendix "_dir." Thus if the DIRSIG image is called "plume_image," then the directory name is 

"plume_image_dir." This directory must be created by the user before DIRSIG is run. Since several debug 

images are created for each region for each bandpass, there may be quite a few large files produced if the 

plume debug image option is not turned off. The user needs to be aware of this, especially if disk space is 

scarce. 

3.5.2 Ray-tracing through Plume Regions 

For a sensor looking down on the plume a ray is cast out towards the ground. If a plume region is 

encountered the ray tracer determines how many regions it passes. If multiple regions exists, then several 

calculations are done as the ray enters each new region (or re-enters a region on the way out of the plume). 

In Figure 3-10, a simple three-region rectangular plume is encountered. The ray-tracer records a total of 

five distinct regions traversed by the ray. 

Figure 3-10. Ray Tracing Through Rectangular Plume Model 
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The distance the ray tracer traverses in each region is used to determine the transmission using eqn. 2-12 

and the optical database for that region. The emissivity and self-emitted radiance are also calculated using 

the database and eqn. 2-35 and 2-33. If the single scattering model is being used for this plume, then a ray 

is traced from the mid-point of the region to the sun to determine the scattering angle 0 as well as the 

transmission from that mid point to the exit point of the plume. Eqn. 2-46 is then used to determine the 

single scattered radiance from that region. 

The set of calculations for transmission, emission, and single scattered radiance is repeated for 

each region. These calculations are also done spectrally for all the bandpasses. The total transmission 

through the entire plume is the product of the individual transmissions: 

Tp =rir2r3r4r5, (3-1) 

where T# is the transmission through each region (see Figure 3-10). The attenuation of self-emissive and 

scattered radiance by the intervening regions is also accounted for 

Lp = A + LiT\ + Arir2 + LAT\TlTl + Ls
T\TlTi   [W in V1], (3-2) 

where L# is the radiance from each region and Lp is the total radiance leaving the plume. Once the ray 

leaves the plume, it continues on through the rest of the DIRSIG interactions. This same process also takes 

place for secondary ray-traces from the ground to the sky. In this manner, the plume will cast a shadow on 

the ground. Notice that no diffuse radiation (i.e., skylight) is scattered in the single scattering model. There 

are two reasons for this: to keep the code computationally manageable and for small optical depths the 

amount scattered from diffuse sources is negligible compared to that from direct solar radiation. 

3.5.3 Multiple Scattering 

The multiple scattering model will be used when the plume optical file has a scattering type = 0 

and the scattering coefficient > 0. While multiple region plumes can be used with this model, it is "cleaner" 

if the ray encounters only one region. The same process as described above is used with the exception that 

the single scattered radiance is not calculated. Once the ray exits the plume, the two-stream radiative 

transfer algorithm is used (see section 2.3.5 and Appendix D). The single scattering albedo and asymmetry 

parameter are determined from the weighted average in the individual regions based on their optical depths. 

The total optical depth is determined by the total plume transmission and inverting eqn. 2-12. The incident 

zenith solar angle is determined by the angle between the ray from the sun and that normal to the ground 

(+z direction). In this way, the radiative transfer layers are always perpendicular to the ground. This 

assumption may not hold for tilting plumes, large solar zenith angles (i.e., when the sun is near the 

horizon), or for side-looking plumes. 
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Once these input parameters are determined, then the two-stream algorithm is called for each 

wavelength. The resulting diffuse reflectivity for direct incident (solar) radiation r^r and diffuse incident 

radiation raif are returned. The diffuse transmission through the plume is also calculated for direct and 

diffuse incident radiation, Tdh- and Tdif , as well as the transmittance for a direct beam, TDB- For a 

downward-looking sensor, the scattered light from direct solar irradiance and the integrated atmospheric 

downwelled (both scattered and thermal) radiance is determined through eqn. 2-47 and 2-48, respectively. 

The downwelled radiance is integrated over the hemisphere above the plume. TDB is used as the 

transmission through the plume for radiance from the target background. The diffusely scattered radiation 

from beneath the plume (the earth background) is considered negligible and not calculated. Figure 3-11 

shows how the reflectivities and transmissivities from the two-stream approximation are used for the 

downward looking sensor. 

Figure 3-11. Multiple Scattering Sources for Downward Looking Sensor 

For an upward-looking sensor, radiation will be scattered through the plume down to the sensor. Tdir is 

used to determine the solar radiation that is diffusely scattered (eqn 2-50). TDB is used for the plume 

transmission to determine the attenuation of radiation directly behind the plume along the ray-trace. Recall 

scattered diffuse radiation (using Tdif) is omitted due to unrealistic physical results. Scattering from any 

earth radiation sources is considered negligible. Figure 3-12 shows how the transmissivities from the two- 

stream approximation are used for an upward-looking sensor. 
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Figure 3-12. Multiple Scattering Sources for Upward Looking Sensor 

3.5.4 Integrated JPL Plume Model 

Running the integrated JPL plume model for gas plumes is less cumbersome than using the ACAD 

models. None of the BuildJPL routines need be done and the only ACAD scene required is that of the 

background. The "Plumelnput" described in section 3.3.1 needs to be prepared, as well as a 

meteorological file if time-arying conditions are desired. The PMT code is run to produce the necessary 

ABS files. The order of the ABS files (gasl .abs, gas2.abs, etc.) must be ame as the order of gases specified 

in the "PIume_Input" file. Once these steps are completed, DIRSIG can be run. 

The integrated model is run with the -j flag. For every ray trace in the scene, the JPL model is 

called. The location of the sensor and the target hit point are recorded and passed to the JPL model. If the 

trace is to the sky, the target point is determined by the product of the direction vector and a large distance. 

The JPL model then determines if the plume is hit by the ray based on the parameters in the "Plumejlnput" 

file. A bounding volume check for the plume is made for the ray to save compute time. If it is determined 

that the ray intersects the plumes, then the column density and temperature along that ray are calculated. 

The column density is found by integrating the VMR for each distance increment along the ray. The 

temperature is the average along the ray. The column density and temperature, along with the number of 

species present, are returned to DIRSIG. 

DIRSIG checks to see if the returned temperature is greater than zero, ff so, the plume is present 

for that ray trace. The ratio of the returned column density and temperature to the corresponding database 

values is used to determine the optical depth through eqn. 2-15. If there are more than one species, then the 

individual optical depths are summed together. The Beer-Lambert law is used to determine the 

transmission through the plume at that point. The emissivity is taken as one minus the transmission, and 

the plume self-emission is the emissivity times the Planck blackbody radiance at the plume temperature. 
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No scattering is assumed for gas plumes.  The self-emitted radiance and plume transmission are then used 

to determine the radiance reaching the sensor. 

The integrated model presents several benefits over the other methods. The most obvious is not 

having to construct the ACAD model. This makes running the plume scene quicker and less complicated. 

Also the effect of changes in the plume characteristics is studied more easily. The plume adjustment 

parameters (Table 3-2) can be varied to determine the appearance and shape of the plume. The main 

disadvantage is the inability to model scattering processes. Also, there is a limited ability to give the plume 

texture, other than to vary the meterological conditions. Only one plume at a time can be modeled. The 

JPL code can be considerably streamlined to improve run times, as it is inefficient in its current form. For 

example, the "Plume_Input" file is unnecessarily re-read for every ray trace. The choice of the sampling 

step size parameter may cause aliasing effects in the plume image. This can usually be avoided by 

reducing the step size, but at a cost of increased run time. 

3.5.5 Other Special Cases 

A few other cases that DIRSIG can model should be mentioned. Multiple ACAD plumes are 

allowed as long as none overlap in either two or three dimensions (i.e., one plume is behind another). This 

limitation is due to the ray-tracer and should be corrected in the future. The plumes can be a combination 

of single scattering, multiple scattering, or absorption only. Thus plumes can contain both water droplets 

and water vapor. The ACAD plume and the integrated JPL plume can not be run simultaneously. Also 

there can not be two simultaneous integrated JPL DIRSIG runs in the same directory since they both will 

use the same "Plume_Input" file (unless that is desired). 
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4. Results 

This chapter will present the results of this research. Different DIRSIG scenes of plumes are 

generated and the images and numerical results are displayed. There are many variables involved when 

creating a plume in DIRSIG, and thus only a few will be adjusted to illustrate their effects on the image. 

This research is intended to provide a tool for studying remote sensing of plumes. As such, the aim of these 

results is to demonstrate how sensitivity studies can be done, but is not meant to be comprehensive. It 

should also be remembered that any model can always be improved, and often evolves over time. Thus the 

results presented here are a snapshot of the DIRSIG plume code as it stands at the time of this writing. It is 

likely that errors (bugs) in the code will be found in the future and that improvements will be added to the 

model. The results presented here will have to be redone to either revalidate or invalidate them. 

This chapter has two main sections. The first is on absorption/emission and gas plumes. The 

second is on scattering effects and cooling tower plumes. A comparison of the radiance from the plume and 

the background, as well as the interaction between the two is presented. The effects of change in the plume 

properties also are presented. Validation of the DIRSIG plumes are presented in the next chapter. The unit 

for radiance in all graphs is given in uWatts/cm"2-sr"1-um"1 (or uWatts/cm"2-sr4 if integrated over a spectral 

band). The images presented are auto-scaled over 255 gray levels. If comparisons are made between 

different images, the same gain and bias will be used. The appearance of the image can be greatly affected 

by the type of gain and bias applied to it. Also, subtle features may be lost due to the limiting resolution of 

the printer. 

4.1 Gas Plumes 

4.1.1  JPLACAD Model 

The JPL plume model with three nested regions is used to create an image of a gas plume (see 

Figure 3-7). The gas concentrations for the three regions are artificially set to illustrate the differences 

between the regions. Region 3 has the highest concentration and temperature, and is embedded in the 

center of regions 1 and 2. Region 2 is in turn embedded in region 1. Methyl chloride (CH3C1) is selected as 

the constituent due to its strong absorption peaks at 3.5 and 10 urn, both of which lie within the 

atmospheric transmission windows. A hyperspectral sensor with 10 cm"1 resolution is used to image the 

plume from an airborne platform (1.2 km altitude) and also from a ground-based platform. The images are 

run at 3.33 um (3000 cm"1) and 10 um (1000 cm"1) at a 128x128 pixel resolution. Table 4-1 shows the 

properties of each region in the gas plume. 
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Region No. Temperature (K) VMR (ppm) Extinction Coefficient (m"1) 

MWIR (3.33 \un) / LWIR (10 urn) 

1 293 100 5.02x10"'/2.42x10"3 

2 308 300 1.51xl0-2/7.27xl0-J 

3 323 500 2.51xlO'J/1.21xlO'3 

Table 4-1. Methyl Chloride Plume Properties 

Note that the absorption of methyl chloride is twice as strong in the MWIR as in the LWIR. To simplify 

the runs, the background is composed of a grass background (emissivrty » 0.98) and a 18% reflectance gray 

card (both at 288 K°). The ambient air temperature is 280 K°. Figure 4-1 shows these four images. The 

length of the plume is approximately 85 m with the height varying from 50 to 80 m. 

0>) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 4-1. Hyperspectral images of CH3CI plume from an airborne sensor at 333 urn (a) and 10 um 

(b) and a ground based sensor at 333 um (c) and 10 urn (d) 

The plume shadow is faintly visible on the gray card in the MWTR airborne image (Figure 4-la). Due to its 

reflectivity, the card is the most radiant object and therefore appears white, while the plume and background 
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are darker due to their non-reflective nature. The contrast is very low between the outer region and the 

background, making that region almost invisible. However, the inner region with the higher temperature 

and concentration can be clearly seen. The same case occurs in the LWIR (Figure 4-lb). Now the 

reflective gray card is dark in the LWIR. This is because in this band thermal self-emission is the dominant 

process and the reflective card has a lower emissiviry than the ground. The plume has similar contrasts in 

both bands in the upward-looking case (Figure 4-1 (c) and (d)). Table 4-2 compares the plume and total 

radiance values (integrated over the 10 cm"1 band) from the inner region pixel for the downward-looking 

plume image. 

Band(urn) Atmospheric 
transmission 

Plume 
transmission 

Plume radiance 
reaching sensor 

Total observed 
radiance 

Contrast 

3.33 down .421 .812 0.0307 0.127 0.198 

10 down .887 .888 12.7 83.8 0.063 

3.33 up n/a .812 .058 0.139 0.43 

10 up n/a .888 13 31.9 0.47 

Table 4-2. Radiometrie Values Plume Images 

The total observed radiance in the downward-looking case includes the plume, background, and 

atmospheric upwelled radiance reaching the sensor (including atmospheric attenuation effects). The plume 

radiance reaching the sensor accounts for atmospheric transmission. The radiance in the LWIR band is 

larger due to the strong thermal self-emission from the plume and background. The contribution from solar 

irradiance in the MWIR is negligible since both the plume and background are poor reflectors. The last 

value is the contrast ratio as defined in eqn. 2-49. Despite the lower overall plume radiance at 3.33 urn, the 

contrast is higher than at 10 um. This is not immediately apparent in the images due to the auto scaling 

applied in converting the radiance values to 8-bit gray levels. For the upward-looking case, the radiance is 

from the plume and atmospheric downwelled radiance. In the LWIR, this is primarily thermal self- 

emission, while there is a small amount of solar scattered light in the MWIR. Here the contrast ratios are 

reversed, where the LWIR is slightly higher than the MWIR. This is seen in the images where the LWIR 

outer region is visible, whereas in the MWIR the outer region is not. 

The JPL "wander" plume model is illustrated next. This plume has a varying wind speed and 

atmospheric stability number (Pasquill-Gifford stability number). When this is done, shape and texture are 

given to the plume (see Figure 3-8). A plume model with four nested regions is created with the varying 

atmospheric conditions. A background scene is also used to illustrate a complete DIRSIG image. The 

scene is of the Kodak Hawkeye complex which contains a smokestack 53 m high and with a diameter of 5 

m. Two images are produced with this model, one with the plume filled with water droplets and the other 

with methyl chloride. These images are shown in Figure 4-2. The visible color image is produced using 

the process described in Appendix F.  The "wander" due to the change in wind speed is the attempt to 
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simulate the puffing of the plume. This is seen in the variation in brightness in the outer region of the 

cooling tower plume. The slight yellowish tint on the plume is the reflected color from the scattered 

sunlight. The scattered blue skylight from the plume may be underestimated since this would contribute to 

a more neutral plume color (white). 

Figure 4-2. JPL "wander" plume filled with water droplets (left, visible band) and methyl chloride 

(right, 3.33 urn) 

The DIRSIG plume model is used next to determine the effect of variations of certain plume 

properties. Several images of the methyl chloride plume are produced with different concentrations and 

temperatures. The JPL wander plume with only a single region is used. It is viewed using the airborne 

sensor with 128x128 pixels. In the first set of images, the plume temperature is set to 303 K° and the VMR 

varied from 100 to 500 ppm (see Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-5). In the second set the VMR is set to 300 ppm 

and the plume temperature varied from 288 to 323 K° (see Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-6). Images in the same 

set are all scaled to the same gain and bias to facilitate comparison. 

—3       ip^ia^jfgj 

m 
i 

100 ppm 200 ppm 300 ppm 400 ppm 

Figure 4-3.   10 um Images of CH3C1 with Variable Concentration 

500 ppm 
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288 K 298 K 303 K 313 K 

Figure 4-4.10 um Images of CH3C1 with Variable Temperature 

323 K 

lOOppm 200ppm 300ppm 400ppm 500ppm 

Figure 4-5. 3.33 um Images of CH3C1 with Variable Concentration 

288 K 298 K 303 K 313 K 323 K 

Figure 4-6. 333 um Images of CH3C1 with Variable Temperature 

The change in contrast ratios with VMR and temperature is show in Figure 4-7. 
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Figure 4-7. Contrast Ratios for Change in Plume Temperature and VMR 
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The plume contrast increases faster with changes in temperature than in concentration, which is 

especially apparent in the MWIR. This is evident in both the plots and images. This is due to the non 

linear nature of the Planck function. Also note the negative contrast in the MWIR when the plume is at the 

same temperature as the background (288 K°). This results from the plume absorbing more radiation than it 

is emitting. At 298 K° the amount absorbed and emitted are nearly equal and thus the plume is nearly 

invisible. From that point the plume has a positive contrast with increasing temperature. A variation in 

temperature changes the self-emission of the plume, not its absorbance. This is why the shadow of the 

temperature varying plume looks the same in the MWIR. On the other hand, a variation in concentration 

will vary both the absorbance (as seen in the darkening of the plume shadow) and self-emission (as seen in 

the plume brightness). This is why lowering the concentration will not necessarily cause a negative contrast 

since both the absorbance and self-emission are being lowered. From the contrast ratios, the MWIR is the 

better band for detection of plumes. However this is not evident in the images due to the different gain and 

bias applied for proper scaling. Again the examples shown here are not intended to be actual cases of 

plume detection, but rather to demonstrate the potential capabilities of using DIRSIG to study the remote 

sensing of plumes. 

4.1.2 Integrated JPL Model 

The results using integrated JPL model are shown next. The same downward and upward-looking 

scene geometries used for the ACAD model are also used here. Methyl Chloride is also used with the scene 

being run at 3.33 urn and 10 um. The regions in the ACAD model were filled with an arbitrary VMR to 

illustrate the difference between the region. This can not be done with the integrated model since the 

column density downwind is based on the initial conditions in the "Plume_Input" file. Thus the ACAD and 

integrated model will have different gas concentrations. A more direct comparison between the two models 

is made in Chapter 5. The baseline plume characteristics defined in the Plume_Input file are shown in 

Table 4-3. 

Release rate 300 lbs/hr 

Gas temperature 394 K 

Release velocity 15 m/s 

Stack diameter 0.81m 

Wind speed 7 knots 

Atmospheric stability number 40 (neutral) 

Table 4-3. Initial Plume Characteristics 

The release rate and temperature are made higher than normal to ensure the plume visibility.  The images 

for the downward and upward looking cases in the MWIR and LWTR are show in Figure 4-8. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
Figure 4-8. Integrated JPL model images from an airborne sensor at 333 um (a) and 10 |im (b) and 

a ground based sensor at 333 urn (c) and 10 um (d) 

The most noticeable difference is the smaller size of the plume and the rapid drop-off in the plume 

visibility. The first effect is due to the smaller stack diameter used (0.81 vs. 5 m) in order to keep the 

plume concentration at a relatively high level. The second effect is due to the Gaussian nature of the plume 

where the concentration drops off at an exponential rate. Since the ACAD model had regions with constant 

VMR's, this effect is not seen. In the upward looking case the contrast in the LWIR is again slightly better 

than in the MWIR. The column density, temperature, transmission, and contrast ratio (for the downward 

looking case) as a function of downwind distance are shown in Figure 4-9. 
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Figure 4-9.   Downwind Characteristics of Integrated Plume Model 

The top edge of the image is about 100 m downwind from the stack exit in the downward-looking case. 

The Gaussian nature of the plume is seen clearly. Both the column density and temperature have a similar 

shape since they are both based on the same dilution factor calculation. Even though the release 

temperature is 394 K°, by one meter downwind the temperature has dropped off below 340 K°. Whether 

this is realistic will be tested in Chapter 5. The contrast ratio is higher in the MWER in the first 10 m, but 

then drops below the LWIR, and actually has a slightly negative contrast. Again this is not immediately 

apparent in the images due to the auto-scaling applied. The reason for this reversal is the higher absorbance 

in the MWIR band. When the plume is still hot near the stack exit, the MWIR has a higher radiance due its 

higher emissivity. As the plume cools, the blackbody radiance decreases due to both the decrease in 

temperature and emissivity, causing both bands to lose contrast However, due to the higher absorbance in 

the MWIR, its contrast ratio becomes negative. Absent from the MWIR image is the plume shadow. This 

is due to the lack of a gray card and the auto-scaling process. 

Several plume parameters are varied to determine the effects on the image and properties of the 

plume. The first is to cut the release rate in half to 150 lbs/hr. The images and contrast ratio are shown in 

Figure 4-10. 
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Figure 4-10. Reduced Gas Release Rate Images at 3 J3 um (a) and 10 um (b) and Contrast Ratio (c) 

Reducing the release rate will lower the column density and make the plume more transmissive. The 

emissivity will also decrease reducing the plume self-emission. As a result the plume contrast ratio drops 

off quicker than the baseline plume. 

The next parameter changed (the release rate is reset to its original value) is to decrease the initial 

plume temperature from 394 to 366 K°. The images and contrast ratio are shown in Figure 4-11. 
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Figure 4-11.  Decreased Plume Temperature Images at 333 urn (a) and 10 um (b) and Contrast 

Ratio (c) 

The results are similar to the reduced release rate. The lowered temperature reduces the plume self- 

emission, however the plume transmission remains the same. There is a quicker reversal in the contrast 

between the MWIR and LWIR than in the baseline or reduced release rate case. 

The final parameter changed is the atmospheric stability number. This is lowered from 40 to 20 to 

produce a more unstable atmosphere. The images and contrast ratio are shown in Figure 4-12. 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 4-12.   Lowered Atmospheric Stability Images at 3.33 um (a) and 10 um (b) and Contrast 

Ratio (c) 

The unstable atmosphere forces the plume to dissipate quicker. This is evident in the images and the 

contrast ratio where the plume disappears after 10 m from the stack. Several other parameters can also be 

adjusted including stack release velocity, wind speed, and stack diameter. No results for these parameters 

are shown. 

One of the main interests in remote sensing of gas plumes is to look at specific gas absorption 

lines. Using the same hyperspectral sensor as above with a 10 cm"1 spectral resolution, several side ooking 

images of the CH3C1 plume are taken. The images are taken at different absorption lines with varying 

absorbance strengths. Figure 4-13 shows the absorbance curves for CH3C1 in the 3.33 and 10 urn bands, 

and the spectral location of where the images are taken. ■> 
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Figure 4-13. Absorbance Curves for Methyl Chloride (CH3C1) in MWIR (a) and LWIR (b) 

Because of the finite spectral resolution, several absorbance peaks may be included in each 10 cm"1 spectral 

window. The absorbance is averaged over that band as described in section 3.4, even though the conditions 

for the smeared line model are not strictly met. The corresponding images for each of the bands are shown 

in Figure 4-14. 
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Figure 4-14. Plume Images at Designated Spectral Bands 

In the MWIR there is a dramatic increase in plume visbility at the peak spectral absorbance. One 

reason for this is that the peak (band 3) has a continuous absorption band, as oppose to individual separated 

peaks. The absorbance in band 3 is approximately four times stronger than band 2, and ten times stronger 

than band 1. In the LWIR, there is a more gradual increase in plume visibility as the absorbance increases. 

The peak absorbance is five times smaller than in the MWIR. Also the peaks in bands 5 and 6 are discrete, 

resulting in a lower absorbance as a result of averaging of the spectral band. 

The final image of the integrated JPL model is with time-varying meteorological conditions. The 

wind speed and atmospheric stability number are varied at three second intervals. Under these conditions 

the plume is given some shape and made more realistic looking. SF6 is used as the plume constituent in 

order to make it more visible (the image is at 10.5 um). 
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Figure 4-15. Integrated JPL Model with Time Varying Meterological Conditions 

4.2  Scattering Plumes 

The generic scattering effects of plumes are illustrated using the JPL ACAD model containing 

water droplets. The plume is composed of a single region with homogenous properties. Both the single 

scattering and multiple scattering algorithms are used in creating plume images. The LANL plume model 

is used to simulate a cooling tower plume with varying properties downwind. Only the multiple scattering 

algorithm is used here due to the large optical depths present. 

4.2.1  Homogenous (Water Droplet) Plume 

A homogenous plume is used to show the results of the single and multiple scattering algorithms. 

The JPL ACAD model is used to produce this single region plume. Time-varying meteorological condition 

are used to give some shape and texture to the plume. The plume is approximately 80 m long, and has a 

maximum thickness of approximately 24 m. This plume is then filled with water droplets. The droplet size 

distribution is kept constant at a mean radius of 6 um and a LANL modified Gamma size distribution with 

a = 25 (see Appendix B). The number density is varied to produce plumes with varying optical depths. 

The densities (in cm"3) are set to 100, 200, 600, and 1000. These are intended to represent typical densities 

found in a cooling tower plume. The properties of the plume are examined at five wavelengths in which 

scattering effects are dominant. Table 4-4 shows the properties of the plume at these five wavelengths. 
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Wavelength (um) Scattering Cross-section (urn2) Single Scattering Albedo Asymmetry Parameter 

0.4 246.03 1 0.85764 

0.5 247.37 1 0.85747 

0.667 251.66 1 0.84552 

1.0 255.71 .99967 0.83759 

2.0 262.63 .95951 0.81235 

Table 4-4. Optical Properties of Homogenous Plume 

Notice that the properties are fairly constant spectrally, with the most notable difference in the drop of the 

single scattering albedo at longer wavelengths. Figure 4-16 shows the maximum optical depths (based on 

the maximum plume thickness) of the 4 plume types as a function of wavelength. 
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Figure 4-16. Maximum Optical Depth for Four Plume Number Densities 

The multiple scattering algorithm is used for all four optical depths, while the single scattering algorithm is 

used only for the two lower optical depths. For the first case, a downward-looking sensor (at 750 m) is 

used. The plume is at a height of about 50 m over a grass background and a 18% reflecting card. The 

images were run for two different times of day in order to vary the scattering angle. The first is at 8:00 

A.M. with a solar zenith angle of 60° and the second is at noon with a zenith angle of 0°. To produce the 

visual images (0.4- 0.714 um) of the plumes, the technique described in Appendix F is used. Figure 4-17 

shows the images from the multiple scattering algorithm, while the optical and radiometric properties are 

plotted in Figure 4-18. 
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Figure 4-17. Visible Images of Plume at Noon with Varying Number Density 
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Figure 4-18. Optical and Radiometrie Properties for Noon Plumes 

The images are all scaled with the same gain and bias to preserve the relative plume brightness. 

The optical and radiometric values are all based on a sample pixel in the middle of the plume (-24 m 

thickness). Thus the sensor is looking straight down at this sample pixel. As expected the plumes with the 

larger number densities scatter more light back towards the sensor, thus appearing brighter. The plumes are 

also white, which is expected for water droplets which scatter light in a neutrally spectral manner (as seen 
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in clouds). This is evident in Figure 4-18 (a) and (b), where the reflectivity is spectrally flat. While the 

reflectivity for diffuse radiation is slightly higher than for direct radiation, the scattered sunlight is greater 

than the scattered skylight because of the higher direct solar radiation. The plume radiance peaks in the 

visible (Figure 4-18 (d)), which is the same region where the solar irradiance is at a maximum (see Figure 

2-6). It then decreases towards the longer wavelengths due to the lower solar irradiance and reflectivity. 

The two plumes with the lower number densities do not scatter enough light back, and thus appear darker 

than the background because of their transmissive properties (Figure 4-18 (c)). The plume radiance to total 

radiance ratio reaching the sensor is shown in Figure 4-18 (e). The reason the ratio exceeds one is that the 

plume radiance is measured right at the plume, before it undergoes atmospheric attenuation to the sensor. 

Notice that this ratio is greater than one when the plume appears white. However the multiple scattering 

algorithm is suspect at these lower optical depths (see section 2.3.5). The contrast ratio is plotted in Figure 

4-18 (f). This indicates the plume is most easily detected at the shorter wavelengths, and least visible in the 

1.0 - 1.2 um region, probably due to the atmospheric absorption bands. The sharp rise in contrast at 0.4 urn 

is due to the very low reflectivity of grass at that wavelength, thus making the background radiance 

extremely small. It should be remembered that all these curves are plotted with only 5 spectral points, and 

any in-depth analysis in this area requires a larger number of spectral points. 

The single scattering algorithm is used on the two plumes with lower number densities. The 

optical depths are low enough (-1.2 and -0.6) where the single scattering approximation may be used. 

Since the single scattering model only scatters direct solar irradiance, no scattering of skylight is accounted 

for. Figure 4-19 shows the images and Figure 4-20 shows the radiometric properties of the plume. 
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Figure 4-19. Visible Images of Plume at Noon Using Single Scattering Model 
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Figure 4-20. Optical and Radiometrie Properties for Noon Plumes Using Single Scattering Model 

In the single scattering model, attenuation is based on the Beer-Lambert law (eqn. 2-12), which 

results in a transmission about 50% lower than that based on eqn. 2-41 (Figure 4-20b). This effect, along 

with not accounting for scattered downwelled radiance, results in an 80% lower overall radiance from the 

plume than the multiple scattering model (Figure 4-20 (d)). This results in a darker plume and lower 

contrast ratio. In fact, there is little difference in appearance between the two plumes, as evident in the 

contrast ratios. However, the actual solar irradiance scattered is higher. The effective reflectivity is the 

ratio of the scattered radiance to the incident solar irradiance assuming the plume is a Lambertian reflector. 

This effective reflectivity is about twice as high as the diffuse reflectivity for direct radiation (Figure 4-20 

(c)). The reason for this is the backscatter peak associated with the scattering phase function (Figure 4-20 

(a)). This effect is seen in the images by the slightly brighter spot in the middle of the plume. Unlike the 
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multi-scattering model, where the solar incident angle is fixed throughout the plume, the scattering angle 

varies throughout the plume for the single scattering model. The validity of using the single scattering 

model is determined in Chapter 5. 

The plume scene is next run at a different time (8:00 A.M.). This provides a different solar zenith 

incident angle of 60°. The visible images are shown in Figure 4-21 and the optical and radiometric 

properties in Figure 4-22. 

200 cm"3 100 cm"3 

Figure 4-21. Visible Images of Plume at 8:00 A.M. 
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Figure 4-22. Optical and Radiometrie Properties for 8:00 A.M. Plumes 

At this solar incident angle, all four plumes have a positive contrast against the background, which 

appears darker due to the lower solar irradiance. This is due to the higher reflectivity of direct radiation at 

this incident angle than at noontime, which compensates for the lower solar irradiance at 8:00 A.M (about 

40% lower than at noon). A shadow also appears above the plume now that the sun is at a lower elevation 

angle. The reflectivity for diffuse radiation and transmission are the same at noon, since they are 

independent of solar angle. The yellowish appearance of the plume is due to the color of the sun, which is 

the source of the majority of the scattered radiance. This same effect is seen as redness of clouds at sunset 

(see Chapter 5). The two plumes with the lower number densities have the biggest change in appearance, 

both of which now have a positive contrast. In fact, the contrast ratios are 10-20 times higher for these two 

plumes, and only 2-3 times for the two denser plumes. However, the multiple scattering algorithm is 

suspect at these low optical depths. A reason for the increase in reflectivity is that for smaller scattering 

angles between the source and sun, multiply scattered light has a greater chance of emerging from the 

plume in the direction of the sensor. This is especially true when the light is highly forward scattered as in 

these cases (g > 0.8). This effect has been shown in studies of various two-stream algorithms (King, 1985). 

As discussed in section 2.3.5, the delta-Eddington approximation is not well suited for either larger incident 
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angles (> 60°) or small optical depths (<5), so the results for this 8:00 A.M. may have to be further 

investigated. However for remote sensing purposes, it may be more advantageous to observe cooling tower 

plumes in the morning or afternoon when the scattering angle relative to the sun is smaller. Of course this 

need must be balanced with the need for sufficient solar irradiance to reach the plume. 

The single scattering model was again run for the two thinner plumes.    These images and 

radiometric values are shown in Figure 4-23 and Figure 4-24. 

200 cm"3 100 cm"3 

Figure 4-23. Visible Images of Plume at 8:00 A.M. Using Single Scattering Model 
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Figure 4-24. Optical and Radiometrie Properties for 8:00 A.M. Plumes Using Single Scattering Model 

The angular scattering intensity at 120° is about one-tenth ofthat at 180° (Figure 4-24a). This results in a 

smaller scattered radiance and a darker looking plume than at noon, though the transmission is the same. 

This is the opposite effect from the multiple scattering case, where diffuse scattering hides the large angular 

variations in the phase functions. The effective reflectivity (Figure 4-24b) is little less than half of that in 

the multi-scattering model. The contrast ratio for the thinner 100 cm"3 plume is slightly higher than for the 

200 cm'3 plume (Figure 4-24e).  This can be seen in the image with the slightly brighter 100 cm"3 plume. 
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This is the result of the higher transmission of the thinner plume, since scattered radiance is negligible from 

both plumes (as seen in the low plume to total radiance, Figure 4-24d). 

A ground-based sensor looking straight up is modeled next to produce the plume scenes. The 

same parameters are used for the downward-looking case with the exception that the noontime scene is run 

at 11:00 A.M. instead. This is done to avoid forward scattering and looking straight into the sun, both of 

which are difficult situations to model. The solar zenith angle at 11:00 A.M. is 15.9°. The visible images 

using the multi-scattering algorithms are shown in Figure 4-25 and the optical and radiometric properties 

are shown in Figure 4-26. These properties are again taken at a pixel in the center of the plume directly 

above the upward-looking sensor. 

1000 cm- 

200 cm"3 100 cm-3 

Figure 4-25. Visible Images of Plume at 11:00 A.M. for Upward Looking Sensor 
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Figure 4-26. Optical and Radiometrie Properties for 11:00 AJYL Plumes for Upward Looking Sensor 

It is quite apparent that the images are saturated when the sun is in the fleld-of-view. The "rays" 

emerging from the plume are a result of the interpolation of the downwelled radiance, which is calculated in 

increments of 15° zenith and 30° azimuth. An increase in number density (and optical depth) produces a 

plume that is darker than the background. This is the result of two competing processes. A larger optical 

depth will produce more scattered radiance coming from the plume (see Figure 4-26a and b); however, it 

will also cause more attenuation of the radiance along the ray though the plume (see Figure 4-18c). The 

increased attenuation is the dominant process and causes a thicker plume to be darker. This is evident in 

Figure 4-26d where the thicker plume has the lower (and negative) contrast ratio in the visible region. At 

the longer wavelengths conservative scattering is no longer present (e0 < 1) and the thicker plume's 

scattered radiation (Figure 4-26a) decreases rapidly due to self-absorption within the plume. The contrast 

ratio for all plumes increases past 1 urn due to the drop in scattered skylight in the NIR. In this case, the 

ratio for the thicker plume increases faster since the scattered radiance (sunlight) becomes the dominant 

process over the attenuation of decreasing skylight. Remember that the atmosphere below the plume is 

considered negligible (no attenuation). From Figure 4-26d it is evident the plume will be more visible in 

the NIR, and may be the preferred spectral region in which to observe the plume. 

The single scattering model is again run for the two plumes with the lower number densities. 

These images and radiometric values are shown in Figure 4-27 and Figure 4-28. 
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Figure 4-27. Visible Images of Plume at 11:00 A.M. for Upward Looking Sensor Using Single 

Scattering Model 
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Figure 4-28. Optical and Radiometrie Properties for 11:00 A.M. Plumes for Upward Looking Sensor 

Using Single Scattering Model 

The forward scattering cone can be clearly seen, since the Mie phase function for water droplets in this 

regime is sharply peaked in the forward direction (Figure 4-28a). The scattering intensity in the first 10° 

differs by several orders of magnitude. This can be seen in the image where the scaling is linear. The point 
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where the scattering angle is 0° appears as the bright spot. In fact, scattering from the plume is so strong 

that the actual sun seen in Figure 4-25 (whose intensity is determined from MODTRAN) is too dim to be 

seen (as well as anything else in the scene). Figure 4-28 b, c, and d are for the center pixel which has a 

scattering angle of 15°. This is far enough from the forward scattering angle so that the results are 

comparable to the multi-scattering case, although the radiance is still five times higher. The same trend of 

increasing plume radiance to total radiance ratio and contrast ratio in the NIR is seen. The problem with 

handling strong forward scattering is one of the main drawbacks with the single scattering model, and thus 

looking towards the sun should be avoided 

The next set of images Figure 4-29 and plots Figure 4-30 are for the upward looking case at 8:00 

A.M. 

1000cm": 600 cnr 

200 cm"3 100 cm"3 

Figure 4-29. Visible Images of Plume at 8:00 A.M. for Upward Looking Sensor 
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Figure 4-30. Optical and Radiometrie Properties for 8:00 A.M. Plumes for Upward Looking Sensor 

In this case, there is no direct sunlight in the background so the plumes are very visible. In fact, 

the background radiance is 5-10 times weaker than at 11:00 A.M, resulting in large contrast ratios. The 

color of the sun is seen in the scattered radiance. The color of the plume is somewhat artificial since 

scattered downwelled radiance is not considered. The 1000 cm'3 plume has a slightly lower transmissivity 

and plume radiance than the 600 cm"3 plume due to the increased attenuation. This effect can also be seen 

in the middle section of the 1000 cm"3 plume, which is darker than the optically thinner edge. The ratio of 

plume radiance to total radiance quickly approaches unity (Figure 4-3 0c), indicating that almost all plume 

radiance is due to scattered solar radiation, as opposed to transmitted background radiation. This also 

explains the increasing contrast ratio at longer wavelengths. Again, all caveats stated above for the delta- 

Eddington approximation apply here, with the added difficulty of modeling forward scattering. 

The single scattering case (Figure 4-31 and Figure 4-32) is also handled better at this scattering 

angle away from the forward peak. 
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200 cm": 100 cnr 

Figure 4-31. Visible Images of Plume at 11:00 A.M. for Upward Looking Sensor Using Single 

Scattering Model 
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Figure 4-32. Optical and Radiometrie Properties for 8:00 A.M. Plumes for Upward Looking Sensor 

Using Single Scattering Model 

The scattering intensity at this angle (60°) is much lower than at 11:00 A.M. As a result, the 

plume scatters less radiance (about one-fifth) than the multi-scattering model, and thus the image has a 

lower contrast. The angular variation in the scattering function can be seen by the brightness of the plume 

towards the sun (top of the image). This differs from the uniform diffuse scattering of the multi-scattering 

model. The higher number density enhances the contrast (both negative and positive) in the plume. 
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These same scenes will be used for validation against MODTRAN in Chapter 5. Some 

conclusions about the applicability of the models will be given there. 

4.2.2 LANL Cooling Tower Plume 

The LANL plume model is illustrated next. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the code is still under 

development, so the results presented here are meant to illustrate the capabilities of DIRSIG, but not to 

model actual plume properties. The same Kodak Hawkeye complex is used as the background scene. It 

contains a stack of height 53 m and a diameter of 5 m. Actual cooling towersl have diameters considerably 

larger. The LANL plume model is run with 12 regions each approximately 6.5 m long. The ACAD wire 

frame is shown in Figure 3-3. The initial plume parameters are shown in Table 4-5. 

Plume exit temperature 300 K 

Plume exit velocity 4 m/s 

Initial water droplet density 1033 cm"3 

Initial droplet size 6 um 

Wind speed 5m/s(11.25mph) 

Time of day 1400 (local) 

Ambient air temperature 280 K 

Table 4-5. Properties of LANL Plume 

The LANL plume model is run to determine the plume characteristics for each region downwind. The only 

plume constituent is water droplets. Figure 4-33 shows the change in number density, temperature, and 

mean droplet size for each region. 
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Region number 

Figure 4-33. LANL Plume Properties 

The droplet size increases due to additional condensation of water vapor onto the aerosol nuclei. The size 

levels out after region six due to evaporation effects. The temperature and number density both drop 

quickly due to dilution of the plume, as also seen in the JPL plume model. They are similar since the 

number density is proportional to the temperature contrast. 

The image is run in three spectral bands. The first is the visible (0.4-0.714 urn), the second is the 

MWIR (3-5 -4 urn), and the third in LWTR (10 -11.5 urn). The droplets have a modified Gamma size 

distribution with a = 25. The shape of the size distribution is constant throughout the plume. The optical 

properties of a 6 urn water droplet in the three bands are given in Table 4-6. 

Band Cscattering (um ) ^absorption (H111 ) trj0 g 

Visible 247 0 1.0 0.86 

MWIR 243 18.4 0.93 0.70 

LWIR 67.33 78.84 0.46 0.84 

Table 4-6. Optical Properties of 6 um Water Droplet 

The absorption is largest in the LWIR, while scattering is strongest in the visible band. The multiple 

scattering algorithm is used. The images of the three bands are shown in Figure 4-34. The optical 

properties along the centerline of the plume for each region are plotted in Figure 4-35. 
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Figure 4-34. Visible, MWIR, and LWIR Images of the LANL plume model 
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Figure 4-35. Optical Properties of LANL Plume 

The reflectivity plotted represents the diffuse reflectivity for direct sunlight. The visible region has the 

highest reflectivity due to conservative scattering in that band. Notice that the reflectivity increases 

downwind until region five, then decreases. This can be seen in the image where the plume becomes more 

visible and then begins to dissipate. This is due to two competing effects. The first is the increase in 

droplet size resulting in a larger scattering cross-section. The second is the dilution of the plume and 

decrease in number density.  As the plume exits the stack, the droplet size is still small, despite the large 
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number density. As the droplet size grows, the plume becomes more visible. However the decrease in 

number density causes the plume to disappear further downwind from the stack. The effect of scattering 

decreases in the MWIR, and is negligible in the LWIR where self-emission is the source of plume radiance. 

The emissivity undergoes the same behavior of increase followed by decrease except in the visible band 

where there is no absorption. The plume is most transparent in visible light, since the scattering is 

conservative and in the forward direction (see eqn 2-41). Because of the narrow radius of the plume, the 

optical depth is rather low for a cooling tower plume. The contrast of the plume in the LWIR is low due to 

the low temperature contrast of the plume ( < 5 K° after region seven). Also the individual plume regions 

become visible in the MWIR and LWTR bands. This is an artifact when computing the self-emission due to 

the attenuation of intervening regions. The regions are not as apparent in the visible since the two-stream 

calculation is based on the total optical depth through the plume. 
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5.  Validation 

To validate the DIRSIG plume model requires experimental data. Unfortunately, little is available, 

especially on the scattering aspect. Data are available on the release of a gas (SF6) plume in the LWIR. 

This will be used to validate the gas plume model. No data was found for a cooling tower plume. The 

scattering model will require validation based on other models or qualitative observed phenomena To 

accomplish this, MODTRAN will be used to simulate a "plume" layer and the results compared with 

DIRSIG. Also, the scattering models will be tested by simulating two different atmospheric scattering 

phenomena in nature. 

5.1   Validation of Gas Plume Model 

This section describes the validation of the gas plume model with actual collected data. Because 

the validation is in the LWIR region, only absorption and self-emission effects are taken into account. The 

data is that of a SF6 plume released at the Nevada Test Site (NTS) and collected by a multi-spectral imager. 

The DIRSIG gas plume model will be validated using both the ACAD JPL model and the integrated JPL 

model. A comparison of the plume characteristics, radiance values, and plume-background contrast is 

made at two different spectral bands. Note that all radiance values here are integrated over the appropriate 

spectral band and given in uWatts-cm^-sr"'. 

5.1.1  Experimental Description 

In February and March of 1994 the Effluent Tracking Experiment was conducted at the NTS. A 

variety of chemicals were released to simulate a chemical manufacturing site. A particular data set from 25 

February was chosen for use in validating the DIRSIG plume model. Vaporized SF6 was mixed with hot 

air from a jet start cart and released from a 71 -foot tall stack with a 0.41275 m diameter. SF6 is an inert gas 

with a strong absorption and emission band from 10.5 to 10.75 urn. Figure 5-1 shows the spectral 

absorbance curve for SF6. 
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Figure 5-1. Absorbance Curve for SF6 at 10 ppm-m 

A description of the chemical release parameters can be found in a report by Westerberg, et al., 1994. 

The sensor used for the data collection was a Texas Instrument IRLS-RS18c multi-spectrometer. 

There were 6 bands ranging from 7.75 to 11.75 um. The two bands chosen as the validation data were from 

10.4 to 11 urn and 9.8 to 11 um. Figure 5-2 shows the spectral response of the sensor at these two bands. 
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Figure 5-2. Sensor Response of Band 1 (left) and Band 2 (right) of the TI IRLS-RS18c Sensor 

At these two bands a 400 by 400 pixel image of the plume was collected and the calibrated radiance values 

were assigned to each pixel. The images in these two bands are shown in Figure 5-3. 
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Figure 5-3. SF« Plume Images from Band 1 (left) and 2 (right) of TI ILRS-RS18c 

The scene contains reflectance cards as well as a string of distance markers. These markers are spaced 25, 

50,100 , and 200 meters apart. The plume is seen distinctly the first 25 m from the release point, and then 

fades away quickly. The plume passes over a bright patch of ground and "disappears" due to the lack of 

contrast. The bright patch is most likely due to a change in emissivity from the surrounding ground. It 

then reappears for a short distance before passing over an ever brighter patch of ground. The plume is also 

more visible in band 1 since its response is designed to match that of the SF6 absorbance curve. 

The images were taken at 4.T8 P.M.. The ambient air temperature is at 18.5 C° with an average 

ground temperature of 9 C° and a wind speed of 3.4 m/s (~7 knots). This data was collected later in the 

afternoon at 5:20 P.M.. The sensor is at an altitude of 152 m with a ground speed of 100 knots. The release 

rate of SF6 is 50 lbs/hr at a temperature of 363 K°. The stack release velocity is 15 m/s. 

5.1.2   Creation of the DIRSIG Background Scene ■? 

The first step in creating the DIRSIG scene is to create the background. The main objects in the 

scene are the background, the first bright patch the plume passes over (labeled dirt patch 2), the second 

brighter patch (labeled dirt patch 1), the distance markers, and 4 reflectance panels. The temperature of all 

these objects are set to the average measured temperature of 9 C°. No experimental information was 

provided on the emissivities of the dirt and the patches. The emissivities of these objects in DIRSrG 

(except for the reflectance panels) are calibrated so as to match the radiance measured at the sensor in band 

1. The background and dirt patches are intended to represent the average radiance in that area (based on the 

measured radiance). The reflectance panels have reflectances of 90%, 60%, 30%, and 0%. The markers 

have a 70% reflectance. The emissivities, DIRSIG radiance, and actual radiance values (in uWatts-cm"2-sr" 

') for these objects are listed in Table 5-1. 
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Object DIRSIG emissivity DIRSIG radiance 

Band 1 / Band 2 

Measured radiance 

Band 1/Band 2 

Background 0.65 196/511 195 / 550 

Dirt patch 1 0.875 259/678 260/800 

Dirt patch 2 0.73 218/568 215/710 

Reflectance Panel 1 0.10 40/101 -174/-1088 

Reflectance Panel 2 0.40 125/324 233/718 

Reflectance Panel 3 0.70 210/548 250/812 

Reflectance Panel 4 1.0 295 / 771 261 / 837 

Distance Markers 0.30 96 / 247 180/630 

Table 5-1. Emissivity and Radiance Values for NTS Scene 

The emissivity for the background is lower than what dirt normally is the LWIR (around 0.8). The reason 

why it is set this low is to match the calibrated radiance values from band 1. This indicates that there is 

some discrepancy between the calibration method done on the NTS experimental data and the radiance 

values calculated in DIRSIG. Also note the negative measured radiance value for reflectance panel 1. 

Since the interest in this research is plume modeling, the contrast between the plume and background is 

more important than absolute radiometric values. The lower emissivity value does cause the DIRSIG 

radiance to be lower in band 2. If realistic emissivity values were used then the backgrounds in band 2 

would match more closely. This indicates the calibration problem in probably in band 1. An overhead 

scene is shown in Figure 5-4. 

Dirt patch 2 

Dirt patch 1 

Plume (and scene) origin 

Distance markers 

(25. 50,100,200m) 

Reflectance panels 

(90%, 60%, 30%, 0%) 

Figure 5-4. DIRSIG Scene of NTS Background 
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Since the exact coordinates of where the sensor was is unknown, the view angles for the scene are 

set-up to best recreate the scale and angle of the actual scene. The plume release point is set to an absolute 

coordinate value of (x,y,z) = (0, 0, 0). The scene center is located at (-80, -40, 0), with units in meters, and 

the sensor is located at (-80, -354, 350). The sensor has a 50mm focal length and is looking down 30° 

below the horizon. Note that the reported sensor altitude is lower (-152 m), but the correct look angles 

could not be reproduced using that altitude. 

The same two frequency bands and their appropriate sensor response are recreated in DERISG. 

The first band has a frequency from 910 to 960 cm"' at a 5 cm"1 interval (10.4167- 10.989 um). The second 

band has a frequency from 910 to 1020 cm"' at a 10 cm"1 interval (9.804 - 10.989 um). MODTRAN is used 

to calculate the appropriate atmospheric transmission and upwelled radiance for those two bands. The 

sensor responses are taken from Figure 5-2. 

5.1.3   Validation of ACAD JPL Model 
Common to both models is the JPL plume code. The "Plume Input" file is setup to match the 

meteorological and plume release conditions described above. A listing of this file is shown in Appendix I. 

This input file is used in generating the ACAD plume model as well as the integrated JPL model. The 

ACAD model is generated by sampling the plume every 20 m to a distance of 180 m downwind. Four 

regions are created with each region differing in dilution by approximately an order of magnitude. Table 5-2 

describes each region's characteristics. 

Region # Maximum Length (m) Temperature (C°) VMR (ppm) 

1 180 18.47 2.7 

2 100 18.85 36.55 

3 40 20.77 261 

4 18 26.68 939.9 

Table 5-2. Region Description of ACAD Plume Model 

The difference in dilution (and VMR) between each region is about an order of magnitude except for the 

last two regions. The inner region (#4) has a high VMR that is an overestimation by the plume model (this 

same effect occurs with the integrated model). However, the effects are minimized since the region is very 

thin (less than a 1 m radius). The PMT generates the appropriate GDB file and optical tables (include in 

Appendix I). The GDB has over 650 facets for the plume. A 400x400 pixel image is generated for an 

overhead view (sensor altitude of 350 m) and a ground view looking up. The plume is oriented along the 

distance markers to give an indication of its dimension. Figure 5-5 shows these images in band 1. 
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Figure 5-5. Overhead and Side View of ACAD Plume Model (Band 1) 

The plume extends out to 180 m. The plume appears blocky because of the constant characteristics of each 

region. Region's one and two can be seen quite distinctly in the overhead view, while the inner two regions 

are harder to make out due to the shorter length. Region three is seen more distinctly from the side view, 

and region 4 is barely seen as a thin line extending from the stack. The stack is slanted due to the wide 

field-of-view. The total computer run time for this size image is about fifty minutes. The scene is next run 

using the NTS look angles described above. Figure 5-6 shows the images for band 1 and 2. 

Figure 5-6. ACAD Plume Model in Band 1 (left) and Band 2 (right) using NTS Look Angles 

Each image is auto-scaled independently.  The plume is less apparent in band 2 since it is had a broader 

spectral band. The radiance profile along the centerline of the plume is taken from both the NTS image and 
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the DIRSIG image for the first 35 m.   It is up to this distance where the plume is most visible and the 

background is fairly constant. The profiles are shown in Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-8. 

NTS plume 

DIRSIG AC AD plume model 

15 20 

Downwind distance (m) 

Figure 5-7. Downwind Radiance Profile in Band 1 

NTS plume 

DIRSIG ACAD plume model 

15 20 

Downwind distance (m) 

Figure 5-8. Downwind Radiance Profile in Band 2 

There is little variation in the DIRSIG ACAD model, with a slight drop at 15 m where the plume 

transitions from region 4 to region 3.   In band 1 DIRSIG overestimates the actual plume by over 30% 



(except for the first 5 m). This is evident in the DIRSIG image where the plume is more visible than in the 

NTS image. In band 2 the DIRSIG radiance matches more closely the average real plume radiance. The 

better results for band 2 are unexpected, since the background matching is done for band 1. The cross- 

sectional radiance profile across the plume is taken at 7 m and 100 m downwind. These profiles are taken 

where there is minimal background variation behind the plume. The profiles at 7 m are shown in Figure 5- 

9 and Figure 5-10. 
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Figure 5-9.   Cross-sectional Radiance Profile of Plume 7 Meters Downwind in Band 1 
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Figure 5-10. Cross-sectional Radiance Profile of Plume 7 Meters Downwind in Band 2 
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As evident in the downwind profiles, DIRSIG overestimates the radiance by 30% in band 1, while it 

underestimates it by 9% in band 2. However the profile shape of the DIRSIG plume is in good agreement 

with the actual plume. The background matching in band 1 can clearly be seen. The profiles at 100 m 

down wind are shown in Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-12. 

270 

-NTS plume 

• DIRSIG ACAD plume model 

Profile distance (m) 

Figure 5-11. Cross-sectional Radiance Profile of Plume 100 Meters Downwind in Band 1 

NTS plume 

DIRSIG ACAD plume modd 

Profile distance (m) 

Figure 5-12. Cross-sectional Radiance Profile of Plume 100 Meters Downwind in Band 2 
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DIRSIG continues to overestimate the radiance (by 20%) in band 1. It would also overestimate it in band 2 

if the backgrounds were matched. The profile of the DIRSIG plume is much more distinctive, while in the 

NTS image the background noise hides the plume. This is seen when comparing the DIRSIG and NTS 

images. 

The ACAD model produces a discrete plume, and thus all its properties are discrete. As a result it 

does not follow the trend of the real plume downwind. Also the ACAD model considerably overestimates 

the plume radiance downwind. This is clearly evident in the DIRSIG image where the plume is quite 

visible for an extended distance compared to the NTS plume. One reason for this is that the DIRSIG plume 

is a "solid" object, while in reality the plume puffs and has gaps within its boundary. Another problem with 

the ACAD model is the considerable amount of work that needs to be done before actually running 

DIRSIG. This means re-running certain parameters (wind speed, stack release rate) involves a considerable 

effort. 

5.1.4   Validation of Integrated JPL Model 
The integrated JPL plume model is validated next using the same JPL input file. The PMT is used 

to generate the SF6 absorbance table which is included in Appendix I. The overhead and side views for 

band 1 are shown in Figure 5-13. 

Figure 5-13. Overhead and Side View of Integrated JPL Plume Model 

The total computer run time for this image is also approximately fifty minutes. The plume extends out to 

approximately 225 m, however it is only visible for the first 100 m. The plume has a Gaussian shape out to 

about 100 m, and beyond that remains constant. This is because the plume code is set to register the 

presence of a plume only when the column density is greater than 1 ppm-m.   Thus the plume actually 
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shrinks further downwind because of this condition. The image from the integrated plume model has a 

more continuous and smooth looking plume than the ACAD model. The four distinctive regions in the 

ACAD model can be vaguely seen in the integrated model. The temperature profile along the centerline of 

the plume is derived using the plume debug images. This can be compared with the actual measured plume 

temperature during the experiment (although the temperature was not measured at the same time as the 

image was taken). This temperature was derived using a blackbody fit based on measurements from a 

spectrometer. These two graphs are plotted in Figure 5-14 and Figure 5-15. 
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Figure 5-14. Measured Plume Temperature Downwind from Stack 
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Figure 5-15. DIRSIG Plume Temperature 
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DIRISIG over predicts the plume temperature for the first 15 m. At 10 m the DIRSIG temperature is 

approximately 10% higher than the measured temperature. This error may be expected since entrainment of 

ambient air is not modeled and thus the plume does not cool off as quickly. However further downwind the 

model and experimental data match quite closely (less than 10%) when the difference in ambient 

temperature is accounted for. The column density profile along the centerline can also be plotted using the 

debug images. This is shown in Figure 5-16. 
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Figure 5-16. DIRSIG Column Density Downwind from Stack 

The same trend as the plume temperature is evident with a rapid drop-off in value in the first 25-30 m and 

then a gradual leveling out. This is because in the model both the temperature and VMR are based on a 

common dilution factor. No experimental data was available showing the column density as a function of 

downwind distance. However, the AEROSPACE Ram Van spectrometer did take profile measurements of 

the column density across the plume at certain downwind distances. One particular measurement was taken 

100 m downwind. The Ram Van and DIRSIG profiles are shown in Figure 5-17. 
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Figure 5-17. Column Density Profile at 100 Meters Downwind of Stack 

The peak column density of both measurements are in good agreement with an error of less than 5%. The 

profile of the DIRSIG plume is wider by about 5 m, or 20%, than the measured profile. This is caused by a 

variety of conditions, most notably the difference in the instantaneous atmospheric conditions that set in the 

plume model. The only other column density profile available is at 500 M, which is beyond the downwind 

distance of the DIRSIG plume model. 

The scene is then run using the NTS look angles. Figure 5-18 shows the images for band 1 and 2. 

Figure 5-18. Integrated Plume Model in Band 1 (left) and Band 2 (right) using NTS Look Angles 

The plume looks smoother and more realistic than the AC AD model. It is easily visible for the first 30 m, 

and then starts to fade rapidly. The plume is barely visible over the background, and looses contrast over 

dirt patch 1.  The plume is also more visible in band 1, which is tuned to the SF6 absorption band.  The 
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radiance profile along the centerline of the plume is taken for the first 35 m.  The two profiles for band 1 

and 2 are shown in Figure 5-19 and Figure 5-20. 
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Figure 5-19. Downwind Radiance Profile in Band 1 
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Figure 5-20. Downwind Radiance Profile in Band 2 

In band 1 there is significant overestimation by DIRSIG in the first 5 m. This is the same case as with the 

plume temperature (possibly due to inaccurate entrainment modeling). After that, the gap between the two 

profiles narrows to where DIRSIG overestimates the radiance by about 20%. The bumps in the NTS 

images are from the variation in the background, which is uniform in the DIRSIG image. Remember the 
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radiance value from the DIRSIG background is set to match that from the NTS images, thus effectively 

eliminating any bias in the plume radiance value. The profiles in band 2 match more closely, practically 

overlapping each other. Again the better results for band 2 are unexpected, since the background matching 

is done for band 1. The cross-sectional radiance profile across the plume is taken at 7 m and 100 m 

downwind. The results for both bands at 7 m are shown in Figure 5-21 and Figure 5-22. 
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Figure 5-21. Cross-sectional Radiance Profile of Plume 7 Meters Downwind in Band 1 
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Figure 5-22. Cross-sectional Radiance Profile of Plume 7 Meters Downwind in Band 2 
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As expected the peak radiance of the DIRSIG model in band 1 is 40% higher than in the NTS data. 

However, the profile width matches fairly close, indicating the spatial extent of the DIRSIG model is 

correct. In band 2 the peak error is even less, however the mismatch in the background radiance is evident 

in the wings. The DIRSIG value for the background (dirt patch 2) is smaller by 15%. This is due to the 

artificially lowered emissivity values assigned in DIRSIG in order to match band 1. The profiles 100 m 

downwind are shown in Figure 5-23 and Figure 5-24. 
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Figure 5-23. Cross-sectional Radiance Profile of Plume 100 Meters Downwind in Band 1 
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Figure 5-24. Cross-sectional Radiance Profile of Plume 100 Meters Downwind in Band 2 
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At 100 m downwind the DIRSIG values are now lower than the NTS plume in band 1 and 2. In band 1 the 

error in the peak values is now less than 15%. This corresponds to the good agreement in the column 

density measurements at 100 m (see Figure 5-17). In band 2 the lower DIRSIG value is primarily due to the 

mismatch in background values (as opposed to the matched backgrounds in band 1). This error should 

disappear when the calibration problem is resolved and the DIRSIG emissivity values are raised. 

As it is clearly evident the integrated DIRSIG model is superior to using the ACAD model. The 

profiles in all the cases match more closely than the ACAD model, and the images of the plume look more 

natural. The temperature and column density are in good agreement to experimental measurements. The 

issue of the artificially low emissivity used in DIRSIG, due to possible calibration problems in band 1, still 

need to be resolved. However some observations about the plume radiance contrast can still be made. In 

the first 5 m the DIRSIG plume significantly overestimates the radiance value. This may be associated with 

the difficulty in modeling the turbulent jet-like flow coming right out of the stack. It seems entrainment of 

the ambient air is not quick enough, and the dilution factor remains too high in the model. After this point 

the model and data come into fairly good agreement. The profile at 100 m shows an error less than 10%. 

However, after 100 m the DIRSIG plume starts to dissipate faster than the NTS plume, as evident in the 

image. This is in part due to the model, which has a cutoff at 1 ppm-m. Also at these distances from the 

stack, the variability in meteorological conditions has had more time to impact the formation of the plume. 

The DIRSIG plume is run with constant meteorological conditions. It can be summarized from these 

validation results that the integrated DIRSIG plume model overestimates the plume radiance under 5 m 

from the stack, is in agreement to within 20% from 5 to 100 m, and then underestimates the radiance 

beyond 100 m due to limitations in the model. 

The actual DIRSIG run times between the two models are the same. However the integrated 

version had very little preparation time associated with it. Changing certain parameters such as wind speed 

and release rate can be done quickly by changing the Plumelnput file and rerunning DIRSIG. Considering 

the better performance, ease of use, and shorter overall run time, the integrated JPL model should generally 

be used over the ACAD JPL model for gas plumes. 

5.2 Scattering Validation with MODTRAN 
There were no readily available experimental data on cooling tower plumes to validate the 

scattering algorithms. Also, it would be difficult to validate any sort of scattering data from plumes since 

the number of variables involved would make it hard to exactly model the same scene. Another possible 

source of data is from cloud observations. This is a common way to validate radiative transfer codes, such 

as the one adopted for DIRSIG (Slingo, 1985). 

To radiometrically validate plume scattering, a MODTRAN "plume" is created that approximates 

the DIRSIG plume. The different cases run in section 4.2.1 are recreated in MODTRAN. While this 

method can not be really considered a validation (comparing one computer model with another), it will 
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determine whether the DIRSIG results are reasonable. To phenomenologically validate the scattering 

models, two occurrences in nature that result from scattering are used. For single scattering this is the 

rainbow, while for multiple scattering it is the red clouds seen at sunset. 

5.2.1  MODTRAN 
MODTRAN is a radiative transfer code developed by the Air Force Philips Lab that is widely used 

in the atmospheric modeling community (Anderson, 1995). It allows a user to define the atmosphere, scene 

geometry, and meteorological conditions. The outputs include atmospheric transmittance, self-emitted 

radiance, and scattered radiance. MODTRAN is used in DIRSIG to determine many of the atmospheric 

parameters in a scene. The MODTRAN multiple scattering model used for validation is based on a two- 

stream "flux-adding" method (Isaacs, 1987). 

To create a "plume" in MODTRAN requires a special card deck to be built. A specific layer is 

defined as a plume layer, and the optical constants of the plume are used in that layer. This approach is 

similar to the one in Appendix B when comparing multiple to single scattering effects. The same optical 

constants used to create the DIRSIG plumes in section 4.2.1 are used in MODTRAN (from the Mie 

scattering code). The same variation in number density (1000, 600, 200, and 100 cm"3) is also used. The 

layer is set at ground level and has a height of 25 m. For the downward-looking case the sensor is at 26 m, 

since a comparison is made of the scattered radiance right at the plume. For the upward-looking case the 

sensor is at ground level. In both cases the sensor look angle is normal to the plume layer (straight up or 

down). The same five wavelengths (0.4, 0.5, 0.67, 1.0, and 2.0 um) are used. For the downward-looking 

case the noontime and 8:00 A.M. cases are used (solar zenith incident angles of 0°and 60°, respectively), 

while for the upward case the 11:00 A.M and 8:00 A.M. times are used (I5°and 60° respectively). Figure 

5-25 shows the geometries for these four cases. 
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Figure 5-25. Geometries used for Scattering Validation 

5.2.2 Results 
A MODTRAN run is made for each of the four number densities. The radiance reaching the 

sensor from the plume layer for each run is recorded. Since the sensor is right at the edge of the plume 

layer, there are no intervening transmission losses. For the downward-looking case the radiance is solely 

from the scattered sunlight. There is no scattering of downwelled radiance. For the upward-looking case 

the radiance is from scattered sunlight and the transmitted downwelled radiance directly above the sensor. 

The DIRSIG runs made in section 4.1.1 are used for the validation. There are four different 

number densities (1000, 600, 200, and 100 cm"3) for the multiple scattering algorithm, and two (200 and 

100 cm"3) for the single scattering algorithm. The center pixel radiance value in the plume is recorded. For 

the downward-looking case, the radiance comes only from the diffuse reflection of sunlight so as to 

correspond to the same radiance value represented in MODTRAN. For the upward-looking case the 

radiance comes from the diffusely transmitted (i.e., scattered) sunlight and the directional downwelled 
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radiance for the sensor look angle (straight up) accounting for the attenuation from the plume. The 

difference between the DIRSIG and MODTRAN radiance value is divided by the MODTRAN radiance 

value, which is assumed to be the "truth" value. This gives a contrast value between the two models. 

Figure 5-26 and Figure 5-27 show this contrast value for the downward-looking noon and 8:00 A.M. case. 

The M or S following the number density stands for the multiple or single scattering case. 
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Figure 5-26. DIRSIG-MODTRAN Contrast for Downward-looking Noon Case 
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Figure 5-27. DIRSIG-MODTRAN Contrast for Downward-looking 8:00 A.M. Case 

For the multiple scattering case the contrast decreases as the number density increases. This is to be 

expected since the delta-Eddingtion algorithm used in DIRSIG is best suited for optically thick cases. For 

the noontime case the two thickest plumes (optical depths of 3.5 and 6) have similar results with a contrast 

under 0.5. The error is greater at 8:00 A.M., with the larger solar zenith angle. Again this is expected since 

the delta-Eddingtion algorithm is not well suited for large zenith angles (> 60°). DIRSIG overestimates the 

scattered radiance by up to a factor of two for the two thicker plumes. There is also a spectral variation, 

with the most error coming from the lum band. The cause for this is unknown. It is interesting-to note 

that at 2 urn where the scattering is non-conservative (tu0 = .95), the contrast decreases. For the single 

scattering case the results are highly dependent on the solar angle, which is to be expected. For the 

noontime case there is a strong backscatter peak (Figure 4-20a), which causes an overestimation of the 

scattered radiance. The opposite case occurs at 8:00 A.M., where there is a significant underestimation of 

the radiance. This is a result of the weaker scattering intensity at this angle (about 10 times lower than at 

noon). 

The contrast between DIRSIG and MODTRAN for the upward-looking case is shown in Figure 5- 

28 and Figure 5-29. 
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Figure 5-28. DIRSIG-MODTRAN Contrast for Upward-looking Noon Case 
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Figure 5-29. DIRSIG-MODTRAN Contrast for Upward-looking 8:00 A.M. Case 

Again the same trend is seen in the multiple scattering case. The thicker the plume and the smaller 

the solar zenith angle, the better the results. The contrast for the 8:00 A.M. case is particularly poor, with 

an overestimation by a factor of two.  The single scattering case does remarkably well, especially for the 
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11:00 A.M. case where the scattering angle is small. At both times the single scattering model has a better 

contrast value than the multiple scattering model. 

Some conclusions can be drawn from the results presented in section 4.2.1 and the validation 

presented here. The multiple scattering model works best for optical depths greater than two, and at small 

solar incident angles. Both upward and downward-looking cases follow those two guidelines. There does 

not seem to be a difference when the scattering is non-conservative, however there probably is a lower limit 

to what the single scattering albedo can be before the model is no longer valid. Because the scattering is 

diffuse, there is very little variation spatially in the plume images. This is observed in real life in thick 

cooling tower plumes as well as clouds. The single scattering model should be used for optical depths less 

than one. It should not be used when the scattering angle is less than 10° if strong forward scattering is 

present. For these small angles the scattered radiance may be stronger than the source, which is physically 

unrealistic. Also there are strong spatial variations in the plume image because of the direct dependence on 

the scattering phase function. For most cooling tower plumes the optical depth is great enough that only the 

multiple scattering model will be used. Note no comparisons were done for Rayleigh scattering, where the 

scattering is more isotropic. In this case the single scattering model may perform better since the optical 

depths are smaller (due to a smaller scattering cross-section) and there is no strong forward scattering peak. 

There are no modifications needed in DIRSIG to model Rayleigh scattering since this is already covered in 

the Mie scattering code. 

5.3 The Rainbow 
The rainbow is one of nature's most beautiful creations. Though the principles of geometrical 

optics are often used to explain the colors, these can also be explained by applying Mie scattering theory to 

water droplets. This section demonstrates how a rainbow is reproduced when using the single scattering 

model described in Chapters two and three. The same color matching functions used to produce the visible 

Hawkeye images are also used to here to recreate the colors of the rainbow. The effects of water droplet 

size and size distribution on the appearance of rainbows are also studied using the DIRSIG single scattering 

model. 

5.3.1  Theory 

A rainbow occurs when sunlight scatters off water droplets and the variation in the index of 

refraction causes the white light to be split out into distinct spectra. A rainbow can be seen from a water 

cloud if looking at the correct scattering angles and if the water droplets are sufficiently large. 

Conventional ray-tracing optics can be used to describe the rainbow since the droplet size is large compared 

to the wavelengths in the visible region. However using Mie scattering theory covered in Appendix A the 

theory of the rainbow can also be explained. In this case geometrical optics is really just an approximation 

of Mie theory for a large size parameter. 
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As a light ray enters the water droplet it undergoes refraction and reflection. If the ray is internally 

reflected, then the outgoing rays can be concentrated in particular directions, much like the focus of a lens. 

Thus for certain scattering angles the scattering intensities will be infinite. Single and multiple internal 

reflections will produce different scattering angles. The formula for the scattering angle as given by 

geometrical optics is 

0=2©,.-2(» + 1)0,-;r 
for n odd (5-1) 

where 

0 = 2(n + l)0,-20/ for n even (5-2) 

COS0; = 
\ m2-\ 
n{n + 2) 

(5-3) 

0, sin 
/sin©/ 

m   J 
(5-4) 

where m is the index of refraction and n is the number of internal reflections the ray undergoes. In nature 

the primary (n = 1) and secondary (n=2) rainbows are seen. Since the index of refraction varies with 

wavelength, the angle will be different for each color, and thus the appearance of the rainbow. The angles 

for several wavelengths are give in Table 5-3. 

wavelength (nm) primary rainbow angle secondary rainbow angle 

350 139.35° 126.52° 

450 138.5° 128.07° 

550 137.92° 129.11° 

650 137.63° 129.64° 

Table 5-3. Primary and Secondary Rainbow Angles Using Geometrical Optics 

The Mie angular scattering coefficient is defined in Chapter two as the intensity of light scattered 

into a unit solid angle about a particular scattering angle for a particular particle density. This term is 

calculated for light at 450 nm incident on a 0.1 mm water droplet and plotted against the scattering angle 

(with 0° indicating forward scattering) in Figure 5-30. 
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Figure 5-30. Angular Scattering Coefficient for a Water Droplet at 450 nm 

The large forward scattered intensity is characteristic of Mie scattering. The main rainbow peak can be 

seem at -138°. Also evident is the weaker secondary rainbow, Alexander's dark band, and the 

supernumerary bow. For the different wavelengths in the visible band the angle of peak scattering will 

shift. Table 5-4 shows the primary and secondary rainbow angles using Mie theory. 

wavelength (nm) primary rainbow angle secondary rainbow angle 

350 139.88° 125.6° 

450 139.16° 126.87° 

550 138.80° 127.41° 

650 138.61° 129.17° 

Table 5-4. Primary and Secondary Rainbow Angles Using Mie Scattering Theory 

The size distribution of the water droplets is another factor involved in the appearance of 

rainbows. Typically water droplets in clouds are characterized by a modified Gamma distribution (Liou, 

1992,). Narrow distributions causes overlap of the different color peaks. This results in a rainbow with 

little color. As the distribution is broadened the peaks at each wavelength separate out bringing color to the 

rainbow. By changing the parameters in this distribution the colors in the rainbow are made more vivid. 

This effect will be demonstrated through the different rainbow images. 

5.3.2 Procedure 
A scene is constructed in which the observer is looking at a "wall" of water droplets. The size and 

size distribution of the water cloud are varied to produce different rainbow images. The first cloud is 

modeled after a fog bank with a mean water droplet size of 10 urn and particle density of 20 cm"3.  The 
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second cloud band is modeled with raindrops with a mean size of 100 urn and density of 5 cm"3. The final 

cloud bank has a mean size of 200 urn and density of 3 cm"3. The size distribution is also increased. For 

each cloud bank, a Mie scattering table is created. The visible region from 400 run to 714 nm is split into 23 

bands. The angular resolution is set to 0.1° for 100 radius bins. Over 4 million Mie scattering calculations 

are required for each cloud. The number of terms in the series expansion of the Bessel function needed for 

convergence is proportional to the size of the particle. This leads to lengthy computer run times for the 200 

um droplets. It took over 60 hours to generate the Mie scattering database on a dedicated DEC Alpha 

workstation (400 MHz clock speed). 

DIRSIG uses a ray-tracing model that constructs a ray from each sensor pixel out into the scene. 

The ray-tracer determines the scattering angle between the outgoing ray and the sun vector. The appropriate 

angular scattering coefficient is obtained from the scattering database for this angle and the incident 

wavelength. This value is multiplied by the solar irradiance onto the wall of water (accounting for 

atmospheric transmission) and the depth of the wall as determined by the ray trace. This determines the 

solar radiance scattered towards the sensor. In addition, DIRSIG uses MODTRAN to determine the 

scattered atmospheric radiance reaching the sensor. The cloud will attenuate this skylight on its way to the 

sensor. This calculation is done for each pixel in the sensor and for each of the 23 wavebands. 

The geometry of the scene is that a ground observer (the sensor) is looking up at a cloud in the 

west. The sun is rising from the east and is thus over the shoulder of the observer. This results in the 

correct scattering angles so that the rainbow may be seen (Figure 5-31). 

rainbow 

Wall of water 

Figure 5-31. Geometry Used to Create Rainbow Scene 

The field of view is 40° (square). The sensor is composed of 1024x1024 pixels. This permits a 

quarter rainbow to be seen. The wall of water is 3.75 km high by 3 km wide. For the smaller droplet size 

the wall is 8 m thick, while the two larger sizes have a thickness of 0.35 m. The reason for the larger 

thickness is to ensure that sufficient light is scattered off the smaller droplets so that the rainbow could be 

seen. A DIRSIG run is made for each type of cloud. The production of a color image is done through the 

procedure described in Appendix F. 
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5.3.3   Results 
Figure 5-32, Figure 5-33, and Figure 5-34 are images for the three types of clouds. The images 

have been cropped for a better view of the rainbow. Beneath each are the angular scattering coefficients 

and droplet size distribution. In Figure 5-32 the droplet size is small and the angular separation between 

the different wavelengths is negligible. This results in a bow with all the colors evenly mixed. This is 

commonly referred to as a white rainbow, cloud bow, or fog bow and can be seen in fog banks with water 

droplet sizes -10 um. The yellowish band towards the bottom is an artifact of the MODTRAN code when 

looking towards the horizon. The auto-scaling causes this effect to be magnified due to the weak intensity 

of the fog bow. 

The more familiar looking rainbow appears for droplet sizes of 100 urn (Figure 5-33). The three 

peaks at each wavelength begin to separate causing the appearance of the rainbow. However the narrow 

size distribution causes some overlap among the three curves, and thus the rainbow colors are still "dull." 

The second, smaller peak to the right causes the supernumerary bow. Since the three curves overlap, this 

bow appears as a faint white arc inside the primary bow. The secondary rainbow hump also appears around 

the 128° scattering angle. However the secondary rainbow is barely visible in the image since its intensity 

is about nine times smaller than the main peak and the curves all overlap. 

The 200 urn droplet size produces a very vivid rainbow (Figure 5-34). The larger droplet size 

causes a higher scattered radiance reaching the sensor and thus a brighter rainbow. The wider size 

distribution clearly separates the three curves resulting in the distinctive colors of the rainbow. The 

secondary rainbow colors are also more visible due to the separation of the curves. Alexander's dark band 

is also seen since the sky inside the primary rainbow is brighter (-5-7 times) than the sky between the 

primary and secondary bow. The supernumerary bow has a blue-greenish color to it This is a result of 

more scattering towards that end of the spectrum as seen in the angular scattering curves. Finally a full 

rainbow is shown in Figure 5-35. The field of view was increased to 70° in order to observe the entire 

rainbow. 
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Figure 5-32. Rainbow with 20 p.m mean droplet size and associated size distribution and angular 

scattering coefficient charts 
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Figure 5-33. Rainbow with 100 nm mean droplet size and associated size distribution and angular 

scattering coefficient charts 
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Figure 5-34. Rainbow with 200 nm mean droplet size and associated size distribution and angular 

scattering coefficient charts 
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Figure 5-35. Full DIRSIG Rainbow 
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5.4 Sunset with Red Clouds 
The sunset with red clouds is another excellent example of the scattering process in our 

atmosphere. This phenomena is used to qualitatively demonstrate the multiple scattering model. The 

actual red fringes in clouds at sunset are caused by two processes. The first is that the incident solar light 

has very little of the blue component left in it due to Rayleigh scattering by the atmosphere. The long slant 

path at sunset causes almost total extinction in the blue, resulting in reddish sunlight. This red light is 

scattered by clouds, thus making them appear red. The red fringes are a result of the smaller optical depths 

at the edges, which allow more of the scattered radiance to be transmitted. 

Like the rainbow, the DIRSIG sunset images shown are designed for aesthetic purposes. Only the 

multiple scattering model is used. However to be physically realistic, the single scattering model should be 

used at the fringes where the cloud is optically thin. The clouds are modeled using the JPL ACAD plume 

with a single region filled with water droplets that are representative of low maritime clouds (Liou, 1992). 

Three separate clouds are present with different optical depths. Table 5-5 shows the properties of each 

cloud. 

Cloud # Mean droplet size (urn) Number density (cm3) Max optical depth 

1 2 100 2.8 

2 2 150 2.1 

3 2 200 1.67 

Table 5-5. Cloud Characteristics 

The top cloud in the scene is cloud 1, the middle is cloud 2, and lowest cloud is cloud 3. The 

location of the scene is Maui, Hawaii looking west. MODTRAN is run using a tropical atmosphere model. 

A special high resolution map of the sky radiance is used with a resolution of 2° in both azimuth and 

elevation. The ocean is simulated by a reflective surface with high specularity. No texture of the ocean 

surface is included. Three different times are run to simulate a setting sun. The DIRSIG images for the 

three times are shown in Figure 5-36, Figure 5-37, and Figure 5-38. Two actual pictures of the Maui sunset 

are also included for comparison. 
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Figure 5-36. Actual and DIRSIG (1815) Sunset Images 
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Figure 5-37. Actual and DIRSIG (1830) Sunset Images 
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Figure 5-38. DIRSIG (1840) Sunset Image 
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The sun is a result of the high resolution sky radiance map. The scaling of the image is done on a 

logarithmic basis so the sun does not saturate the image. The color of the sunset transitions from orange to 

red, as in the real images. The cloud with the largest optical depth (#1) appears the darkest, while the cloud 

#3 has the most contrast. The red fringe is seen at the edge of the clouds due to the thinner optical depths at 

that location. The solar irradiance incident on the clouds from the three times is shown in Figure 5-39. 
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Figure 5-39. Solar Irradiance on Clouds at Three Sunset Times 

The irradiance decreases as the sun sets. In addition, the ratio of the red end to the blue end of the spectrum 

increases as the sun gets lower on the horizon. This results in the orange to red color as the sunsets. The 

radiance from the top cloud at 1830 is shown at a location in the center of the cloud and at the fringe, of the 

cloud. 
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Figure 5-40. Radiance from Center and Fringe of Cloud 

The fringe has a higher radiance due to more scattered sunlight as well as a higher transmission. It also has 

a slightly higher red to blue ratio, resulting in the red fringe effect. 

The sunsets presented here should be considered a first order estimate of the actual thing. Both 

multiple scattering and single scattering effects occur in the cloud. The sky radiance calculated by 

MODTRAN is also suspect due to the long horizontal paths. More realistic looking clouds should be 

shaped after fractal models (Nishita, 1996) instead of using a plume model. 
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations 

6.1 Summary 

A method of generating synthetic images of plumes using DIRSIG has been presented in this 

dissertation. Existing models of plumes are used to determine the shape and characteristics of the plume in 

the image. Mie scattering and gas absorption theory are used to determine the optical properties of the 

plume. DIRSIG computes the radiometric signal from both the plume and background by performing a ray- 

trace on a pixel by pixel basis. Currently two plume models are available. The first is developed by LANL 

and is used to simulate cooling tower plumes. The second model was originally developed by JPL and used 

for gaseous plumes. ACAD is used to represent the plume in DIRSIG. With the JPL model, the plume 

model can be directly called within DIRSIG to produce an integrated plume in the scene. In addition to 

producing the radiometric image, several other images of plume characteristics (transmission, temperature, 

etc.) are generated. 

Several examples are given on how DIRSIG plumes are used to aid in the investigation of remote 

sensing of plumes. Various images are generated with different plume characteristics. Both the ACAD 

LANL and JPL models are shown, as well as the integrated JPL model. Different wavelengths and sensor 

platforms are also used to observe the plume. The plume contrast ratio is used as a benchmark to determine 

how visible the plume is under changing conditions. Hyperspectral sensor models are used to image gas 

plumes with unique spectral absorbance curves. Inverse algorithms that attempt to determine plume 

concentrations are tested on DIRSIG plumes. 

The JPL plume model is validated against experimental data collected on a SF6 plume. The actual 

plume and environmental conditions are simulated as close as possible in the plume input files. The sensor 

response of the multi-spectral instrument used is also modeled. Two spectral bands tuned to the peak SF6 

absorbance curve are used. A crude background scene is generated and emissivity values are set to produce 

the same radiance signal as the actual background. Both the ACAD and integrated models are tested. The 

DIRSIG plume characteristics and contrast ratio are compared with the available experimental data. No 

experimental data were available for cooling tower plumes. Instead the scattering algorithms are tested 

against MODTRAN. A simulated water droplet plume is set up in MODTRAN and the results are 

compared with the DIRSIG plume. Both the single and multiple scattering algorithms are tested this way 

against plumes with varying optical depts. 

6.2 Conclusions 

Attempting to account for all the physical interactions that occur between the plume and its 

environment is an ambitious task. The work done here is a first-cut attempt at trying to simulate the main 
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interactions. One of the limitations to the accuracy and validity of the DIRSIG plumes is the model of the 

plume itself. If the JPL or LANL models do not accurately predict the plume characteristics, then the 

plume images will not be accurate. The adage of "garbage in garbage out" applies here. Both models are 

still under development so future refinements should improve the validity of DIRSIG. 

Modeling the scattering aspect is perhaps the most difficult task. While single scattering 

properties can be derived in a straightforward manner from Mie scattering, it is rarely applicable to plumes. 

In addition the strong forward scattering present in water droplets is hard to model, as seen in the case of 

looking up through the plume towards the sun. For scattering angles less than 10° unphysical results can 

occur. Simulation of multiple scattering is usually accomplished through Monte Carlo methods. However 

radiative transfer techniques are used in this research. The multiple scattering model should be used when 

the optical depth is greater than 0.7, however the delta-Eddington approximation used here works best for 

optical depths greater than 2. Also the solar incident zenith angle should be less than 60°. The scattering 

process is generally limited to the visible region for two reasons. The first is the rapid decrease in solar 

irradiance in the IR. Secondly the single scattering albedo also decreases in the IR due to the presence of 

absorption. 

The DIRSIG image of LANL cooling tower plume has several problems with it. The uniform 

cross-sectional property makes the plume look blocky and discrete. Also in the LWIR the distinct regions 

are seen. The plume radius is also small for a cooling tower plume, resulting in a lack of visibility, 

especially in the visible region. While no attempts are made to apply inverse algorithms to cooling tower 

plumes, it is likely that the LWIR will provide the most information. The scattering in the visible will 

probably not be able to provide any useful information due to the many variables involved in that process. 

Gas absorption is easier to model than scattering. The number of parameters involved are fewer, 

and there is no angular dependence involved. The biggest assumption made is using the smeared line 

model over several discrete absorbance peaks. The JPL model provides a more realistic Gaussian 

distribution to the shape of the plume than the LANL model. When comparing the two methods of running 

the JPL model, clearly the integrated method is superior to the ACAD method. The integrated method has 

no lengthy pre-processing operations involved, and changes in the plume parameters can more easily be 

investigated. The computer run times are about equal between the two methods. The plume itself also 

looks smoother and more natural. The ability to vary the meteorological conditions provides for an even 

more realistic looking plume. The JPL model is quite sensitive to the plume adjustment parameters. 

Changing these values will alter the appearance of the plume, especially in the integrated model. 

The sensitivity studies investigated the changes in several plume parameters. The biggest impact 

on the plume image is a change in temperature and concentration. The variation in the plume concentration 

affects both the self-emitted radiance (via emissivity) and the transmission.     The inverse algorithms 
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generally work well on gas plumes under ideal conditions. However when the plume temperature is 

estimated to be ambient, then algorithm performs poorly. 

The validation of the JPL model is done against data collected for a SF6 plume. The emissivity of 

the background needed to be lowered in order to match the calibrated radiance values in band 1. The 

ACAD model overestimates the radiance in this band by over 30% throughout the length of the plume. 

This is due to the plume being modeled as a "solid" gas with a constant VMR. The integrated model 

overestimates the radiance by a factor of two within the first five meters of the stack. It is then within 20% 

of the actual values to 100 m downwind. The downwind radiance and column density cross-sectional 

profiles at 100 m have errors less than 15%. For distances greater than 100 m downwind, the model 

underestimates the radiance. This is due to the difficulties in accurately modeling a plume at far distances 

from the stack. 

The research done in this dissertation presents a new tool to visualize plumes under a variety of 

conditions. All three research objectives were satisfied. A radiometrically accurate method of representing 

plumes in images was developed using DIRSIG. A new method of combining a ray-tracer with radiative 

transfer calculations was developed to simulate multiple scattering. An existing plume model was 

integrated into the DIRSIG code resulting in a more realistic and accurate plume image. The second 

objective was satisfied by giving several examples demonstrating how the plume-background interaction 

can be easily studied using the work done in this research. Several types of SIG plumes were shown to 

illustrate how plume sensitivity studies can be made. The final objective of validating the code was done 

through experimental data and other computer models. Several limitations to the scattering model became 

apparent, as discussed above. The results of the integrated gas plume model matched the experimental data 

well. This is somewhat remarkable considering how unpredictable plumes really are. Finally a synthetic 

rainbow was made based on Mie scattering theory. This illustrated some aspects of the rainbow not 

explainable through geometrical optics. 

6.3 Recommendations 

There are several areas in this research that can undergo further improvements. Since this is a 

first-cut effort at generating plume images, further refinements will improve the quality of the image. The 

recommendations are grouped under four general categories: Cooling tower plumes, scattering, gas plumes, 

and applications. 

As mentioned previously the main drawback to the LANL model is the discrete regions and 

uniform properties. This results in some unattractive plumes. It may be desirable to rerun the LANL using 

the radius from an actual cooling tower. There are two other potential cooling tower models available. The 

first is the RAMS code developed by DOE (O'Steen, 1995). The plumes produced have realistic shape and 

texture.  However the time to run this code is on the order of days. Also it would have to be integrated into 
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DIRSIG since it would be too difficult to facetize under ACAD. The second model is developed by Hanna 

(1989), and similar to the LANL model giving plume characteristics as a function of downwind distance. 

One improvement to the LANL model is tracking the change in size distribution downwind. Also 

validation with actual data collected on a cooling tower plume should be done. 

There are two additional cases of scattering that can be modeled. A water droplet formed around 

an aerosol nuclei can be represented by a coated sphere. An ice crystal can be represented by a cylinder. 

There are Mie solutions for both of these cases and exist in the form of FORTRAN (Bohren, 1983). The 

index of refraction for ice can be found in Hobbs (1974). Scattering from hexagonal ice structures may also 

be modeled through geometrical optics. Plumes that involve Rayleigh scattering should also be 

investigated using the single scattering model. These cases involve optically thin plumes, and isotropic 

scattering, both conditions that favor the single scattering model. Improvements to the multiple scattering 

model include reorienting the plane parallel layers at different angles (i.e., the sunset scene). This would 

mean determining the angle between the ray trace vector and sun vector. There are also other radiative 

transfer models that can be used. A comparison between them is made by King (1986). For truly accurate 

multiple scattering modeling, either the independent pixel approximation (Marshak, 1995), or volume 

element scattering (Nishita, 1996) should be used. 

The effects of scattering of gas plumes also need to be investigated. The index of refraction of 

soot and flyash has been measured (Twitty, 1971 and Volz, 1973) and can be added to the database. 

Rayleigh scattering will predominate due to the smaller particle sizes (< 0.5 um). There are numerous 

sensitivity studies that can be done. One that was not covered in this paper is the effect of sensor spectral 

resolution on plume contrast. Also the variation in background and sensor altitude are two other studies 

that can be done. In addition to spatial contrast, spectral contrast can also be used as a benchmark in the 

sensitivity studies. This involves making comparisons in the signal at different spectral bands for gases. It 

can be determined whether the gas spectral signature can be detected at the sensor after accounting for the 

atmospheric and background noise. 

The main improvement to the JPL model is cleaning up the code. It is quite inefficient as it stands 

now. The "Plumejnput" is re-read for every ray-trace. It also contains information that is not needed. It is 

doubtful that the ACAD version will be used much, since the integrated version is faster and more accurate. 

However the integrated model can not simulate scattering plumes, while the ACAD model can. Additional 

texture can be given to the plume by adding a small variation to the plume concentration value for each ray 

trace. This variation can be determined randomly within some normal distribution. 

There are several possible applications for DIRSIG from this research, all of which involve the 

scattering model. The first is cloud modeling, which was done to some extent with the sunset scenes. 

Fractal models will give the most realistic looking clouds. The clouds may be either be represented with 

ACAD, or internally in DIRSIG with some sort of algorithm. Common cloud properties are given in Liou 
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(1992). Cirrus clouds will have ice crystals so the Mie scattering for cylinders will have to be implemented. 

The multiple scattering code was originally designed for clouds, so no modifications should be needed. 

Aircraft contrails can also be modeled in DIRSIG, since they are essentially water droplets 

condensed onto jet exhaust. Several interesting studies can be made from synthetically generated scenes of 

contrails. The contrast of contrails against different backgrounds from satellite sensors under a variety of 

weather conditions can be looked at. Also the thermal images of contrails may yield information on the 

their sources. Models of contrails from different aircraft can be built and then scenes can be generated by 

DIRSIG. 

The second area of application is simulating battlefield obscuration. The modern battlefield will 

be filled with both natural (dust) and artificial (smoke) particulates. These will interfere with target 

acquisition systems. DIRSIG may be able to model the scattering of a source behind a cloud of dust and 

smoke. The current multiple scattering model will not be applicable since the optical depths are not large 

enough and the geometry of the plane parallel layers would not work with horizontal paths. The single 

scattering model may work if the particulates are small enough to be in the Rayleigh regime, and if the 

cloud is not too optically thick. Otherwise strong forward scattering will be problem. The range for which 

the single scattering model will hold under these conditions will need to be investigated. A good discussion 

on scattering of dust particles is given in Chapter 6 of Iqbal (1983), in which the extinction coefficient is 

proportional to A,  '   . DIRSIG will have to be modified to handle multiple non-solar sources. Texture can 

be applied to the dust or smoke cloud in the same manner as described above to render a more realistic 

looking image. 
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Appendix A : Mie Scattering Theory 

The general formulation is to start with Maxwell's equations and solve for free space using 

spherical coordinates. A sphere with a different index of refraction from the medium is introduced. An 

electromagnetic field is induced inside the sphere and a scattered field is generated outside the sphere. 

Boundary conditions are imposed so that the tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields are 

continuous across the medium interface. The solution to the field inside the particle the scattered field 

depends on the geometry of the particle. Figure A-l show the geometry of the incident and scattered fields. 

t S* 

x 

Figure A-l. Geometry of Incident and Scattered Fields 

The incident and scattered fields can be defined in terms of their two principal components: 

Ej  - ^\\ie\\i + E±;e±; (A-l) 

In the far field (kr»l) the amplitude of the scattered and incident wave can be related as: 
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where E||jjS and E|j]S are the parallel and perpendicular incident and scattered electric fields, k is the 

wavevector, r is the distance to the detector, and z is the direction of propagation of the incident field. The 

elements of the amplitude scattering are angularly dependent. An alternative way to express this 

relationship is using the Stokes parameters I, Q, U, and V: 

a 
2 „2 klr 
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vS41 
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(A-3) 

The elements of this scattering matrix (also known as a Mueller matrix) can all be related to the elements 

of the amplitude scattering matrix. Since the Stokes parameter's of light scattered by a collection of 

randomly separated particles is the sum of the Stokes parameters of the individual particles, then the 

scattering matrix for a collection of these particles is the sum of the individual scattering matrices. This 

assumes the scattering is independent among the particles with no phase relationship between them. For a 

spherical particle, the wave equation is put in terms of spherical coordinates. The even and odd solutions 

for the scalar wave equation are expressed as: 

Vemn=cosm0P;(cos0)zn(kr) 

Wom„=smm<?>P;(cos0)Zn(kr) 
(A-4) 

where Pn
m(cos9) is the associated Legendre functions of the first kind and Zn(kr) is the spherical Bessel 

functions. The solution to the vector wave equation is found by decomposing ycm and vf/onui into spherical 

harmonics. The scattered field is then found by expanding the scattered plane wave in terms of the vector 

spherical harmonics and applying the appropriate boundary conditions. The series can be approximated and 

transformed so that the scattered field may be related to the incident field in the form of eqn. A-2 as: 
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The elements of the scattering matrix are expressed as: 

_     v1 2n +1 5l=s?^TI)(fl-;r-+*-r-) (A-6) 

where n„ and x„ are defined as: 
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n„ = 
sin# 

(A-7) 

r„ = 
dK_ 
de 

The scattering coefficients a„ and bn are: 

a„ 

b  = 

my/n(mx)y/'n(x)-yn(x)y/'n(mx) 
(A-8) 

where m is the relative index of refraction, vj/n and §n are the Riccati-Bessel and Hankel functions and x is 

the particle size parameter: 

x = ka. = ■ 
2flw„a 

Ä 
(A-9) 

where a is the radius of the particle and n0 is the medium index of refraction.   In terms of the Stokes 

parameters eqn. A-3 for a spherical particle becomes 
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For sunlight, (which is unpolarized light), the relationships for the Stokes parameters reduce to 
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Note the notation for irradiance has been changed from I to E [W/m2] for consistency with the DIRSIG 

notation. The previously unpolarized incident light will be polarized upon scattering and degree of 

polarization is given by 

P = -T~> (A-13) 

such that |P| < 1. If P is positive, the scattered light is partially polarized perpendicular to the scattering 

plane, and parallel to the scattering plane for negative P. For 0° and 180°, forward scatter and backscatter, 

the light will always be unpolarized (P=0). 

A few more terms that are encountered in scattering theory are relevant to scattering in a plume. 

The first is the scattering cross section, C^ which can be defined as the amount of energy scattered across 

the surface area of the particle by the incident irradiance. For a sphere, this becomes 

Csca = T7 L (2" + l)(k I   + \K I ) [m2]- (A-14) 
K     n=\ 

The differential scattering cross section d C^ /dfl is the energy scattered per unit time into a unit solid 

angle about the scattering angle 8 and azimuthal angle <j>. The irradiance of the scattered light can be related 

to the incident irradiance through the differential scattering cross section: 

dC 
Es=-^Et [W/m2]. (A-15) 

where r is the distance to the detector. For unpolarized light, the differential scattering cross section can be 

expressed as: 

dCsca       Sn 
[m2/sr]. (A-16) 

dQ      k2 

The phase function is often used to describe the angular distribution of the scattered energy: 

1   dC, sea 

G„„   dQ 
(A-17) 

The integral of p over all solid angles is usually set equal to 4n. The angular scattering coefficient ß(X.,G) is 

the amount of light scattered into the direction 0 per unit solid angle per unit length of the scattering 

medium. It is defined as: 

ß = N^Q     Cm"V]- (A'18) 
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where N is the number density of the medium.   The scattering efficiency is the scattering cross section 

divided by the particle cross-sectional area. For a sphere this is 

r 
ei       _      sea 

sea 2   ' 
jva. 

(A-19) 

The absorption and extinction efficiencies have similar definitions.   Another term encountered is the 

backscatter cross-section. This is the differential cross section in the backward direction multiplied by 4n 

sr. 

Q=4* 
dQ. 

[m2] (A-20) 

The scattering coefficients a„ and bn of eqn. A-8 can be simplified if |m|x«l, i.e. the size is small 

compared to the wavelength of light. For this case, the higher-order terms are negligible and |bi| « ja,|, so 

that the only significant term is al5 

ilx   m   -1 
a, =■ 

3   m2+2 

The terms in the amplitude scattering matrix become: 

Sl = \ax S2 = Yax cosO. 

The corresponding scattering matrix is: 
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For unpolarized light, the scattered irradiance is related to the incident irradiance through the matrix 

element Sii: 
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This is the well known equation for Rayleigh scattering and exhibits the l/X4 dependency (assuming the 

index of refraction is weakly dependent on wavelength). The scattering and backscattering efficiencies are 

Qsca=l^ 
m 1 

Qb = 4x4 

m2 +2 

2 
m 1 
mz+2 

(A-25) 
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Appendix B : Importance of Multiple Scattering in Plumes 

There is clearly no doubt that multiple scattering (m.s.) is an effect that needs to be accounted for 

when modeling plumes in the visible. However it is desirable to see how big an effect m.s. has on solar 

scattered radiance. To do this it is necessary to investigate how much an increase there is in scattered 

radiance when using m.s. models instead of single scattering models. Also of interest is how this factor 

varies with wavelength and optical depth of the plume. 

To do this study MODTRAN3 is used. It uses the Discrete Ordinate Method (DOM) developed by 

Chandrasekar (1960) and described in detail by Goody (1989). DOM expands the phase function in the 

radiative transfer equation (eqn. 2-39) using spherical harmonics and then solves the equation using 

Gaussian quadrature. The DOM can be run with 2, 4, 8, or 16 streams, each corresponding with an 

increase in run time and supposedly accuracy (though not guaranteed according to MODTRAN3 

documentation). The 8 stream option is chosen for all the runs. 

MODTRAN3 is normally used to model a layered atmosphere. When run with the m.s. option, the 

solar scattered radiance from the atmosphere is reported, as well as the total radiance (scattered plume self- 

emissive) and transmission. Also reported is the scattered radiance if only single scattering effects are 

considered. This presents a convenient way to compare the effects of m.s. against single scattering. To 

simulate the effects of a plume, a user defined atmosphere is built using the properties of a plume. Four 

layers are defined, each 10 m in altitude and having infinite horizontal extent (see Figure B-l). 
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Figure B-l. Plume Layer Model Constructed for MODTRAN3 

For each layer the Mie scattering code is run to generate the optical properties of water droplets 

characteristic from that of LANL cooling tower plume model. Table B-l show the properties of each plume 

layer. 
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Plume Layer Mean water droplet 
size (um) 

Number density 
(cm"3) 

Extinction coefficient at 
0.55 urn (km"1) 

Temperature (K°) 

1 6 600 150 310 
2 9 200 110 300 
3 12 70 69 295 
4 18 20 43 290 

Table B-l. Characteristics of Each Plume Layer 

The upper layers are supposed to represent the downwind portions of the plume after it has undergone 

dilution (the droplet size has also increased due to condensation). A modified gamma size distribution with 

cc=25 was used (see Appendix C). The Mie scattering code generated the extinction and absorption cross- 

sections for the different wavelength intervals required by MODTRAN3. These values are multiplied by 

the appropriate number density at each layer to generate the extinction and absorption coefficients for each 

layer. These four layers are then put into the appropriate format and inserted as card 2d2 in the 

MODTRAN3 card deck. The single scattering albedo averaged over the four layers is shown in Figure B-2. 
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Figure B-2. Average Spectral Single Scattering Albedo of Plume 

The dips at 3 and 6.5 urn correspond to the increase in the water droplet's imaginary index of refraction and 

thus also the absorption coefficient. 

To examine the importance of m.s. for different plume optical depths, the number density of the 

original plume model is divided by 2, 3, and 4. This way four different types of plume models with varying 

degrees of optical depths are generated from the original model. Thus model 1 has the original 

characteristics listed in Table B-l, model 2 has half the number density in each layer (and thus the 

extinction coefficient is also half), model 3 had one-third the original number density, and model 4 has one- 
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quarter the original number density. An imaginary sensor was place at 50 m (10 m above the plume) 

looking straight down. The location is Rochester NY at 10 AM in August. This results in a solar zenith 

angle of 32°, or a scattering angle of 148°. The overall spectral transmission for each plume model is 

plotted in Figure B-3. 
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Figure B-3. Spectral Transmission for Different Plume Models 

As can be seen the plume models varied from 0.05 to 0.5 transmission in the visible. As expected model 1, 

with the highest number density, is a very optically thick plume. For each model the increase in scattered 

radiance due to multiple scattering is calculated as 

(scattered radiance with multiple scattering) - (scattered radiance from single scattering) 

(scattered radiance from single scattering) 

This ratio will be a function of wavelength since both the optical properties of water, as well as the Mie 

scattering process itself, varies over wavelength. The spectral result for this ratio for each model is plotted 

in Figure B-4. 
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Figure B-4. Spectral Ratio of Multiple to Single Scattering for Plume Models 

The ratio of total scattered radiance (with m.s.) to total plume radiance (scattered plus self-emitted) is 

plotted in Figure B-5. 
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Figure B-5. Spectral Ratio of Scattered to Total Radiance for Plume Models 
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As expected the inclusion of m.s. increases the amount of scattered radiance dramatically. This can be an 

increase from 4 to 24 times in the visible and NIR depending on the optical thickness of the plume. The 

dips in Figure B-4 correspond to the increase in the absorption coefficient for water droplets (as can be seen 

correspondingly in the single scattering albedo). Even in the MWIR multiple scattering is a large 

contributor to scattered radiance. However the scattered radiance drops dramatically compared to the 

overall radiance at around 2.5 urn. Thus overall contribution due to m.s. past 3 urn is negligible. It is 

interesting to note for the thicker plume (model 1) the ratio drop occurs at longer wavelengths. 

The plume model is really a series of infinite plane parallel layers and not a closed volume. This 

will result in an overestimated multiple scattering effect. How much the overestimation is unknown unless 

calculations are done for a closed volume such as an ellipsoid. Monte Carlo methods may help give an 

estimate but is beyond the scope of this work (see Adams (1978)). However it seems clear that for cooling 

tower plumes in the visible and NIR with a transmission less than 0.5, m.s. needs to be accounted for to 

accurately calculate scattered radiance. 
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Appendix C : Particle Size Distribution 

In any plume, the particles, (whether water droplets or other aerosols), will have a range of sizes 

(polydispersion) that is characterized by the size distribution function n(a). The distribution within the 

plume depends on the distribution function exiting the stack or tower. This distribution will then change 

due to coagulation with dust particles or other atmospheric aerosols, and gravitational sedimentation. The 

distribution for water droplets from cooling towers can be modeled after those in clouds (Deirmendjian, 

1964), while factory stack effluents can be characterized atmospheric aerosol distributions (Shettle, 1979 

and Parameswaran, 1991). 

Radar measurements done on cooling towers (Sauvageot, 1989) show that droplet size distribution 

is bimodal with the small particles ranging in radius from 1 to 10 um while large particles have radius 

larger than 50 um. The number of large particles is about 1/10 that of small size particles, and thus can be 

ignored for modeling purposes. The size distribution used in the LANL model is a modified gamma 

distribution and is based on research done on cloud water droplet distributions (Liou, 1992). It is given as: 

aa+l      1 
n(a) =  

T(a + l)an 

a+l       .   r      \a 

a -a- 

^amJ 
e   "- , (C-l) 

where am is the mode radius, T is the gamma function, and a describes the half-width of the distribution. 

This distribution is normalized so the number density is 1 particle/cm"3. While the maximum value of the 

radius is at am, the mean radius is given as: 

a + l 

As a decreases the distribution becomes wider and also more skewed. Figure C-l shows the distribution 

produced by the LANL plume code. 
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Figure C-l. LANL Modified Gamma Size Distribution 

A modified gamma distribution is used for the fog and cloud models in MODTRAN and is given 

,a    -ba w(a) = Kaae~"u, (C-3) 

where the constants K, a, and b determine the number density and the mode radius. The distribution shown 

in Figure C-2 uses parameters for a heavy fog normalized to 42 particles/cm3. 
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Figure C-2. MODTRAN Modified Gamma Size Distribution 

The size distributions for aerosols are often represented by one or the sum of two lognormal 

distributions: 
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Ä Nj 
»(a) = Y 1—f= 

£fln(10)a<r)4lK 
exp 

(loga-logay) 

2^ 
(C-4) 

where the summation is over the number of radii modes, aj is the mode radius, aj is the standard deviation, 

and Nj is the total number of particles having aj as the mode radius. Usually there are two modes, one for 

larger particles and one for smaller particles. A single mode distribution with parameters taken from the 

MODTRAN urban aerosol model is shown in Figure C-3. 

MODTRAN Lognormal (urban aerosol) 

3 m = .5 
a = .4 

N = 1/cm 

Figure C-3. MODTRAN Lognormal Size Distribution 

An approximation to the lognormal is the power or Junge distribution. Since the scattering from 

smaller particles in the distribution is negligible, the particles from the front-end of the distribution can be 

given the in the simplified form 

n(a) = Da"v     r2<a<r3 (C-5) 

where r2 is normally at the peak value of the lognormal distribution. 

The effect of implementing size distributions in the plume code is to suppress the interference and 

ripple structure seen for single particles as calculated from Mie scattering. This is demonstrated in Figure 

C-4 where the extinction efficiency (which is equal to the scattering efficiency in this case) is plotted 

against the size parameter for increasing variance in a lognormal size distribution. The particle type is 

water droplets illuminated by light at 0.55 um. For a narrow distribution both the interference and ripple 

structure can be clearly seen. As the particle size becomes more disperse the ripple structure disappears. 

As the distribution is further widened the interference structure fades away. 
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Figure C-4. Effects of Variance in Size Distribution on Extinction Efficiency 

By considering the particle size distribution the scattering effects in the plume will be modeled 

more realistically.   The "noise" from a single size particle distribution (Dirac delta function) will be 
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eliminated, which is especially important when looking at narrowband imagery. A particle size distribution 

will also increase the extinction and scattering coefficients compared to the delta distribution since the 

larger particles (compared to the mode radius) will carry more weight than the smaller particles. As 

described in Chapter 3 the user will have the option from choosing among the MODTRAN fog model, the 

LANL modified gamma, and the MODTRAN lognormal size distributions. He will also specify what the 

specific parameters are for the size distribution. 
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Appendix D : Two-Stream Approximation for Radiative Transfer in 
Water Clouds 

The theory of radiative transfer has been used to determine cloud albedo and transmission. 

Parameterized models using the two-stream approximation have been applied to general circulation models 

in determining atmospheric radiation budgets. These models need to be sufficiently fast, accurate, and 

simple to be used in practical computational applications. There have been numerous books and articles 

written on the two-stream approximation including comparison and validation between different models 

and observed data (Coakley, 1975, Stephens, 1978, Zdunkowski, 1980, and Liou, 1992). The two-stream 

approximation in a multiple scattering atmosphere uses the optical depth (V), single scattering albedo (ro0), 

asymmetry parameter (g) and the cosine of the incident angle of solar radiation (uj as input parameters. 

This appendix describes the theory behind the multiple scattering code used in DIRSIG for cooling tower 

plumes. It is based on the delta-Eddington approximation and designed for water clouds. Validation of the 

model has been carried out by Slingo (1989). 

For a plane parallel layer consider a system composed of diffuse upward (Fi) and downward (F2) 

fluxes, and direct incident solar radiation (S) as shown in Figure D-l. 

S(0) 
F,(0) F2(0) 

* 7f\ 
F.(f) f 

S(T') 
F2(f) 

Figure D-l. Two-Stream Approximation using Plane Parallel Layer 

It can be shown (Zdunkowski, 1980) that from the radiative transfer equations (2-38 and 2-39) a 

set of three coupled differential equations can be formed from these fluxes: 

^i ir r S 

dr' Mo 

dF2 

dv' 
= a2Fx - axF2 - a4 — 

Mo 
(D-l) 

dS S 
—7 = -(l-BT0/) — 
dr' Mo 
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/is the fraction of the scattered direct flux which emerges at angles close to the incident beam. This 

fraction of flux can be added back to the original direct flux since it emerges from the layer at essentially 

the same angle. The coefficients in the differential equations are expressed as: 

ax=Ux[\-m0{\-ß0)\ 

a2 = U2ß0m0 

a3=(\-f)m0ß(M0) (D-2) 

aA=(l-f)m0[l-ß(Mo)}. 

Ui and U2 are the reciprocals of the effective cosines for the diffuse upward and downward radiation, ß0 is 

the fraction of diffuse radiation scattered in the backward hemisphere, and ß(u<,) is the same for direct 

radiation. 

The main difference between the variations in the various two-stream approximations are how/ 

Ui, U2, ßo.and ß(Ho) are defined. These parameters are dependent on the scattering properties of the layer. 

The delta-Eddington method is used for strong forward scattering phase functions such as those found in 

water clouds for visible radiation (see Figure 2-2 and 2-3). In this case the Dirac delta function is used as 

an approximation for the scattering phase function. Under this approximation the scattering parameters are 

defined as: 

f = g2 

£=fo -g) 

^»4-4^, 
^ 

»-1 \\   
(1~STo)l 
7v0ßo . 

(Q-3) 

where tu0 is the single scattering albedo and g is the asymmetry parameter. 
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The reflectivity and transmission of the layer are defined in terms of the original fluxes as: 

Mr'} 
(transmission of direct solar beam) 

(diffuse transmission of diffuse incident radiation) 

(diffuse reflectivity of diffuse incident radiation) (D-4) 

(diffuse transmission of direct solar beam) 

(diffuse reflectivity of direct solar beam). 

When the set of coupled differential equations in eqn. D-3 are solved these reflectivity and transmission 

values are expressed as: 

'DB ~ 
5(0) 

*Dif " 
_F2(T') 

F2(0) 

RDif 
_ *i(0) 

F2(0) 

'Dir ~ 
. F2«> 

5(0) 

°Dir 
_ F,(0) 

TDB = exp 

*Dif 
E(l- M2) 
(l-E2M2) 

A/(l -E2) 
RDif —,—T- (D-5) D,f    (\-E2M2) 

'Dir ~ ~Yl'Dif ~Y\*DBRDif +Yl'DB 

RDir ~ ~YlRDif ~ Y\'DB'Dif +Y\- 

where 

f< e~  <~2 

M = -?l 
a{+e 

E = exp(-£T') (D-6) 

_ ~ (1 ~ CT,
0/)g4 ~ /U«l«4 + a2ai) 
{\-m0f)

2-s2
M

2
0 

As can be seen the input parameters for solving the reflection and transmission for the layer simply depends 

on T', TU0, g, and u„. For a cooling tower plume the first three parameters are derived from the water droplet 
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characteristics, number density, and plume thickness. The last parameter depends on the sun-plume-sensor 

angle, and is only needed for direct incident radiation {RDir and TDir). The resulting reflectivities and 

transmissivities can then be applied to either the direct solar radiation or to diffuse radiation (skylight, 

earthshine, self-emission) to determine the multiple scattering effects of the plume. 
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Appendix E : Testing Inverse Algorithms on Plume Images 

There is a strong interest in trying to determine plume characteristics from a remote sensing 

perspective. This is known as the inverse problem. The current techniques use the new generation of 

hyper-spectral sensors to both qualify and quantify gas plumes. There are various techniques to determine 

the type of gas based on the absorption spectra, which is beyond the scope of this research. Once the gas is 

identified through its "fingerprint," then there are some quantitative techniques to determine the 

concentration of the plume. The purpose of this appendix is to demonstrate how DIRSIG plumes can be 

used to test these algorithms. It is not intended to evaluate the accuracy and robustness of these algorithms. 

One possible way to determine the signature of the plume is to do a simple background 

subtraction. While this will show the spectral regions where species within the plume are absorbing, the 

bandshape will be distorted. This is because the plume both absorbs and emits radiation. In addition 

background subtraction leaves the signal in sensor digital counts, and does not provide a direct way to 

calculate the plume density. Aersopace Corp. (Polack, 1995) has developed a way to overcome these 

shortcomings through a special ratio technique. This is done by determining the plume transmission by 

inverting the radiance equation given in Chapter 2. Since scattering is negligible in gases, and the spectral 

bands of interest are in the ER, the radiance reaching a ground based sensor is (from eqn. 2-50) 

L = (l-Tp )LPBB + LDsTp . (E-l) 

The assumptions are that the atmosphere below the plume is negligible and that Kirchoffs Law is used to 

relate the plume emissivity and transmission. The downwelled radiance is determined by measuring a 

background pixel that does not contain the plume. LPBB is obtained from an ambient black plate spectrum 

(the plume and the black plate are assumed to be at the same temperature). This assumes that the plume 

temperature and is the same as the ambient temperature, an assumption that certainly does not hold near the 

stack exit. The transmission of the plume can be expressed as this special ratio: 

_    L, - LPBB 
TP ~ 7 ~T • W 

For an optically thick plume, the radiance reaching the sensor will be close to the blackbody radiance at the 

plume temperature. 

For an airborne sensor the same method is applied, with a few added terms. Again neglecting 

scattering in the IR and solar effects, the radiance reaching the sensor is (from eqn. 2-53) 

L = (1 - rE )LE£ TP tatm + £pLPBB tatm + £pLPBBrE tP tatm + Lus.     (E-3) 
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The first term is the earth's thermal self emission, the second is the plume's self-emission, the third is the 

reflection of the plume off the earth, and the last term is the upwelled radiance from the atmosphere. Again 

the atmosphere under the plume has been ignored, as well any reflection of the downwelled radiance. If the 

earth is considered a perfect blackbody, then the plume transmission is 

L-L vs LpBBTatm 

^EETatm      ^PBBTatm 
(E-4) 

LUE and Tatm can be derived either through MODTRAN or in-scene techniques, and LEE is obtained from a 

background (earth) pixel. 

Once Tp is calculated then the species concentration can be determined. Tp is first converted into 

absorbance through eqn. 2-12: 

!og10r p ■ (E-5) 

After the absorbance is known for that particular pixel, the plume depth needs to be estimated. This is 

where the spatial information of a hyperspectral sensor is useful. A first-cut assumption is the plume is 

rotationally symmetric around the plume axis. Thus the width of the plume is same as the depth, assuming 

the sensor LOS through the plume is perpendicular to the plume axis.  If the LOS is at an angle, then the 

plume depth can be estimated as  z — ■ 
w 

sin 9 

and 9. Figure E-l illustrates the geometry. 

where w is the plume width perpendicular to the plume axis, 

Figure E-l. Estimating Plume Depth 

Once the plume depth is estimated, then the VMR is found by: 

1 A       cohmmdensityJ^base VMR 
0.434 A database plume depth 

[ppm]. (E-6) 
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^■database is the spectral absorbance for the particular gas taken from the database. Columnjdensitydatabase 

is the column density at which the gas was measured. This process can be done for each plume pixel in the 

image. This way the VMR can be estimated spatially over the entire plume based on the radiance values. 

A computer program was developed to implement the algorithm described above. It can be used 

for either the upward or downward looking case. The radiance values for the plume pixel and background 

pixel are taken directly from the DIRISG radiance image. The atmospheric radiance and transmission 

values are taken from the MODTRAN calculations. The actual temperature of the plume can be entered, or 

the plume temperature can be set equal to the ambient temperature. The user defines the bounding area of 

the plume. Currently the plume needs to be oriented in either a horizontal or vertical position. The 

program then scans the area for the plume based on a change in radiance value and determines its width 

along each row (or column). In the pixels where the plume is detected the plume transmission is 

determined as described above. The plume depth along that row is then used to determine the VMR 

through eqn. E-6. The type of gas is assumed known, so that the appropriate absorbance and column 

density from database are used. A VMR image of the plume is then constructed. 

A single region JPL ACAD plume is used to test this algorithm. The wind conditions are varied to 

give the plume some texture. The single region contains Methyl Chloride with a VMR of 500 ppm. The 

two spectral bands selected are at 3.33 urn (MWIR) and 10 um (LWIR) with a spectral resolution of 

10 cm"1. The first case run is for a ground based sensor looking up at the plume 50 m above the ground. A 

single background pixel is selected to obtain the downwelled radiance. The actual plume temperature (303 

K°) is used to obtain the blackbody radiance. Figure E-2 shows the radiance images and Figure E-3 shows 

the VMR images and a sample of the estimated VMR values for the center of the plume. 

Figure E-2. LWIR and MWIR Images of Single Region JPL ACAD Plume 
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Figure E-3. Estimated VMR Image and Values of Plume in LWIR (a) and MWIR (b) 

In the MWIR image the lower right hand comer appears slightly brighter due to the solar scattering from the 

sun (it is 8:00 A.M.). The VMR estimate in the LWIR is very good since all the assumptions are true. The 

DIRSIG image neglects the atmosphere below the plume which is one of the assumption in the inverse 

algorithm. The variation in the VMR from the actual value comes primarily from estimate of the plume 

depth. In the MWIR there is more solar scattering, causing a poorer estimate of the VMR than in the 

LWIR The algorithm is rerun setting the plume temperature equal to the ambient temperature (293 K°). 

The VMR images are shown in Figure E-4. 
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Figure E-4. Estimated VMR Image and Values of Plume in LWIR (a) and MWIR (b) for Plume at 

Ambient Temperature 

The lower estimate of the plume temperature causes an overestimation of the VMR in the LWIR. Since the 

blackbody radiance has gone done, the emissivity of the plume must increase to keep the same plume 

radiance. A higher emissivity can only be achieved by a denser plume, and hence the increase in VMR. In 

the MWIR, the algorithm breaks down. The exact cause for this needs further investigation, but is probably 

due to the increased solar scattering at this wavelength. 

The downward looking case is run next. An airborne sensor at 1.2 km is used with the same 

spectral bands and resolution as stated above. The background is grass, a near-perfect blackbody (e » 0.98) 

in the MWIR and LWIR. The images and VMR estimates (using the actual plume temperature) are shown 

in Figure E-5 and Figure E-6. 

Figure E-5. LWIR and MWIR Images of Single Region JPL ACAD Plume 
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Figure E-6. Estimated VMR Image and Values of Plume in LWIR (a) and MWIR (b) from an 

Airborne Sensor 

Again the VMR estimate is better in the LWIR than the MWIR, although both underestimate the actual 

value. This is due to the intervening atmosphere that adds "noise" to the actual plume signal, thus making 

harder to make an accurate estimate. In the LWIR parts of the plume are missing since the change in 

radiance from the background is not above the set threshold. In the MWIR parts of the plume shadow 

appear in the VMR images. The VMR estimate is rerun with the plume temperature set equal to the 

ambient temperature. In this case the algorithm breaks down in both bands indicating that for an airborne 

sensor the plume needs to be examined far enough downwind. Of course dilution of the plume will be 

significant at this point. 

This appendix is intended only to give a demonstration of how DIRSIG can be used to test and 

develop the inverse algorithms for plume VMR estimation. There are several investigations that can be 

done to see how various parameters affect these algorithms. Also the spectral bands and resolution to use 

for optimal performance can be investigated. 
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Appendix F : Creating A Color Image in DIRSIG 

The color images displayed in this research are created in a special process that involve techniques 

borrowed from color science. Normally DIRSIG images are 8-bit gray scale based on the radiance value for 

that particular spectral band. However color images can be produced based on the human visual system. 

The first step is to run DIRSIG in the visible band. This is done by taking the spectral band from 

25000 cm"1 (400 run) to 15000 cm"1 (714 nm) and dividing it into 500 cm"1 increments. This results in 23 

points in the visible. Radiance calculations are done for each of these points in DIRSIG (and the associated 

MODTRAN radiance file). The radiance values from this visible band are then independently multiplied by 

three different color matching functions. These three functions are based on the XYZ color matching 

functions used in color science, multiplied by a RGB transformation matrix for a typical monitor. The 

resulting color matching function curves are shown in Figure F-l. 
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Figure F-l. RGB Color Matching Functions 

Each color channel is based on the response of the human visual system. Notice the functions have 

negative values. This is needed to reproduce the full color spectrum with proper color mixing of the three 

functions. Each curve has an integrated value of one. At this point the DIRSIG image is represented by 

three color channels (red, green, and blue). Note that when this process is done, the absolute radiometric 

values are lost. If gray cards are available in the image, then each channel is independently auto-scaled to 

produce an 8-bit tiff image for each color. If there are no gray cards in the image, then all three channels 

should be scaled to the same gain and bias to produce the 8-bit images. The three channels are then 

combined through UNDC PBM utilities to produce a 24 bit color tiff image. The rainbow and sunset in 

Chapter 5 demonstrate the faithful reproduction of color when using this technique. 
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Appendix G : Adding Additional Gases to the Gas Database 

Currently there are a limited number of gases that can be used in DIRSIG. However this is easily 

expandable. The source of gas absorbance databases is from the combined USAF/EPA internet web site. 

This site contains both experimentally measured databases as well as HITRAN generated databases. The 

address for this site is "http://info.arnold.af.mil" The desired gases can be downloaded via FTP. The files 

are in ASCII (do not chose the .spc format unless the showspc.exe program on a P.C. is available to view 

the file). 

Once the files are download they need to be converted into a format that the PMT can read. This 

is done using the "convertgas.C" program. This program creates a file called "gas.dat" where gas is the 

user defined name. The file has a header containing the gas temperature, column density, and number of 

spectral points. The frequency and absorbance are then listed. The program also prints out the minimum 

and maximum frequency. 

The PMT code needs to be modified next. The gas filename, minimum and maximum frequency, 

are added in the code. The gas also needs to be assigned a code number. The gases present in the code 

should serve as an example format of how to add the additional gas. After the changes are made the PMT 

code needs to be recompiled. The new gas.dat file has to be in the same directory as the PMT program. A 

future improvement is to have the PMT read in the gas filename directly instead of the gas code. In this 

way the PMT code itself should never have to be altered. 
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Appendix H : DIRSIG Plume File Formats 

The following are the files associated with the DIRSIG plume model. These include both files 

used in the pre-processing stage (i.e. PMT), as well as in the actual DIRSIG run itself. The files described 

in the DIRSIG User's Tutorial (1995), are not covered here. There is a short description for each file 

stating where it was produced, and which program uses it, as well as any additional comments. Text in 

italics are not part of the actual file, but rather used to describe the file entry. 

LANL plume model output file (anl.out): 

This file is produced by the LANL plume model and used in the build_lanl program.   It describes the 

plume's x,z location, temperature, plume radius, mean droplet radius, and number density for each region. 

mber of regions: 

1? 

x (cm) z (cm) tp (K°) rplume (cm)   mean_radius (/mi)  num_d< 

0.00000 0 300.000 196.330 6.00000 1033.66 
678.417 381.190 290.994 244.695 9.09898 570.148 
1278.42 689.083 289.413 275.650 12.6483 489.947 
1878.42 980.083 288.159 303.760 14.3075 426.610 
2478.42 1257.68 286.661 329.726 15.0706 350.580 
3078.42 1522.72 285.373 354.060 15.5273 285.361 
3678.42 1775.58 284.316 376.899 15.8371 232.021 
4278.42 2016.57 283.448 398.316 16.0604 188.374 
4878.42 2245.99 282.729 418.369 16.2277 152.396 
5478.42 2464.11 282.130 437.113 16.3570 122.491 
6078.42 2671.16 281.625 454.602 16.4593 97.4368 
6678.42 2867.39 281.196 470.882 16.5417 76.2940 

JPL plume model input file (Plumelnput): 

This file is used as input for the JPL plume code. There are three versions. The first is for the stand-alone 

version (jpl_rnodel), the second for the ACAD version (jpl_acad_model), and the third for integrated 

DIRSIG version. The file shown below is the condensed version, with superfluous items excluded 

/* SignificantChangelnPlumeDilution  = */ 0.1 
/* SignificantPlumeDilutionMinimum   = */ 0.001 /*(this needs to be <= 0.001) */ 
/* Fraction of stack diameter to use 

as minimum plume sampling step    = */   1 /* (down plume this is not too sensitive <= 1.) */ 
/* Fraction of maximum plume 

contrast contribution that is 
considered significant =*/   0.01   /* (this can be-0.01 - 0.1) i think */ 

I* 
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Format for each chemical is: 
1. Chemical name. 
2. Molecular weight of the chemical 
3. Quantity of chemical. Meaning depends on plume model 

a. If plume model is simple slab model (S, or s), then the quantity is: 
volume mixing ratio (VMR) in parts per million. 

b. Otherwise, the quantity is: 
Pounds per hour released at the top of the stack. 

*/ 

SF6 146.0 50. 

/* Name of the data set from which time sampled meterology and release rates can 
be obtained. This input, if present takes precedence over the average values 
for similar quantites. If it is not use (when name = "None"), then average 
rates read in are operable. 

*/ 
None 

/* Number of plume planes modeled. Plume planes are separated by 
distances = windspeed * sample interval = */ 100 

/* Units used to measure distances and speeds in the input data, and 
the average data below. Possible are "Feet" or "Meters".      = */ Meters 

/* Height of met instruments = */ 21.64 
/* Height of stack release point. = */ 21.64 
/* Stack diameter (set negative to avoid plume modeling completely)= */ .4127 
/* X, Y, Z location of the stack in the coordinate system of the 

scene (stack base) = */ 0. 0. 0. 
/* Direction in scene coordinate system from which mean wind 

direction is coming from (degrees) with north = 0 degrees, 
and west = 90 degrees = */   310 

/* Average wind speed in knots. = */   7. 
/* Atmospheric stability number (Pasquill-Gifford stability number) 

*/   40 
/* Average stack release temperature in degrees Farenheight       = */   194. 
/* Average stack release velocity in 

Units (Feet or Meters) per sec = */    15. 
/* Average sample interval in seconds = */   1. 
/* Number of sigma (float number) beyond which plume is negligible = */   5. 

The following is for the stand-alone version: 

I* The following set of three dimensional points are the starting (sensor) and ending (target) points for a 

ray path. Units are meters. Termination of this list is via an EOF. */ 

10 1000 100 
2 01000 200 
3 0 1000 3 00 
4 0 1000 400 
5 0 1000 5 00 
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The following is for the ACAD version: 

I* This is a new a method for building the plume model for DIRSIG. The sensor and ray starting point are 

moved along the direction of the plume (the y-axis in this case) so that a vertical slice is taken through the 

plume */ 

/* The number of slices to take through the plume = */    10 

/* Increment (in meters) between each slice = */    20 

The integrated DIRSIG version does not have sensor/target geometry data (DIRSIG determines this) 

Meteorological file for Plume_Input (metfile): 

This file gives the time varying meteorolgical conditions to be read in by JPL plume model (as indicated in 

the Plumejnput file). The format is very hard to read due to the exact format requirements. All values for 

a particular time are on a single line with no spaces in between. The number in parentheses is the number 

of spaces allocated for that value. If applicable, the units are also given. 

Format: 
month(2) 
date(2) 
year(2) 
24hour(2) 
min(2) 
sec(2) 
wind dir ectionß, deg) 
wind veloeity(3, kts) 
ambient air temp (3, F°) 
atmospheric stability number (2) 
stack temperature (4, F°) 
stack velocity (3, m/s) '• 
release rate (5, Ibs/hr) repeated for each species present 

102596150000270.3.765.40294.15.40 
102596150003270.3.665.30294.14.40 
102596150005270.3.665.40294.15.40 

Plume input file for buildjpl (jpl.dat): 

This file is created by the JPL ACAD plume model and used by buildjpl to make the .dxf and .pdt file. It 

gives the cross-sectional plume properties at certain intervals down wind. 

1 number of species 
1 
species ID number 
0.2        stack radius (m) 
363.15   stack temperature (K °) 
290.00   ambient temperature (K°) 
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10 number of plume slices 
20.0       interval of slices (m) 
distance downwind (m)     vertical distance (m) dilution temp contrast (K°) VMR (parts per part) 
0.000000 20.838510 0.002122        0.155211 1.783480e-05 

Input file for buildjpl (input.dat): 

This file describes how to build the AC AD model (i.e. number of regions) for the JPL plume. 

3 number of regions 
.06212 max dilution 
.005 step size of first region (as fraction of max dilution) 
1 material of first region 
•07 step size of second region (as fraction of max dilution) 
2 material of second region 
•5 step size of third region (as fraction of max dilution) 
3 material of third region 

Plume description file for plume model translator (*.pdt) 

This file is generated by either buildjpl or buildjanl and describes each region of the plume. 

1 number of regions 
region 1 name of region 
1 region number 
300.000 temperature of region (K) 
2 number of constituents in region 
4 constituent number (4 = CH3Cl) 
-1 particle radius (-1 for gases) 
50 VMR (ppm) or number density (cm3) 
1 constituent number (1 = water droplet) 
1 particle radius (/jm) 
100 VMR (ppm) or number density (cm3) 

Index of refraction database file (H20.dat) 

This file gives the index of refraction for a scattering particle and read in by the PMT. Currently only water 

droplets are in the database. 

0.200 starting wavelength (mm) 
29.0 ending wavelength 
0.025 wavelength increment 
real imaginary index of refraction 
1.39600 1.10000e-07 
1.37300 1.32257e-14 

• • 

EPA gas absorbency database (*.dat) 
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This is gas database read in by the PMT. It is modified from the original EPA format. 

33179 number of spectral points 
1503 column density (ppm-m) of gas measured for database 
298 temperature (K°) of gas measured for database 
frequency (cm'1) absorbance 
4399.918 0.002061 
4399.797 0.0010314 
4399.677 0.00073737 
4399.557 0 
4399.436 0.00039278 
4399.315 0.001001 

Optical database file for DIRSIG (*.opt) 

This is the optical input file for DIRSIG when using the ACAD plume model.  Each region will have its 

own optical file.   There are two formats, one for single scattering and one for multiple scattering.    The 

bandpasses need to match that of the scene node file.  The filename is specified in the region's material 

entry in the material database under the extinction filename. 

(single scattering format): 

1 format type (1 = single scattering) 

1 number of spectral bands 
18180 starting frequency for band 1 (cm'1) 
18200 ending frequency (cm'1) 
20 frequency increment (cm'1) 
frequency (cm'')   extinction coefficient (km1)   scattering coefficient (km1) 
18200 22.501   22.501 
18180 22.348  22.348 

18180 starting frequency for band 1 (cm') 
18200 ending frequency (cm1) 
20 frequency increment (cm') 

0.00 starting angle (deg) 
180.0 ending angle (deg) 
10 angular increment (deg) 

frequency (cm1)  angle (deg) angular scattering coefficient (km'') 
1.82e+04  0 4196.2 
18200   10 6.8958 
18200  20 9.5427 
18200  30 2.4291 

(multiple scattering format): 
0 format type ( 0 = multiple scattering) 

1 number of spectral bands 
14000 starting frequency (cm'1) 
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25000 ending frequency (cm1) 
500 frequency increment (cm1) 
frequency (cm1)   extinction coefficient (km'')   scattering coefficient (km1) 
25000  2.8722  2.8722 
24500  2.8782  2.8782 
24000  2.8733   2.8733 
frequency (cm1)  single scattering albedo  asymmetry parameter 
25000 1 0.82685 
24500 1 0.82611 
24000 1 0.82905 

Absorbance database file for DIRSIG (*.abs) 

This file is used by the DIRSIG integrated JPL model. It is based on the EPA absorbance database. 

7 gas ID number 
298 
10 
2 

database temperature (K°) 
database column density (ppm-m) 
number of spectral bands 

910 
960 

starting frequency for band 1 (cm1) 
ending frequency (cm1) 

5 
frequency (cm1) 
960  0 

frequency increment (cm1) 
absorbance 

955 0.00088119 
950 0.150294 
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Appendix I: NTS Validation Files 

The following are a few files used in the JPL plume model validation. These are the ACAD view 

file, the scene node file, the SF6 absorbance database, and the Plume_Input file. Other files used were too 

long to be included (i.e. geometric and radiometry databases). 

NTS.adv: 

-9200 5000 0 (target location (x, y, z) in mm) 
-53455 5000 52691 (sensor location) 
49.9733 180. 0.0 (sensor elevation, azimuth, and twist) 
50 (sensor focal length (mm)) 
400 400 (image size (pixels)) 

NTS.snd 

0.527 (sensor height for MODTRAN input (km)) 
2 (number of spectral bands) 
910. 960. 5.    (band 1 start, stop, and increment frequency (cm1)) 
910.1020.10. (band 2   "     "      *'        '* " ") 
20.0 86.0 2.0 (MODTRAN view angle elevation) 
2 25 94 (date) 
23.3 (GMT) 
7.0 (Difference between local time and GMT) 
36.8 115.95 (Latitude and Longitude) 

SF6.abs 

7 (gas number) 
298 (database temperature (K°)) 
10 (database column density (ppm-m)) 
2 (number of spectral bands) 
910 (starting frequency for band 1 (cm'1)) 
960 (stopping frequency) 
5 (frequency increment) 
960 0 (frequency and absorbance) 
955 0.00088119 
950 0.150294 
945 0.242627 
940 0.0880151 
935 0.0149287 
930 0.0120917 
925 0.00547446 
920 0.000461799 
915 3.89e-07 
910 0 

910 (starting frequency for band 2) 
1020 
10 
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1020 0 
10100 
1000 0 
990 0 
980 0 
970 0 
960 0 
950 0.14367 
940 0.0981114 
930 0.0108173 
920 0.00117568 
9100 

Plume_Input file (condensed) 

I* SignificantChangelnPlumeDilution  = */ 0.1 
/* SignificantPlumeDilutionMinimum   =*/ 0.001/*(this needs to be <= 0.001) */ 
/* Fraction of stack diameter to use 

as minimum plume sampling step    = */   1 /* (down plume this is not too sensitive <= 1.) */ 
/* Fraction of maximum plume 

contrast contribution that is 
considered significant = */   0.01   /* (this can be -0.01 - 0.1) i think */ 

/* 
Format for each chemical is: 

1. Chemical name. 
2. Molecular weight of the chemical 
3. Quantity of chemical. Meaning depends on plume model 

a. If plume model is simple slab model (S, or s), then the quantity is: 
volume mixing ratio (VMR) in parts per million. 

b. Otherwise, the quantity is: 
Pounds per hour released at the top of the stack. 

*/ 

SF6 146.0 50. 

/* Name of the data set from which time sampled meterology and release rates can 
be obtained. This input, if present takes precedence over the average values 
for similar quantites. If it is not use (when name = "None"), then average 
rates read in are operable. 

*/ 
None 

/* Number of plume planes modeled. Plume planes are separated by 
distances = windspeed * sample interval = */ 100 

/* Units used to measure distances and speeds in the input data, and 
the average data below. Possible are "Feet" or "Meters".      = */ Meters 

/* Height of met instruments = */ 21.64 
/* Height of stack release point. = */ 21.64 
/* Stack diameter (set negative to avoid plume modeling completely)= */ .4127 
/* X, Y, Z location of the stack in the coordinate system of the 
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scene (stack base) = */ 0. 0. 0. 
/* Direction in scene coordinate system from which mean wind 

direction is coming from (degrees) with north = 0 degrees, 
and west = 90 degrees = */   310 

/* Average wind speed in knots. = */   7. 
/* Atmospheric stability number (Pasquill-Gifford stability number) 

*/   40 
/* Average stack release temperature in degrees Farenheight       = */   194. 
/* Average stack release velocity in 

Units (Feet or Meters) per sec = */    15. 
/* Average sample interval in seconds = */    1. 
/* Number of sigma (float number) beyond which plume is negligible = */ 
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